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PS_StuCarePS_DegreeConferDate PS_DegreeP1_DegreeP1P1Coll P1P1MajD P1P1S1 PS_ACT_Co
UGRD 5-May-17 3.624 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.716 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.248 BA AS ENGLISH AML 28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.251 MS ED ELEMENTA  BLE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.848 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.734 BSA CF STUDIO AR2DIM 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.687 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.923 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.908 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.554 BA AS ENGLISH LGS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.351 BA AS INTERNATI  GSS 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.371 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.385 BSA CF STUDIO AR2DIM 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.953 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.524 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.738 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.857 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.615 BA AS INTERNATI  AS;IMBL 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.025 BSBA BA BUSINESS AECON;2SIN 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.864 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 33.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.224 BA AS PHILOSOPHY 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.080 BA AS PSYCHOLOSCHP 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.296 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.940 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.536 BSED ED LIBRARY SCIENCE 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.900 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.119 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.437 BS BA ECONOMICS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.675 BMS CA OPTION ONPSYC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.872 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.883 BFA CF STUDIO AR2DIM 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.694 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.826 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.420 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.544 BA AS FOREIGN L   SPA 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.003 BIS IS MANAGEM   IAC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.225 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.664 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.744 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.890 CER CA PUBLIC MANAGEMEN 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.179 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.842 BS AS ENVIRONM  EAR 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.944 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.273 MS IS COMPUTE  NWT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.322 BFA CF STUDIO AR3DIM 31.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.965 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.793 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.644 BA AS INTERNATI  AS 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.115 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.065 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 29.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.778 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.686 CER AS BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.527 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.742 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EESL 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.878 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.156 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.672 BA AS PSYCHOLONOCONC 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.805 BA AS SOCIOLOGY 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.173 BGS CA OPTION ONENGL 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.683 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.619 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  16.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.815 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.424 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.268 BS AS BIOLOGY 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.895 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 14.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.821 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.522 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.982 BSA CF STUDIO AR2DIM 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.819 MM CF MUSIC MUP 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.740 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 24.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.945 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.600 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.675 BA AS FOREIGN L   SPA 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.762 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.064 BSEM CA EMERGENC  FPST;ISEC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.822 BAH CF ART HISTORY 21.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.765 MA AS PSYCHOLODUP 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.939 MS IS INFORMAT  CYBS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.231 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.358 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.373 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUC/SP  22.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.868 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.492 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.473 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.337 BA AS PSYCHOLODEVP 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.770 BS AS ENVIRONM  EAR 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MS ED READING 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  TLRN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.564 BA AS ENGLISH LGS 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.566 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.733 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.912 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.916 MA AS TEACHING SPAG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.750 MPA CA PUBLIC AD NPM 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.810 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.869 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.232 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.639 MS BA ECONMICSBEC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.587 BSCS IS COMPUTE  ITC 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.757 BS AS PHYSICS 29.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.615 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.667 MS AS MATHEMADSCI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.802 BSIA IS INFORMATION ASSUR 30.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.833 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.016 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 13.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.419 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.260 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 18.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.974 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.769 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.430 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.411 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;ISPM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.101 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MS ED SECONDAR  TLRN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.544 BA AS FOREIGN L   FRE 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.810 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.307 MS BA ECONMICSBEC;MFE;P 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.510 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 14.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.533 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MA AS PSYCHOLOPBI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.666 BITI IS IT INNOVATION 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.763 BITI IS IT INNOVATION 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.800 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.346 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.602 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.424 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.627 BAM CF MUSIC PVOI 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.569 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.155 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.717 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.101 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.309 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.189 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;2SIN 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.677 BSEE 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.939 BA AS POLITICAL NOCONC 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.803 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.919 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 22.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.500 MS BA ECONOMICPPE 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.755 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.825 PHD CA GERONTOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.989 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.636 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.559 BSC CF JOURNALISPRA 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.467 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.651 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.090 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.390 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.416 BSED ED SECONDAR  MGE 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.968 MS ED ELEMENTA  LMD 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.923 MPA CA PUBLIC ADMINISTRAT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.204 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 13.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.598 BAC CF JOURNALISPRA 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.437 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.933 BSA CF STUDIO AR3DIM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.742 BSEM CA EMERGENC  CACJ;ISEC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.060 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.824 BTH CF THEATRE A&D 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.450 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.198 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 19.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.936 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.116 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.144 BS AS PSYCHOLONSBV 32.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.250 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.912 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 33.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.727 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.777 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN;MGM 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.273 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN;MGM 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.700 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.467 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.534 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.820 BA AS BIOLOGY 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.175 BTH CF THEATRE A&D 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.231 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.475 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  32.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.202 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.992 BS AS SOCIOLOG NOCONC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.485 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.914 BA AS INTERNATI  AS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.213 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.428 BS AS BIOLOGY 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.945 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.654 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.381 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.685 BMS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.679 BS AS BIOLOGY 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.063 BS AS MATHEMAEDMT 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.056 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.730 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.333 BA AS HISTORY 32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.702 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.774 BSEM CA EMERGENC  PUBH;TME 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.495 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.853 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.386 BSC CF BROADCASBRN 19.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.204 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.620 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.236 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SM 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.862 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;BANK 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.608 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.760 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.079 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 18.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.682 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.305 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 16.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.224 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.013 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 19.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.043 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.269 BSCN EN CONSTRUCTION ENGI 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.751 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.939 MS ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.211 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.778 MS AS INDUSTRIAL-ORGANIZ  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.610 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.166 MA ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.648 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.959 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.779 MPA CA PUBLIC AD AVI 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.967 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.958 MA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.621 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.802 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.074 BSIA IS INFORMATION ASSUR 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED COUNSELINSAHE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.051 BSIA IS INFORMATION ASSUR 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.933 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.896 BGS CA OPTION ONLSCI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.126 BSBA BA BUSINESS ASCMT 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.758 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.290 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.752 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 22.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.895 MS ED SECONDAR  TEC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.907 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.330 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 20.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.954 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.826 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 31.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.697 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.238 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  15.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.073 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.220 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.688 BS AS MATHEMADATA 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.741 BSBM ED BIOMECHANICS 23.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.363 MS IS COMPUTE  SEN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.588 BSC CF JOURNALISNED 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.107 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.830 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;BANK 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.391 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.095 BGS CA OPTION ONAVST 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.734 BSA CF STUDIO ARK12 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.866 BSGE CA GERONTOLHAGE 18.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.657 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.538 MPA CA PUBLIC AD HTH 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MS AS POLITICAL IAFF 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.362 BMS CA OPTION ONINFT 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.576 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.896 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.453 BMS CA OPTION ONBHLT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.688 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 32.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.979 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.610 MS ED SPECIAL EDTMD 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.460 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.902 BTE EN COMPUTER ENGINEER 28.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.100 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.177 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 34.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 2.770 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.661 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.637 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.948 BS AS GEOLOGY GEOLGRD 33.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.357 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.991 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.188 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.578 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.400 BSA CF STUDIO ARMDIA 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.539 BS AS SOCIOLOG NOCONC 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.515 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.296 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.858 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 16.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.804 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.491 BMS CA OPTION ONGEOG 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.290 BSC CF JOURNALISNED 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.209 BA AS PHILOSOPHY 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.779 MS AS INDUSTRIAL-ORGANIZ  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.521 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.970 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.971 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;BANK 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.715 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 18.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.723 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.478 BM CF MUSIC PERMPFE 20.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.750 MA ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.365 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.336 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.926 BSCS IS COMPUTE  GAME 32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.778 BGS CA OPTION ONNADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.228 BGS CA OPTION ONRELI 18.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MA AS TEACHING FREG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.278 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.781 BSED ED LIBRARY SCIENCE 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.676 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.588 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.455 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.495 BA AS SOCIOLOG HSOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.313 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 20.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.952 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  31.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.722 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.388 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 23.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.243 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.262 BAV CA AVIATION FLT 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.423 BA AS PSYCHOLOSCHP 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.875 MA CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.275 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.678 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.937 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.999 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 15.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.405 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.858 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.773 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.872 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 23.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.635 MS IS INFORMAT  CYBS 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.936 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.748 BA AS ENGLISH BIA 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MA AS PSYCHOLOSPS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.418 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.882 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.509 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.259 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 15.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.809 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.610 MS ED SPECIAL EDBHD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.233 BA AS WOMEN & GENDER S 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.959 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.973 MA AS GEOGRAPHGISG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.490 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.387 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.477 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINBS;MGM 29.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.304 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.979 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.823 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.463 BM CF MUSIC EDUMEDF 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.565 BA AS ENGLISH LGS 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.445 BAV CA AVIATION ATA 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.617 BS AS PHYSICS 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.483 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.868 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.796 MA AS TEACHING SPAG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.776 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 33.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.715 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 2.730 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.541 BS AS MATHEMATICS 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.979 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.693 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.884 BA AS INTERNATI  AS 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.917 MS ED ELEMENTA  LMD 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.835 MFA CF WRITING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.693 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.477 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.474 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.527 BSEM CA EMERGENC  ITAC;TMES 0.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 2.959 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.944 BSBA BA BUSINESS ASCMT 27.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.279 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.641 BA AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.850 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.313 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.333 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.934 MS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.866 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.362 BA AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.952 MA AS PSYCHOLOIOP 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.127 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BSED ED LIBRARY SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.572 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.767 MS ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.180 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.923 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.250 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 21.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.564 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.860 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  31.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.811 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.068 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.150 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.599 BA AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.672 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;2SI 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.530 BSEL EN ELECTRONICS ENGINE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.149 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.928 CER AS GEOGRAPHIC INFORM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.130 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.775 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  31.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.837 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.197 BA AS PHILOSOPHY 31.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.751 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.139 BS AS POLITICAL LATC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.823 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.865 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.549 BA AS ENGLISH CNF 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.438 BA AS PSYCHOLONOCONC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.048 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.622 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.844 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.839 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.707 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 15.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.271 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.902 BA AS HISTORY 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.880 MS ED COUNSELINSAHE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.332 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.720 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.860 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.722 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.854 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 30.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.628 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.719 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.567 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.138 BGS CA OPTION ONSUST 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.292 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  15.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.567 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.553 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.595 BSC CF JOURNALIS    CTVM 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.963 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.297 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.060 BS AS GEOLOGY GEOLCAR 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.970 BSED ED ELEMENTA   EDI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.952 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 18.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.834 MA AS TEACHING SPAG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.438 BSA CF STUDIO ARMDIA 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.581 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.140 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.564 BFA CF STUDIO AR2DIM 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.884 BSA CF STUDIO ARMDIA 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.336 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.715 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.557 BAM CF MUSIC PVOI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.832 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 26.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 2.575 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.419 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.691 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.597 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.909 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.955 BGS CA OPTION ONLSCI 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.386 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.751 BS AS CHEMISTR MDC 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.911 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.541 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.229 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.889 MS ED ELEMENTA  ECH 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MS AS INDUSTRIAL-ORGANIZ  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.255 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.855 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 29.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.886 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.833 MS AS POLITICAL IAFF 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.991 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.747 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.846 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.973 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.976 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.480 BSEL EN ELECTRONICS ENGINE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.943 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  IMI 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.815 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.076 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 18.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  STEM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.621 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.843 BSEM CA EMERGENC  CACJ;ISEC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.671 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.805 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 23.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.453 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.811 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.934 BA AS ENGLISH CNF 32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.350 BA AS ENGLISH LGS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.337 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 18.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.527 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.010 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.222 BSC CF JOURNALISPRA 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.852 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.493 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 33.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.785 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 28.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.716 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.708 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.154 BTE EN COMPUTER ENGINEER 28.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.807 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.518 BS AS MATHEMADATA 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.356 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.404 BA AS BLACK STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.658 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.008 BA AS PSYCHOLODEVP 16.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.494 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.346 BSC CF BROADCASNMC 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.350 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.832 BTE EN COMPUTER ENGINEER 31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.769 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.682 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.581 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.943 BSEM CA EMERGENC  PUBH;TME 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.799 BA AS SOCIOLOGY 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.948 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.383 BMS CA OPTION ONENGL 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.240 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.700 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.291 BMS CA OPTION ONBIOL 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.676 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.968 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.837 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;2SI 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.069 BA AS FOREIGN L   SPA 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MS ED READING 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.885 BA AS FOREIGN L   FRE 17.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.922 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.500 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.547 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.200 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.328 BA AS SOCIOLOG NOCONC 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.368 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.344 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.687 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.250 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.590 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.088 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN;MGM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.490 BA AS HISTORY 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.788 BSBI IS BIOINFORMATICS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.341 BSEM CA EMERGENC  FPST;ITAC 18.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.700 MS IS INFORMAT  CYBS 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.848 MS ED SPECIAL EDBISP 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.821 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.541 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.190 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.921 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.535 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.682 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.477 BS AS CHEMISTRY 31.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.600 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.661 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.482 BS AS BIOLOGY 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.592 CER IS SYSTEM DEVELOPMEN 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.630 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.992 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 31.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.905 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.639 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.609 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.826 BSC CF BROADCASNMC 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.154 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.110 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.806 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.567 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.913 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 2.807 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.138 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 26.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.689 MBA BA BUSINESS ARSK 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.813 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.764 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SM 30.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 CER CA MANAGING JUVENILE   0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.685 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.319 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.852 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.989 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.641 CER IS PROJECT MANAGEME 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MA ED HEALTH, P    HTE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.975 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 27.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.890 MA AS CRITICAL A   OSAL 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.955 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;2SI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.666 BMS CA OPTION ONSOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.114 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 22.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.945 MS ED SPECIAL EDBISP 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.773 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.341 CER AS TCH ENGL TO SPKRS O   0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.958 PHD AS PSYCHOLOIOP 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.692 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.233 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.565 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.585 BITI IS IT INNOVATION 24.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.970 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.729 MS ED COUNSELINCNK 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.400 BFA CF STUDIO AR2DIM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.655 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU;2SBS 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.485 MS AS MATHEMADSCI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.944 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.530 BSA CF STUDIO ARIGD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.454 BGS CA OPTION ONPSCI 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.925 BS AS MATHEMAOPSR 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.880 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.344 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.861 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.964 BS AS SOCIOLOG ISJ 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.350 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.037 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;ISPM 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.479 MPA CA PUBLIC AD NPM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.950 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.746 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.948 MBA BA BUSINESS AIBS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.476 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.521 BMS CA OPTION ONSUST 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.147 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.415 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.699 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.857 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.805 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.800 CER AS TCH ENGL TO SPKRS O   0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.732 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.687 CER AS ADVANCED WRITING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.573 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MPA CA PUBLIC AD NPM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.979 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.932 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.719 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.071 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.811 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.219 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SM 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.685 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.589 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SBSF 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.256 BS AS SOCIOLOGY 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.103 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.891 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.562 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 23.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.043 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.747 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.916 MS ED COUNSELINCNK 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.598 BSCS IS COMPUTE  ITC 32.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.610 MA ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.756 BGS CA OPTION ONMATH 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.702 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.328 BS AS BIOLOGY 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.976 MS ED COUNSELINCNK 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.418 BA AS POLITICAL LATC 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.999 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.214 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.603 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.095 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.205 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.704 BSBA BA BUSINESS ASCMT 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.900 MS ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.662 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.555 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.875 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.968 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.973 BFA CF CREATIVE WFCPO 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.598 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.809 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.425 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.131 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.942 BS AS SOCIOLOG ISJ 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.691 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;BANK 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.859 BSCN EN CONSTRUCTION ENGI 24.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.717 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.670 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.068 BITI IS IT INNOVATION 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.813 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.698 BA AS ENGLISH AML 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.968 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.661 BGS CA OPTION ONBIOL 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.116 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.383 BA AS ENGLISH BIA 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.923 BSC CF JOURNALIS    CTVM 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.582 MS ED SPECIAL EDTMD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.753 BSCN EN CONSTRUCTION ENGI 32.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.030 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.771 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINBS;SCMT 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.367 BMS CA OPTION ONCSCI 31.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.605 MBA BA BUSINESS AINV;RSK 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.842 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 33.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.339 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.861 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.948 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 32.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.815 BA AS BIOLOGY 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.530 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.013 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.453 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.946 BA AS BIOLOGY 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.211 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;BANK 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.223 BS AS HISTORY 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.548 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.241 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.934 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.961 MS ED SECONDAR  TLRN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.552 BS AS BIOLOGY 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.333 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.871 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 22.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.889 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.372 BS AS POLITICAL PLTH 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.671 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.812 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.812 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.278 MS IS COMPUTE  ISE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.474 BAM CF MUSIC MTEC 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.718 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.489 BA AS PSYCHOLONOCONC 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.605 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.265 BA AS BIOLOGY 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.305 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.882 MS CA URBAN STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.854 BSA CF STUDIO AR2DIM 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.878 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.983 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.521 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUC/SP  28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.331 BAM CF MUSIC MTEC 22.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.822 MS ED EDUCATIO  SCAD 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.462 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.949 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.802 BS AS SOCIOLOG NOCONC 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.216 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.452 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.562 BS AS HISTORY 29.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.245 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.645 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.287 CER AS TCH ENGL TO SPKRS O   0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.524 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 33.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.613 BSEL EN ELECTRONICS ENGINE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.173 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.266 BA AS INTERNATI  AS 15.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.810 BAV CA AVIATION ATA 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.461 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.820 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.275 BGS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.897 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.042 BAM CF MUSIC PVOI 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.153 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.880 BSBA BA BUSINESS AECON 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.670 BA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.253 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.877 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.554 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.241 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.080 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  13.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.827 BSIA IS INFORMATION ASSUR 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.364 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EESL 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.667 MS AS MATHEMADSCI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.935 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.302 BMS CA OPTION ONMCOM 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.901 MPA CA PUBLIC ADMINISTRAT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.436 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.608 BA AS PSYCHOLOSCHP 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.598 BGS CA OPTION ONGERO 22.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.916 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.381 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.596 BGS CA OPTION ONLSCI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.230 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.523 BMS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.803 BSBA BA BUSINESS ASCMT;2SM 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.236 BGS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 16.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.834 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.278 BITI IS IT INNOVATION 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.975 BA AS HISTORY 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.953 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.962 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.736 BSED ED RECREATIO  RAD 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.615 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.736 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.075 BS AS ENVIRONM  GEO 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.382 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.659 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 15.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.894 BAM CF MUSIC MTEC;PKEY 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.394 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.994 BA AS HISTORY 28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.455 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.959 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.505 BS AS PHYSICS 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.805 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.614 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.582 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.666 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.431 BS AS CHEMISTRY 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  ECH 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.682 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.454 BGS CA OPTION ONLSCI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.272 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 16.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.669 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 20.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.892 MA AS CRITICAL A   OSAL 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.712 MBA BA BUSINESS ARSK 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.100 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 17.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.860 MPA CA PUBLIC AD NPM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.547 BSBI IS BIOINFORMATICS 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.173 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.607 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.759 BA AS RELIGION 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.603 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.916 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.675 BGS CA OPTION ONPSYC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.134 BAV CA AVIATION ATA 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.304 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;2SE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.226 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.649 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.704 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.733 BSEM CA EMERGENC  PAAM;PUB 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.904 BS AS ENVIRONM  GEO 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.459 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.666 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.576 MA AS GEOGRAPHY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.304 BSC CF JOURNALIS    CTVM 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.375 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.618 BGS CA OPTION ONHCAD 22.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.878 CER ED INSTRUCTION IN URBA  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.589 BS AS PHYSICS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.679 BA AS GENERAL SCIENCE 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MM CF MUSIC MUE 0.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 2.408 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.730 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.826 BA AS INTERNATI  GSS 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.713 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.517 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.989 BTE EN COMPUTER ENGINEER 31.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.555 MS BA ECONMICSPPE 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED EDUCATIO  SCAD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.701 BSAT ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.576 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.921 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.690 MS IS MANAGEM   PMT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.742 BA AS SOCIOLOG FAMI 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.910 MS ED COUNSELINCNK 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.973 BSED ED LIBRARY SCIENCE 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.189 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.883 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.119 BGS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.515 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 28.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.507 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.280 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.137 BAV CA AVIATION ATA 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.199 BMS CA OPTION ONPSYC 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.083 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.726 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.432 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.490 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.320 BS AS ENVIRONM  LIF 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.141 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.491 BFA CF CREATIVE WFCPO 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.808 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.796 BSA CF STUDIO AR3DIM 31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.768 BIS IS MANAGEM   NOCONC 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.459 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.019 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.695 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.945 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.109 BS AS ENVIRONM  EAR 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS AEBS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.931 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 27.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.418 CER IS PROJECT MANAGEME 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.548 BS AS BIOLOGY 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.353 BS AS GEOLOGY GEOLCAR 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.381 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MM CF MUSIC MUP 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.572 BS AS MATHEMADATA 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.959 PHD AS PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.963 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.568 MS ED COUNSELINSAHE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.866 BS AS BIOLOGY 31.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.159 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.860 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.584 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.583 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.899 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 19.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.833 MS ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.235 BMS CA OPTION ONHCAD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.169 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 19.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.818 MBA BA BUSINESS AHCM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.266 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.729 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.407 BGS CA OPTION ONIABG 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.245 BAM CF MUSIC MENT 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.353 BA AS HISTORY 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.648 BGS CA OPTION ONEMGT 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.032 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.967 CER VC HUMAN RE   TAD 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.630 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.311 BGS CA OPTION ONSOC 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.838 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.710 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MPA CA PUBLIC AD AVI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.024 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.602 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.819 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.926 BGS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.679 BSIA IS INFORMATION ASSUR 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.427 BA AS FOREIGN L   SPA 17.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.888 MS ED ELEMENTA  BLE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.399 BA AS ENGLISH BIA 31.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.815 MBA BA BUSINESS AHRM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.246 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU;2SM 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.436 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.841 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.750 CER IS PROJECT MANAGEME 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.229 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.181 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.266 MS AS MATHEMADSCI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.541 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.867 MS IS COMPUTE  AIN 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.696 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.037 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.828 BS AS PSYCHOLODEVP 16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.758 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.694 BA AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.513 BS BA ECONOMICS 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.794 BA AS PSYCHOLODEVP 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.837 BS AS PSYCHOLONSBV 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.524 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.602 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.798 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.842 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.922 BGS CA OPTION ONSOC 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.193 BMS CA OPTION ONAVST 22.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.923 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.175 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.839 MBA BA BUSINESS AEBS 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.874 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  25.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.037 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.788 BSED ED SECONDAR  MGE 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.190 MS IS MANAGEM   DMG 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.505 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.095 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.931 BSA CF STUDIO ARK12 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.933 MS IS INFORMAT  CYBS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.197 BMS CA OPTION ONWGST 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.331 BM CF MUSIC PERMPFE 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.351 BFA CF CREATIVE WCNON;FCP 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.176 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.541 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.551 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.124 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 26.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.872 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.952 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.607 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.171 BSA CF STUDIO ARMDIA 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.435 BSA CF STUDIO ARMDIA 19.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.421 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.948 MS ED EDUCATIO  SCAD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.935 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 22.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.719 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.185 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.257 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 23.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.034 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.860 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.603 BA AS BIOLOGY 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.358 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.333 BSED ED SECONDAR  SIPC 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.597 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.941 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.478 BAC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 18.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.075 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.992 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 32.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.692 PHD IS INFORMATION TECHN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.597 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.544 BSBA BA BUSINESS ASCMT 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.597 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.395 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.990 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.731 BSA CF STUDIO ARMDIA 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.523 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.129 BS AS POLITICAL FNSA 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.274 BIS IS MANAGEM   NOCONC 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.832 BA AS BIOLOGY 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.491 PHD IS INFORMATION TECHN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.428 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.482 BSED ED SECONDAR  MGE 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.987 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.264 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.213 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 33.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.606 BGS CA OPTION ONLSCI 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.961 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.785 BMS CA OPTION ONGEOG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.210 BS AS BIOLOGY 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.304 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.582 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.681 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.861 MS ED ELEMENTA  STEM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.770 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.075 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.940 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.459 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.287 BA AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.833 MS ED READING 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.547 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.555 MS ED SPECIAL EDBHD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.816 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MA CF THEATRE TMT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.721 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.148 BMS CA OPTION ONPSYC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.608 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 14.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.070 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.166 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.830 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.949 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.587 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.824 BGS CA OPTION ONHIST 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.704 BA AS BIOLOGY 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.957 BSED ED ELEMENTA   EDI 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.607 MS IS COMPUTE  NWT 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.945 MS ED SECONDAR  LMD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.844 BIS IS MANAGEM   NOCONC 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.024 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.630 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.650 BSBI IS BIOINFORMATICS 32.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.484 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.740 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.823 BS AS SOCIOLOG HSOC 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.806 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.900 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.113 BMS CA OPTION ONSOC 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.237 BSAT ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.548 BA AS PSYCHOLOSCHP 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.873 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.300 BFA CF STUDIO AR2DIM 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.085 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.933 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 29.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.944 MM CF MUSIC MUE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.396 BIS IS MANAGEM   GITLM 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.854 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.844 MBA BA BUSINESS ARSK;SCMG 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.904 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.601 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.889 BS AS HISTORY 23.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.426 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.459 BA AS SOCIOLOG ISJ 23.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.343 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.834 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 21.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.923 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.659 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.927 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.663 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.698 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;REL 28.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.434 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.923 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.945 MS ED ELEMENTA  IMI 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.667 MA AS PSYCHOLOIOP 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.658 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.929 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.797 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.823 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.879 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.987 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.988 MPA CA PUBLIC ADMINISTRAT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.333 BSIA IS INFORMATION ASSUR 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.700 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.405 BSBA BA BUSINESS AISPM 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.660 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 33.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.848 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.221 BGS CA OPTION ONCWTG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.698 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.988 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.768 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.905 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.214 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 34.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.970 MS IS INFORMAT  ISYS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.985 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.810 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.282 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.618 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.460 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.215 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.663 BGS CA OPTION ONNADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.151 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 28.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.730 MA AS GEOGRAPHHGE;PEG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.658 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.407 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.782 MA AS GEOGRAPHGISG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.333 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.084 BA AS FOREIGN L   GER 16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.031 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.365 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.030 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.285 BSGE CA GERONTOLADMN 16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.679 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.625 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.955 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.393 BMS CA OPTION ONHCAD 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.882 BSC CF JOURNALISPRA 22.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.558 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.294 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESLB 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.150 BA AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.151 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 31.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.528 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.513 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 18.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.420 MS CA URBAN STUDIES 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.886 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 4.000 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.626 BS AS MATHEMAEDMT 32.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.927 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.375 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 CER CA GERONTOLNOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.291 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.831 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.264 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.377 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.440 BA AS BIOLOGY 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.183 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.805 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.871 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.651 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.430 BSBA BA BUSINESS AECON 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.917 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.394 BSIA IS INFORMATION ASSUR 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.510 BA AS FOREIGN L   FRE 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.955 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.238 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;BANK 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.706 BA AS ENGLISH BIA 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.230 BA AS HISTORY 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.919 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.826 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.265 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.992 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.574 BA AS BIOLOGY 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.065 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.156 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.114 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 26.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.916 MS ED SPECIAL EDBHD 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.190 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 26.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.199 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.830 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.167 MS IS COMPUTE  NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.649 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 4.000 BA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.833 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.888 MS IS COMPUTE  AIN 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.238 BMS CA OPTION ONRLS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.673 BGS CA OPTION ONGEOG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.347 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.835 MFA CF WRITING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.653 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.707 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 23.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.533 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.531 BS AS BIOLOGY 32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.202 BAV CA AVIATION FLT 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.155 BGS CA OPTION ONMIS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.927 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 33.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.911 MS ED COUNSELINCNK 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.555 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.873 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.312 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.293 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.818 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.456 BSC CF JOURNALISPRA 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.480 BMS CA OPTION ONHCAD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.758 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.676 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN;MGM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.770 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.452 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.522 BSC CF JOURNALIS    CTVM 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.448 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SINB 30.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.810 MA AS TEACHING TSL 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.344 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.449 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 34.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.444 MS ED SECONDAR  LMD 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.916 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.923 BAC CF COMMUNICATION ST 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.983 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 27.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.610 MPA CA PUBLIC AD NPM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.845 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;ISPM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.828 BM CF MUSIC PERMPFD 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.913 BSEL EN ELECTRONICS ENGINE 33.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.563 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 29.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.948 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.614 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  16.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.926 BMS CA OPTION ONHCAD 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.222 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;INBS;2 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.690 BS AS MATHEMAEDMT 23.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.981 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.362 BMS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.126 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.864 MS ED COUNSELINCNK 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.800 MS AS MATHEMATICS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.840 BA AS ENGLISH LGS 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.893 BS AS CHEMISTR MDC 31.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 4.000 BA AS FOREIGN L   SPA 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.875 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.776 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.987 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;BANK 23.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.272 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.491 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.292 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 18.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.796 MS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.874 MS ED EDUCATIO  SCAD 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.352 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.951 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.210 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.541 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.420 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.821 BGS CA OPTION ONSOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.629 BS AS MATHEMADATA 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.577 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.905 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.806 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.695 BA AS HISTORY 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.900 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.420 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;SCM 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.733 BSEM CA EMERGENC  PPUH;PSM 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.483 BSBA BA BUSINESS AECON;2SBS 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.420 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.163 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.140 BA AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 12.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.990 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESLB 28.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.227 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.977 BAC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.825 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.602 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.925 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.222 CER IS INFORMATION ASSUR 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.692 BS BA ECONOMICS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.382 BA AS PSYCHOLOSCHP 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.485 MS ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.397 BTE EN COMPUTER ENGINEER 33.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.966 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;ISPM; 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.828 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 0.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 2.976 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.687 BAV CA AVIATION ATA 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.599 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.507 BAV CA AVIATION FLT 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.595 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.927 MBA BA BUSINESS AINV 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.916 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 CER AS GEOGRAPHIC INFORM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.454 BTH CF THEATRE A&D 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.391 BS AS SOCIOLOGY 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 4.000 BS AS GEOGRAPHY 32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.058 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.368 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.544 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 21.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.940 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  29.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.972 MS AS MATHEMATICS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.645 BA AS PSYCHOLOSCHP 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.090 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.818 BS AS PSYCHOLODEVP 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.564 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.344 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;RELU 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.552 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.879 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.667 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.337 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.797 BS AS HISTORY 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.523 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.007 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.782 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.972 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.918 BMS CA OPTION ONBLST 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.975 MA AS PSYCHOLOIOP 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.094 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.870 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.364 BSED ED SECONDAR  MGE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.403 BMS CA OPTION ONHCAD 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.806 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.467 BA AS BIOLOGY 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.702 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.912 MS ED EDUCATIO  SCAD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.057 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;SCM 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.560 BAV CA AVIATION FLT 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.297 BS AS ENVIRONM  LIF 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.124 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.294 BSGE CA GERONTOLHAGE 15.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MA AS GEOGRAPHY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.907 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 33.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 CER CF TECHNICAL COMMUN 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.667 MM CF MUSIC MUE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.352 BSA CF STUDIO AR2DIM 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.472 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.851 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.928 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 16.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.389 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.666 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.257 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 20.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 2.664 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.427 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.600 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.974 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.794 BS AS MATHEMASTAT 28.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.154 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.447 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.947 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.383 BS AS BIOLOGY 15.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.531 BMS CA OPTION ONSOC 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.900 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.697 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.770 BA AS PSYCHOLOI/OP 29.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MS IS MANAGEM   DMG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.554 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.822 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.648 BSBM ED BIOMECHANICS 26.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.769 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.647 BM CF MUSIC EDUMEDA 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.486 BS AS MATHEMATICS 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.167 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;ISPM 22.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MS IS COMPUTE  AIN 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.641 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.870 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.372 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.156 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;SCMT 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.244 BS AS POLITICAL FNSA 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.490 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  21.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.433 MS AS MATHEMADSCI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.662 BS AS MATHEMAOPSR 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.994 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  26.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.734 MS AS MATHEMASTSG 0.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 2.822 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.131 BA AS PSYCHOLOSCHP 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.848 BS AS PSYCHOLONSBV 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.514 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.995 BS AS MATHEMADATA 31.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.649 MBA BA BUSINESS AIBS 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.793 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.623 BA AS BIOLOGY 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.848 BMS CA OPTION ONART 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.790 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.958 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.957 BSC CF BROADCASNMC 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BGS CA OPTION ONNAMS 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.783 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.333 MS CA URBAN STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.944 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.557 BGS CA OPTION ONHCAD 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.558 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.531 BIS IS MANAGEM   ITC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.635 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.918 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.285 BSED ED ELEMENTA   NOCONC 18.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.916 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.914 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.223 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.828 BA AS HISTORY 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.685 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.332 MS IS COMPUTE  SEN 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.045 BS AS GEOGRAPHGIS 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.939 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.761 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.200 BA AS BLACK STUDIES 17.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.916 MS IS COMPUTE  AIN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.051 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 13.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.671 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.274 BA AS POLITICAL FNSA 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.932 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.862 BTE EN COMPUTER ENGINEER 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.391 BA AS ENGLISH BIA 23.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.104 MS IS COMPUTE  AIN 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.918 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.743 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.827 BS AS HISTORY 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.210 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.778 MS AS MATHEMASTSG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.988 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.011 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.577 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  27.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.484 MA AS PSYCHOLODUP 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.938 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.776 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.528 BSA CF STUDIO ARMDIA 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.698 MACC BA ACCOUNTI INFA 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.526 BMS CA OPTION ONLSCI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.133 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 4.000 CER IS IT ADMINISTRATION 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.471 BS AS PSYCHOLODEVP 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.270 BGS CA OPTION ONLSCI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.406 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.900 BSBI IS BIOINFORMATICS 33.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.799 MS ED COUNSELINSAHE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.885 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.079 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 29.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.934 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.773 BFA CF CREATIVE WFCPO 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.316 BGS CA OPTION ONENGL 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.937 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.898 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.845 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.955 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.110 BFA CF CREATIVE WFCPO 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.903 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.407 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;BANK 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.944 BS AS SOCIOLOG ANT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.712 BSED ED SECONDAR  SESL 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.079 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.774 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.560 BTH CF THEATRE NOCONC 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.517 BS AS ENVIRONM  LIF 34.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.945 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.657 BSED ED SECONDAR  MGE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.098 BGS CA OPTION ONINFT 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.861 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.663 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 28.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.495 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.427 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.984 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.893 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.673 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 33.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.946 PHD AS PSYCHOLOIOP 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.541 BSCS IS COMPUTE  GAME 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.650 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.850 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 21.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.566 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.474 BMS CA OPTION ONHIST 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.975 PHD CA GERONTOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.532 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.101 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.049 BA AS INTERNATI  GSS;IMBL 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.181 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.737 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.924 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.977 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 2.830 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.957 MS ED EDUCATIO  SCAD 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.269 BMS CA OPTION ONMCOM 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.972 MS ED SECONDAR  STEM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.654 BSBI IS BIOINFORMATICS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.836 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.261 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.906 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 23.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.767 MACC BA ACCOUNTI INFA 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.548 MS IS MANAGEM   PMT 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.545 PHD IS INFORMATION TECHN 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.837 MBA BA BUSINESS ASCMG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.254 BGS CA OPTION ONHCAD 14.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.804 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.387 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.739 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.545 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 16.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.639 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.722 MA ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.024 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 22.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.697 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.589 BGS CA OPTION ONAVST 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.090 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.811 BA BA ECONOMICS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.875 BSA CF STUDIO ARVTEC 20.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.718 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.932 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.059 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SM 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.737 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.634 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.677 BS AS BIOLOGY 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.829 BSC CF BROADCASNMC 15.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.832 BMS CA OPTION ONCWTG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.480 BA AS INTERNATI  AS 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.814 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.564 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.346 BS AS BIOLOGY 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.361 BS AS SOCIOLOG ORS 27.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MA AS TEACHING SPAG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.555 BS AS CHEMISTR NOCONC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.750 BSCN EN CONSTRUCTION ENGI 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.360 BMS CA OPTION ONART 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.867 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.695 BS AS SOCIOLOG ISJ 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.908 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.679 BA AS PSYCHOLOSCHP 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.106 BSBA BA BUSINESS AECON 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.765 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.190 BA AS HISTORY 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.743 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.433 BGS CA OPTION ONART 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.969 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.893 MS ED ELEMENTA  LMD 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.734 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.813 BSBA BA BUSINESS ASCMT 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.769 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.684 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.295 BFA CF STUDIO ARK12 21.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.945 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.894 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.788 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 28.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.916 EDS ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.955 BS AS ENVIRONM  LIF 33.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.653 BS AS POLITICAL NOCONC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.489 BS AS SOCIOLOG ISJ 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.277 BA AS HISTORY 26.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.372 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.391 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.323 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.428 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 15.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.643 MS BA ECONMICSBEC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.303 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.970 MPA CA PUBLIC AD AVI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.937 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 14.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.991 BM CF MUSIC EDUMEDB 33.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.937 MS ED COUNSELINCNK 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.825 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.945 CER CA GERONTOLNOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.460 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.178 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.186 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.330 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.923 MS ED EDUCATIO  SCAD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.047 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.934 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.889 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.933 BGS CA OPTION ONSOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.986 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.380 BIS IS MANAGEM   NOCONC 27.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.555 MS BA ECONOMICPPE 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 PHD BMC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.501 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.748 BMS CA OPTION ONART 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.719 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BGS CA OPTION ONSOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MA AS TEACHING SPAG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.400 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.615 BA AS GENERAL SCIENCE 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.806 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.122 BA AS PSYCHOLOSCHP 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.485 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.674 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.992 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.593 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.477 BTH CF THEATRE TECH 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.253 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.786 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.180 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.432 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.320 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.226 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.360 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.301 BS AS BIOLOGY 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.936 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.511 BS AS SOCIOLOGY 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.679 BSBI IS BIOINFORMATICS 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.608 BA AS MATHEMADATA 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.129 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.073 BGS CA OPTION ONART 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.652 BA AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.162 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.620 BS AS SOCIOLOG FAMI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.815 BSIA IS INFORMATION ASSUR 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.779 BA AS BIOLOGY 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.777 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.916 MA AS PSYCHOLOSPS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.160 BSA CF STUDIO ARMDIA 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  STEM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.051 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.453 BA AS PSYCHOLOSCHP 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.736 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.667 BSCS IS COMPUTE  ITC 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.923 BSED ED ELEMENTA   EDI 31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.070 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 19.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 CER CA MANAGING JUVENILE   0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.667 MS IS INFORMAT  CYBS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.922 BSED ED SECONDAR  MGE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.269 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.213 BS AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 24.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.974 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.428 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.366 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.734 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.755 BA AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.429 CER IS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AN  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.126 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SAC 15.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.289 BFA CF STUDIO ARK12 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.991 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.567 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.072 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.602 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.502 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.821 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.892 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.641 MS ED SECONDAR  TLRN 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.357 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.338 BTH CF THEATRE 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.733 BS AS PSYCHOLODEVP 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.368 BGS CA OPTION ONMUS 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.960 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.967 MS IS INFORMAT  CYBS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.544 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;ISPM 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.617 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.398 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU;2SEC 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.438 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.588 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.806 BMS CA OPTION ONMCOM 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.578 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.933 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 24.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.732 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.398 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.433 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.724 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.216 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.304 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.483 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU 28.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.707 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.893 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.333 BSC CF BROADCASBRN 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.126 BMS CA OPTION ONPSYC 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.193 BA AS HISTORY 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.956 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 33.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.934 MA AS TEACHING SPAG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.934 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.523 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.270 BSEM CA EMERGENC  FPST;PPUH 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.889 MA AS TEACHING SPAG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.209 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MA AS PSYCHOLOPBI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.954 BSIA IS INFORMATION ASSUR 31.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.432 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.631 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SAC 32.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.809 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.705 BAC CF JOURNALISPRA 17.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.988 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.395 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN;MGM 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.438 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.667 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.949 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN;2SAC 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.275 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.833 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.080 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.076 BA AS FOREIGN L   SPA 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.461 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.278 BMS CA OPTION ONHCAD 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.639 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.571 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.916 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.837 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.825 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.622 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.652 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.790 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.640 CER IS SYSTEM DEVELOPMEN 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.510 CER CA MANAGING JUVENILE   0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.173 BA AS BIOLOGY 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.833 MS ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.893 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINBS;MGM 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.917 BSEM CA EMERGENC  PAAM;PUB 13.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.453 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.755 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.637 MA AS GEOGRAPHPEG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.906 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.495 BSED ED SECONDAR  SIPC 20.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.800 CER CA PUBLIC MANAGEMEN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.977 BA AS ENGLISH BIA 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.880 BSED ED LIBRARY SCIENCE 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.309 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.135 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.708 BS AS MATHEMADATA 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.294 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.517 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.423 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.813 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.605 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.799 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.833 MS ED SECONDAR  STEM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.778 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.627 BA AS BIOLOGY 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.506 BS AS SOCIOLOG NOCONC 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.952 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.861 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.466 BAM CF MUSIC PINS 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.004 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SM 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.324 BSC CF JOURNALIS    CTVM 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.376 BSAT ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.457 BSCS IS COMPUTE  ITC 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.958 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  TLRN 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.731 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.734 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.303 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.208 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.999 BS AS BIOTECHN MLSTT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.290 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 15.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.692 BSED ED ELEMENTA   NOCONC 19.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.937 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.791 MA AS GEOGRAPHHGE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.792 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.721 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.844 BA AS PSYCHOLOSCHP 23.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.795 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.325 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.517 BGS CA OPTION ONBLST 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.493 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.981 MA AS PSYCHOLOSPS 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.766 MS CA URBAN STUDIES 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.917 MFA CF WRITING 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.664 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.810 BGS CA OPTION ONEMGT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.353 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.939 BS AS PHYSICS BPHY 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.590 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.807 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.778 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.481 BGS CA OPTION ONHIST 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MA AS TEACHING TSL 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.805 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.399 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 16.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.850 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.080 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.936 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.871 BTE EN COMPUTER ENGINEER 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.810 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.841 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.811 BAV CA AVIATION ATA 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.893 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 21.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.783 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.943 BSCS IS COMPUTE  ITC 32.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.655 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.422 BGS CA OPTION ONHCAD 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.974 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.332 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.446 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.886 MBA BA BUSINESS ACLB 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.484 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.211 MS BA ECONMICSBEC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.236 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 30.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.901 BGS CA OPTION ONNAMS 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.205 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.229 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG 15.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.901 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.923 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.453 BTH CF THEATRE A&D 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.299 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.917 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.863 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.866 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SBS 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.742 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.707 BSEM CA EMERGENC  FPST;ITAC 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.632 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.644 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.388 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.166 BGS CA OPTION ONLSCI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.166 BSC CF JOURNALIS    CTVM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.786 BS AS HISTORY 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.362 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 15.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.696 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.557 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.328 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.771 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.470 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.610 MS ED SPECIAL EDBHD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.497 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.431 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS AS MATHEMATICS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.805 BSEL EN ELECTRONICS ENGINE 32.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.100 BSED ED LIBRARY SCIENCE 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.546 BS AS PHYSICS BPHY 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.719 BA AS FOREIGN L   SPA 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.645 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN 29.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.876 MS BA ECONMICSNOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.903 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.162 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.937 BSED ED SECONDAR  MGE 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.544 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.833 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 30.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.910 MS IS COMPUTE  SEN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.170 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.228 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 30.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.532 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.870 MS ED READING 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.825 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.319 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  17.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.921 MBA BA BUSINESS AHRM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.762 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.872 BA AS POLITICAL FNSA 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.455 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.992 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 34.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.791 MS IS COMPUTE  NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.017 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.529 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.692 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.691 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.968 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN;MGM 24.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.888 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.846 BS AS ENVIRONM  LIF 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.447 BS AS CHEMISTR MDC 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.660 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 34.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.372 BSC CF JOURNALIS    JRNL 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.076 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.277 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.847 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.803 CER CF TECHNICAL COMMUN 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.993 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.743 MA AS TEACHING TSL 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.452 BS AS CHEMISTR MDC 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.293 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 17.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.483 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.104 BMS CA OPTION ONBHLT 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.940 BS AS CHEMISTRY 32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.980 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.841 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.194 BS AS CHEMISTR MDC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.874 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.921 BA AS MATHEMATICS 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.468 CER CA GERONTOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.391 BFA CF CREATIVE WFCPO 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.722 BA AS INTERNATI  AS 32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.964 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.772 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.933 MS ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.490 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 26.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.923 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.666 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.778 CER IS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AN  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.736 BS AS BIOLOGY 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.228 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.008 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.240 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.032 BMS CA OPTION ONNADM 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.796 MS IS INFORMAT  IDIS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.337 BGS CA OPTION ONORGS 28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.360 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.279 BGS CA OPTION ONPSYC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.984 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.666 BGS CA OPTION ONHCAD 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.695 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.958 MA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.290 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.632 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.912 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.623 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.695 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.942 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.532 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.784 BMS CA OPTION ONENGL 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.979 BMS CA OPTION ONPSYC 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.452 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.500 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.215 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.178 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.664 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SEC 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.383 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.087 BS AS BIOLOGY 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.388 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.534 BAC CF JOURNALISPRA 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.863 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.979 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.116 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.469 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 14.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.596 MS ED SPECIAL EDBISP 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.674 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.034 BMS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.133 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  15.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.756 BMS CA OPTION ONMCOM 14.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.766 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.927 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.512 BA AS PSYCHOLODEVP 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.121 BSC CF JOURNALISPRA 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.689 BMS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.533 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.848 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.898 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.456 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.833 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.547 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.591 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.903 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.765 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.975 BSA CF STUDIO ARMDIA 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.359 MS AS MATHEMATICS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.717 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 4.000 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.338 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.731 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.024 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.885 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.519 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.930 BSA CF STUDIO ARMDIA 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.860 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.165 BS AS BIOLOGY 31.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MA ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.681 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.304 BAC CF JOURNALISPRA 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.011 BA AS ENGLISH AML 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.403 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.738 MS ED SPECIAL EDBHD 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.934 MS AS MATHEMADSCI 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.312 MBA BA BUSINESS AIBS 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.073 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.370 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.782 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 22.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.279 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.691 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BSED ED LIBRARY SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.278 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.367 BA AS PSYCHOLOCOGS 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.843 MS ED COUNSELINCNK 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.683 BSC CF JOURNALISPRA 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.355 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.630 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;MKT 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.246 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.567 BTE EN COMPUTER ENGINEER 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.225 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 28.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.484 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.824 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.682 BA AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.769 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 33.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.733 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.921 BS AS MATHEMADATA 28.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.941 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.788 CER IS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AN  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.722 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.778 MACC BA ACCOUNTI INFA 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.297 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 30.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.728 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.261 BS AS MATHEMAEDMT 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.211 BMS CA OPTION ONPSCI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.907 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.610 BSBI IS BIOINFORMATICS 31.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.917 MFA CF WRITING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.926 BSBA BA BUSINESS ASCMT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.451 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.909 BS AS SOCIOLOGY 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.638 BIS IS MANAGEM   NOCONC 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.515 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.591 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.007 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.982 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.657 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.639 MS BA ECONOMICBEC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.944 MTM AS MATHEMATICS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.496 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 14.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.446 BSED ED ELEMENTA   EDI 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.287 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.089 BSIA IS INFORMATION ASSUR 27.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.714 MS IS COMPUTE  NOC 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  IMI 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.627 BA AS BIOLOGY 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.967 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.347 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;SCM 26.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.794 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.019 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.908 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SBS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.959 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.730 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.887 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.457 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 15.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.276 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.806 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.903 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.352 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.510 BSED ED ELEMENTA   EDI 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.864 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.929 BS AS BIOLOGY 31.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.827 MS ED COUNSELINCNK 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.311 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.686 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.712 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;RELU 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.570 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.865 MPA CA PUBLIC AD NPM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.986 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.738 BS AS PSYCHOLODEVP 18.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.952 MM CF MUSIC MUE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.892 BTE EN COMPUTER ENGINEER 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.905 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.631 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 27.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.798 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.431 BS AS MATHEMADATA 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.885 BSIA IS INFORMATION ASSUR 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.595 BGS CA OPTION ONHCAD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.095 BS AS MATHEMADATA 32.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.021 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.663 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.923 BSEL EN ELECTRONICS ENGINE 32.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.842 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.580 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.043 BMS CA OPTION ONENGL 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.715 BA AS ENGLISH CNF 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.687 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.305 BA AS INTERNATI  AS;GSS 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.905 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.880 BS AS ENVIRONM  LIF 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.786 CER IS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AN  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.594 MS BA ECONMICSPPE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.100 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.948 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.965 BSCS IS COMPUTE  ITC 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.508 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.623 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.145 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;BANK 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.884 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.337 BSC CF JOURNALIS    CTVM 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.720 BAH CF ART HISTORY 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.301 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.990 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.958 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.377 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;ISPM 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.956 BAM CF MUSIC MTEC 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.011 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.683 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.613 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.307 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.408 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.528 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.913 BSBA BA BUSINESS AECON 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.980 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.834 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.772 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.466 BA AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.916 MS ED SPECIAL EDBHD 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.547 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.182 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.542 BA AS FOREIGN L   SPA 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.274 BSED ED RECREATIO  RAD 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.152 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.828 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.484 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.820 BS AS SOCIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.455 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.790 BSED ED RECREATIO  RAD 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.448 BTE EN COMPUTER ENGINEER 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.662 BA AS BIOLOGY 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.958 BSEM CA EMERGENC  NDIS;PAAM 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MA AS TEACHING SPAG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.867 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.552 BS AS GEOLOGY GEOLGRD 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.037 BITI IS IT INNOVATION 13.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.393 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.613 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 27.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.750 MPA CA PUBLIC AD NPM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.604 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.991 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.955 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.653 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.211 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINBS;MKT 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.530 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.348 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 20.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.583 MA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.879 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.538 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.775 BSBA BA BUSINESS ASCMT 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.056 BMS CA OPTION ONPSYC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.939 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 31.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.799 BA AS GENERAL SCIENCE 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.257 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.021 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.303 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.727 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.762 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.666 MS IS MANAGEM   DMG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.517 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 32.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.876 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.503 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.410 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.497 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.908 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.241 MS IS COMPUTE  SEN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.825 BA AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.919 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.783 BSC CF SPEECH COMMUNICA 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.303 BMS CA OPTION ONBHLT 13.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.822 BAC CF JOURNALIS    CTVM 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.689 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.108 BGS CA OPTION ONPSYC 18.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.934 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.805 BSC CF JOURNALISPRA 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.482 BS AS MATHEMASTAT 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.901 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.251 BSC CF BROADCASBRN 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.092 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.962 BSED ED LIBRARY SCIENCE 29.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.940 MS ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.833 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.897 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.821 BGS CA OPTION ONART 18.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.211 BS AS BIOLOGY 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.978 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.986 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.927 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.714 BS AS HISTORY 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.073 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.775 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.722 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.592 BSA CF STUDIO ARK12 22.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 2.893 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.618 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.121 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.974 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED COUNSELINCNK 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.552 BS BA ECONOMICS 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.443 BSCN EN CONSTRUCTION ENGI 28.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.877 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  13.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.675 BA AS BIOLOGY 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.899 BSEM CA EMERGENC  CACJ;FPST 16.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.550 BSBI IS BIOINFORMATICS 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.781 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.694 BAV CA AVIATION FLT 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.916 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 33.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.629 BMS CA OPTION ONPSYC 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.682 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.818 BSED ED SECONDAR  SSLB 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.498 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.360 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.694 MS ED SPECIAL EDTMD 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.685 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.952 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.821 BS AS PHYSICS EDPH 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.805 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.754 BGS CA OPTION ONHIST 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.754 BA AS ENGLISH BIA 28.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.300 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.444 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 26.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  STEM 0.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.729 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.069 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.825 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 15.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.775 BGS CA OPTION ONPSCI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.200 BS AS POLITICAL NOCONC 15.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.125 BSCN EN CONSTRUCTION ENGI 27.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.892 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.607 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.667 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.979 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.722 CER CA PUBLIC MANAGEMEN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.117 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.846 BSA CF STUDIO ARK12 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.598 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.491 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.620 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.967 MS ED HEALTH, P    PAH 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.352 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.877 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.484 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.907 BS AS MATHEMADATA 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.645 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.592 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.526 BS AS PHYSICS 29.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.974 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.619 MA AS PSYCHOLOIOP 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.290 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.766 BA AS PSYCHOLODEVP 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.030 BS AS BIOTECHNOLOGY 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.901 MS ED COUNSELINCNK 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MPA CA PUBLIC AD NPM 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.888 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.609 BGS CA OPTION ONLSCI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.423 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 15.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.363 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.744 BSA CF STUDIO AR3DIM 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.700 MS ED HEALTH, P    PAH 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.067 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 24.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.666 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.803 BS AS POLITICAL FNSA 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.757 BS AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.677 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.163 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.774 BGS CA OPTION ONFSMT 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.780 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.476 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.814 MBA BA BUSINESS AINV 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.646 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EESL 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.867 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.813 BTH CF THEATRE A&D 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.402 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.768 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.587 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 18.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.464 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.555 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.984 BGS CA OPTION ONART 23.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.974 MS ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN  0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.666 MA ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.677 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 26.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.889 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.616 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.114 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.603 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.299 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.472 BS AS BIOLOGY 20.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.948 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.631 BFA CF CREATIVE WFCPO 34.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.833 MPA CA PUBLIC AD HTH 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.895 BSED ED LIBRARY SCIENCE 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.865 BFA CF CREATIVE WFCPO 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.983 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.866 MS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.933 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.093 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.822 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.394 BA AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.906 BSED ED LIBRARY SCIENCE 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.978 MS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.984 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.402 BS AS BIOLOGY 29.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.763 BMS CA OPTION ONHCAD 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.738 BA BA ECONOMICS 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.786 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.552 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.612 BSED ED SECONDAR  SIPC 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.322 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.728 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 19.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.447 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.913 BS AS BIOLOGY 33.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 4.000 BS AS MATHEMATICS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.790 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.658 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.233 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.467 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.780 BMS CA OPTION ONBHLT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.332 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.120 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.610 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.667 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 19.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.732 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.776 BMS CA OPTION ONNADM 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MA AS PSYCHOLOSPS 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.534 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.888 MA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.421 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.294 BAV CA AVIATION ATA 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.782 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.854 BA AS ENGLISH AML 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.705 BA AS ENGLISH AML 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.318 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 28.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.672 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.888 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.797 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.952 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.811 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.459 BFA CF STUDIO AR2DIM 30.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.399 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.166 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.806 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.651 BS BA ECONOMICS 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.999 BSGE CA GERONTOLOGY 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.974 MS ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.717 BGS CA OPTION ONGERO 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.611 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 28.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.891 BAC CF BROADCASBRN 19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.448 BA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.260 BSCS IS COMPUTE  GAME 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.449 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.535 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.396 MPA CA PUBLIC ADMINISTRAT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.810 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.941 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.578 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.667 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.838 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.892 BGS CA OPTION ONNADM 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.205 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.891 BTH CF THEATRE A&D 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.037 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.267 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.600 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.445 MA ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.402 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.663 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.776 BSEM CA EMERGENC  NDIS;PUBH 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.805 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.105 BA AS BIOLOGY 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.897 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.434 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.322 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.642 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.502 BS AS SOCIOLOGY 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.898 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 31.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.383 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.819 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.063 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.597 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.533 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;BANK 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.876 BM CF MUSIC EDUMEDE 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.126 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.772 BA AS ENGLISH AML 29.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.540 BGS CA OPTION ONART 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.979 PHD CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.775 BS AS SOCIOLOG ISJ 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.737 MA ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.799 BAM CF MUSIC MTEC;PKEY 21.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  LMD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.669 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.949 BGS CA OPTION ONHCAD 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.156 BMS CA OPTION ONHIST 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.802 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.801 BSCN EN CONSTRUCTION ENGI 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.858 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.533 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.880 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.638 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  LMD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.984 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.991 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.641 BA AS PSYCHOLODEVP 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.077 BSCS IS COMPUTE  GAME 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.176 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.238 BA AS INTERNATI  GSS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.259 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.686 BS AS MATHEMATICS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.501 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.435 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.687 BGS CA OPTION ONINFT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.430 BA AS BIOLOGY 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.872 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 20.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MACC BA ACCOUNTI FNRA;INFA 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.709 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BSBI IS BIOINFORMATICS 34.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.845 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.415 BS AS ENVIRONM  LIF 14.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.535 BA AS POLITICAL GACE 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.175 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  14.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.974 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.186 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.762 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.135 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.963 MS IS COMPUTE  NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.379 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.577 BSAT ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.913 MS ED READING 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.780 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.753 BA AS BLACK STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.344 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.847 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.875 BM CF MUSIC PERMPFE 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.805 MM CF MUSIC MUE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.333 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.194 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.048 BSA CF STUDIO ARMDIA 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.451 BAM CF MUSIC PINS 28.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 MS ED EDUCATIO  SCAD 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.844 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESLB 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.939 BS AS BIOLOGY 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.983 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.579 BA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.419 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN;2SMG 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.952 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.778 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.825 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.302 MS IS COMPUTE  SEN 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.210 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.897 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.435 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.985 BAV CA AVIATION FLT 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.709 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.535 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDU/SP  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.661 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 33.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.851 MS AS POLITICAL NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.650 BSC CF JOURNALISNED 18.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.916 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.542 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.651 MA ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.628 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.713 BA AS POLITICAL GACE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.175 BA AS BIOLOGY 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.192 BSED ED SECONDAR  SESL 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.875 BSC CF JOURNALIS    CTVM 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.876 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.156 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;ISPM 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.525 BSGE CA GERONTOLHAGE 24.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.722 CER IS DATA ANALYTICS 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.948 CER CA PUBLIC MANAGEMEN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.654 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.757 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.307 MS AS MATHEMATICS 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.365 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.938 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.002 BS AS SOCIOLOG NOCONC 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.974 BSGE CA GERONTOLADMN 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.420 BAH CF ART HISTORY 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.879 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 24.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.794 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.517 BSBA BA BUSINESS AECON 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.875 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.642 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.810 MBA BA BUSINESS ASCMG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.774 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.526 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 16.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.897 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.229 BSAT ED ATHLETIC TRAINING 20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.737 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.253 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 15.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.545 MACC BA ACCOUNTI SMTA 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.951 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.145 BA AS INTERNATI  AS;GSS 16.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.897 MS IS MANAGEM   ISE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.512 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.693 MS ED COUNSELINCMC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.448 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.551 BA AS ENGLISH AML 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.421 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.179 BITI IS IT INNOVATION 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.215 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SBS 31.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.889 MA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.168 BA AS ENGLISH AML 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.896 MS ED COUNSELINCNK 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.727 BSA CF STUDIO ARVTP 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.861 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.476 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.968 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.360 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.260 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.181 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.846 BSEM CA EMERGENC  CACJ;ITAC 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.708 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.169 BS AS MATHEMATICS 27.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.925 MS ED SPECIAL EDNOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.670 BS AS POLITICAL NOCONC 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.111 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 25.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.550 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.447 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.514 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.411 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.336 MSW CA SOCIAL WORK 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.918 MS ED SECONDAR  STEM 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.701 MA CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.833 MS ED ELEMENTA  LMD 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.350 BSBA BA BUSINESS AECON 21.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.892 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.314 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.460 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.840 BS AS ENVIRONM  EAR 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.256 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.802 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.859 BA AS ENGLISH LGS 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.582 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.585 BSC CF JOURNALIS    CTVM 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.252 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.942 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.777 MS IS MANAGEM   DMG 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.963 MS ED SPECIAL EDBHD 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 CER CF TECHNICAL COMMUN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.824 BA AS ENGLISH CNF 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.391 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.197 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.796 BSED ED ELEMENTA   EDI 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.000 MS IS COMPUTE  SEN 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.584 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.574 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 3.956 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.443 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.624 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.137 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.631 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.644 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.768 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.593 MA AS PSYCHOLOSPS 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.493 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 20.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.237 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.657 BA AS GEOGRAPHT&T 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.123 BGS CA OPTION ONAVST 17.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.090 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 26.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.903 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.793 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.772 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 28.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.306 BSED ED ELEMENTA   EDI 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.695 BMS CA OPTION ONCMST 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.983 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.790 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.893 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN;MGM 16.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.936 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.763 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.699 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;BANK 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.298 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 15.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.530 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 26.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.945 MS ED ELEMENTA  IMI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.772 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.694 BFA CF STUDIO AR2DIM 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.880 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.285 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.490 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.366 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.450 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.813 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.225 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 16.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.969 BS AS GEOGRAPHNOCONC 28.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.445 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.666 BGS CA OPTION ONMIS 23.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.972 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.147 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.058 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN;MGM 22.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.762 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EESL 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.666 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.733 BMS CA OPTION ONSOC 23.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.547 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.068 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.097 BS AS BIOLOGY 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.666 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.901 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.705 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 30.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.983 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.513 BS AS PSYCHOLODEVP 25.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.841 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.870 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.541 BTH CF THEATRE A&D 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.834 MS AS INDUSTRIAL-ORGANIZ  0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.975 BAM CF MUSIC MENT;PVO 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.684 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;2SACC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.387 BS AS BIOLOGY 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.935 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SBS 34.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.454 BGS CA OPTION ONHIST 24.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.848 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.384 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.363 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.670 BA AS INTERNATI  GSS;IMBL 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.798 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 26.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.418 BGS CA OPTION ONHIST 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.978 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.972 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.060 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.546 BFA CF STUDIO ARGDS 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.923 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.729 BSEL EN ELECTRONICS ENGINE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.090 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.276 BSEM CA EMERGENC  FPST;PSMT 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.895 BMS CA OPTION ONPSYC 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.722 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.768 BSED ED ELEMENTARY EDUCAT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.831 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.616 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 21.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.683 PHD AS PSYCHOLOIOP 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.877 BMS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.420 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 31.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.951 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.397 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.667 MS ED SPECIAL EDBHD 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.905 MBE BA BUS ADMIN-EXECUTIV  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.695 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.913 BSCM EN CONSTRUCTION MAN 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.767 BS AS PSYCHOLODEVP 20.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.061 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 19.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.939 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.995 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.347 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 21.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.643 BS AS MATHEMATICS 31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.970 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.857 BFA CF CREATIVE WFCPO 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.305 MS BA ECONMICSPPE 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.830 BSA CF STUDIO AR2DIM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.784 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.845 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.577 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.974 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.321 BSGE CA GERONTOLADMN 18.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.456 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.939 MBA BA BUSINESS AHCM 0.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.720 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  31.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.994 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SBS 23.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.974 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.113 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.762 BS AS MATHEMAPACT 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.843 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.878 BS AS BIOLOGY 28.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.666 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.575 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 26.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.648 MBA BA BUSINESS AHRM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.596 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.629 BSIA IS INFORMATION ASSUR 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.806 MPA CA PUBLIC AD HTH 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 4.000 BSC CF JOURNALIS    JRNL 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.917 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.658 BMS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.916 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.356 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;MGM 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.305 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.283 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.239 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 27.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.988 BAV CA AVIATION ATA 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.106 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 27.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.529 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.803 BSED ED ELEMENTA  ESTM 30.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.945 MS ED ELEMENTA  LMD 0.00
UGRD 6-May-17 2.898 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.508 BSEL EN ELECTRONICS ENGINE 0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.880 MS ED SECONDAR  LMD 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.827 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.725 BSBI IS BIOINFORMATICS 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.873 BFA CF STUDIO AR2DIM 30.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.264 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 22.00
GRAD 5-May-17 4.000 MS ED READING 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.113 BGS CA OPTION ONRLS 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.014 BS AS BIOLOGY 26.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.924 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 23.00
UGRD 16-Dec-17 3.434 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.722 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 31.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.347 BSED ED ELEMENTA  EIPR 19.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.301 BS AS BIOLOGY 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.914 BM CF MUSIC EDUMEDB 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.082 BA AS BIOLOGY 23.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.994 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.517 BSED ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 23.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.178 BA AS ENGLISH AML 30.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.473 BMS CA GENERAL STUDIES 22.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.940 BA AS PSYCHOLONOCONC 27.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.606 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.916 MS IS COMPUTE  AIN 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.930 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.276 BS AS HISTORY 14.00
GRAD 5-May-17 3.875 MS ED COUNSELINCNK 0.00
GRAD 15-Dec-17 3.654 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.554 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 22.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.409 BSEL EN ELECTRONICS ENGINE 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.888 BA AS PSYCHOLOSCHP 17.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.907 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.777 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 21.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 3.241 BSA CF STUDIO AR3DIM 0.00
UGRD 5-May-17 3.253 BSED ED SECONDAR  MGE 24.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.966 BMS CA OPTION ONRELI 25.00
UGRD 15-Dec-17 2.991 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;SCM 25.00
UGRD 5-May-17 2.863 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 19.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.950 BGS CA OPTION ONNADM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.806 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SINB 17.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.820 MS BA ECONMICSBEC 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.769 MS ED ELEMENTA  LMD 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.824 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.517 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.603 BGS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.978 MS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.786 BS AS BIOLOGY 28.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.950 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.550 BAV CA AVIATION ATA 23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.831 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.972 MS ED ELEMENTA  ESL 0.00
UGRD 12-Aug-17 2.880 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  27.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.352 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.884 EDS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.626 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.323 MA AS GEOGRAPHHGE 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.216 BA AS HISTORY 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.393 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.873 BTH CF THEATRE SMGT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.837 BGS CA OPTION ONPSYC 20.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.923 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.875 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.309 CER IS DATA ANALYTICS 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.949 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.055 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 27.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.973 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.937 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.335 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.675 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 12-Aug-17 3.239 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.663 BS AS HISTORY 19.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 4.000 BA AS FOREIGN L   FRE;SPA 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.889 MS ED ELEMENTA  IMI 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.909 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.500 MTM AS MATHEMATICS 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.509 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.885 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.384 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 25.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.981 MS ED ELEMENTA  ESL 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.632 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.685 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.553 BS AS GEOGRAPHY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.398 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.865 MS ED ELEMENTA  ECH 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.290 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.821 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.617 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.930 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 16.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.423 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.602 MBA BA BUSINESS AIBS 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.421 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.427 BSBM ED BIOMECHANICS 25.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.833 MS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.900 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU;2SMG 28.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.095 BGS CA OPTION ONCMST 18.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.873 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.882 EDS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.759 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN 19.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.626 MS AS INDUSTRIAL-ORGANIZ  0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.535 BGS CA OPTION ONHCAD 26.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.567 BGS CA OPTION ONGERO 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.683 BGS CA OPTION ONSOC 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.910 BAV CA AVIATION ATA 33.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.356 BSEM CA EMERGENC  ITAC;TMES 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.800 CER AS INTELLIGENCE AND NA  0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.227 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.137 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 27.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.733 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN 19.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.759 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.409 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.800 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.385 BSC CF JOURNALIS    CTVM 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.395 BS AS HISTORY 27.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.000 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.762 MPA CA PUBLIC AD NOC 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.741 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 24.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.367 MS AS POLITICAL NOC 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.489 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.744 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.636 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  15.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.731 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.230 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.876 BSBA BA BUSINESS ASCMT 21.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.242 MA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.987 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.610 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.172 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.323 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 18.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.780 BA AS ENGLISH AML 27.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.549 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 27.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.422 BSC CF JOURNALIS    CTVM 14.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LMD 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.783 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.716 BS AS CHEMISTR NOCONC 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.735 BS AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 PHD AS PSYCHOLODUP 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.983 BS AS PSYCHOLODEVP 16.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.222 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 22.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.889 MS ED ELEMENTA  LMD 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.471 BAM CF MUSIC MTEC 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.750 MS ED SPECIAL EDTMD 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.708 MA CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.621 BS AS SOCIOLOG NOCONC 18.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.846 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.616 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 19.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.336 BS AS BIOLOGY 29.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.655 MS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.297 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.992 BSBI IS BIOINFORMATICS 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.578 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.414 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 22.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.925 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.020 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 18.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.773 BGS CA OPTION ONGEOG 17.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.365 BA AS PSYCHOLONOCONC 16.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.640 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 26.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.815 BS AS MATHEMADATA;STAT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.408 BAC CF COMMUNICATION ST 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.600 BGS CA OPTION ONBIOL 23.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  ECH 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.454 BS AS ENVIRONM  LIF 30.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.009 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.741 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.805 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.833 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.556 MS ED SPECIAL EDBHD 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.304 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.278 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.663 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.418 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.642 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.373 BGS CA OPTION ONENGL 22.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.135 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.413 BGS CA OPTION ONMCOM 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 CER VC HUMAN RE   HRS 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.912 BGS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 18.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MA AS PSYCHOLOPBI 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.600 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 18.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.745 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.118 BA AS GEOGRAPHY 23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.326 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 33.00
UGRD 12-Aug-17 2.879 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.602 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 21.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.934 MA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.072 BSA CF STUDIO ARGDS 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.333 BGS CA OPTION ONHCAD 19.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.974 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.417 MS BA ECONMICSNOC 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.726 BA AS SOCIOLOG ISJ 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.856 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.328 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 18.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PBP 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.820 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.666 MA AS PSYCHOLOSPP 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.848 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.403 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.411 BS AS SOCIOLOG ISJ 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.410 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.978 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.193 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.097 BA AS ENGLISH LGS 32.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.494 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.921 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.390 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 22.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.665 MS ED SPECIAL EDNOC 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.843 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.492 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 22.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED COUNSELINSAHE 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.695 MA ED HEALTH, P    RCM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.684 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 22.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.816 BGS CA OPTION ONART 14.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.684 BA BA ECONOMICS 30.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.703 MPA CA PUBLIC ADMINISTRAT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.827 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.116 BSED ED ELEMENTA   EDI 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.833 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.660 BSBA BA BUSINESS ASCMT;2SEC 22.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.389 BA AS INTERNATI  GSS;IMBL 24.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MM CF MUSIC MUE 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  TLRN 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.081 BSC CF JOURNALIS    PRA 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.872 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 18.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.811 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 15.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.808 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.944 EDS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.833 EDS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.898 BA AS MATHEMASTAT 28.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.534 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.923 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.725 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 30.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.435 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.980 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 20.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.939 MS ED ELEMENTA  IMI 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.540 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.833 MS ED SPECIAL EDBISP 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.349 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.925 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 23.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MA AS ENGLISH 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.240 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.204 BSC CF JOURNALISNED 31.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.087 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINBS;INEN 17.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.967 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.854 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.422 BA AS ENGLISH AML 21.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.770 BGS CA OPTION ONPSYC 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.039 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 19.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MPA CA PUBLIC AD AVI 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.033 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI 21.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.765 BS AS BIOLOGY 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.759 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 26.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.917 MFA CF WRITING 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.978 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.198 BGS CA OPTION ONHIST 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.557 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 25.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.833 PHD CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.800 MS IS BIOMEDICAL INFORM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.161 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.341 BS AS SOCIOLOG HSOC 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.871 MSW CA SOCIAL WORK 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.694 BS AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.290 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.507 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 29.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.941 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU 22.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.933 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  ESL 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.569 BGS CA OPTION ONMATH 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.972 MPA CA PUBLIC AD HTH 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.782 MS ED SECONDAR  IMI 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.818 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.603 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.488 BA AS PSYCHOLONOCONC 25.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.576 BGS CA OPTION ONINFT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.428 MM CF MUSIC MUE 0.00
UGRD 12-Aug-17 3.178 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.958 MA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.941 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 21.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.667 MS ED SECONDAR  MTH 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.238 BGS CA OPTION ONHIST 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.724 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG;MG 20.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.572 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.765 CER AS GEOGRAPHIC INFORM  0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.105 BAV CA AVIATION ATA 16.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.916 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.210 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 18.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.113 BSBA BA BUSINESS AECON 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.916 MS ED SECONDAR  TLRN 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.136 BA AS PSYCHOLODEVP 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.122 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 19.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.917 BS AS BIOLOGY 25.00
UGRD 12-Aug-17 3.447 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  27.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.098 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 18.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.534 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 21.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.952 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 25.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.900 MA AS TEACHING SPAG 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.814 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 21.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.690 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 18.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.255 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.911 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.175 BS AS ENVIRONM  LIF 16.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.519 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.475 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.945 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.846 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.222 CER IS SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AN  0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.822 BA AS PSYCHOLONOCONC 22.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.789 BA AS INTERNATI  AS 19.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.072 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 16.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.970 BS AS MATHEMATICS 30.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.785 PHD IS INFORMATION TECHN 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.944 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.660 BA AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 21.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.749 MA AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.162 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 25.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.065 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;2SREL 23.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.962 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.343 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.093 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 29.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.555 BA AS SOCIOLOGY 30.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.841 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.703 MSW CA SOCIAL WORK 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.618 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN;MGM 17.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.610 MPA CA PUBLIC AD LGU 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS AS MATHEMATICS 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.529 MPA CA PUBLIC AD AVI 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.682 MS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.681 BSED ED SECONDARY EDUCATI 25.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.656 BAC CF SPEECH COMMUNICA 26.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  MDL 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.890 BS AS PSYCHOLOSCHP 22.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.640 MS ED SECONDAR  LMD 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.911 BS AS PSYCHOLODEVP 18.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  IMI 0.00
UGRD 12-Aug-17 2.407 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.600 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.835 MFA CF WRITING 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.685 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.349 BTE EN COMPUTER ENGINEER 27.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.122 BGS CA OPTION ONHIST 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.865 EDS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.518 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 19.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.410 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.359 BA AS INTERNATI  GSS 26.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.716 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.045 BS AS SOCIOLOGY 22.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.433 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.749 MA CA SOCIAL GERONTOLOG 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  BLE 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.014 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 21.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.972 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.990 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.769 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.665 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.387 BGS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 19.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.272 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.061 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 18.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.395 BGS CA OPTION ONSOC 15.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.079 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.290 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 24.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.933 EDS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.054 BGS CA OPTION ONPSCI 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.721 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.979 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.136 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 31.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.037 BS AS SOCIOLOG ANT 26.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.341 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.011 CER AS TCH ENGL TO SPKRS O   29.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.048 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  21.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.698 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.983 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 19.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.175 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 25.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.073 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.789 BSBA BA BUSINESS AECON 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.845 BS AS SOCIOLOG NOCONC 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.626 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.531 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 21.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.090 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 24.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.944 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.857 CER IS DATA ANALYTICS 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.703 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 17.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.666 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.433 MS IS MANAGEM   NOC 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.887 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.210 BGS CA OPTION ONHCAD 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.447 BSC CF JOURNALISPRA 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.724 BS AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 33.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.722 MS ED SECONDAR  LMD 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.885 BSBA BA BUSINESS AHRMG 21.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.397 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 18.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.838 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  21.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MA AS SOCIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.270 BSW CA SOCIAL WORK 22.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.500 BSED ED RECREATIO  RAD 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.594 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 25.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.758 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 27.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.629 BS AS GEOLOGY GEOLGRD 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.801 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.711 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 12.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.683 BIS IS MANAGEM   NOCONC 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MSW CA SOCIAL WORK 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.969 BS AS CHEMISTR MDC 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.752 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SM 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.236 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.570 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 19.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.667 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 16.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.816 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.892 BTE EN COMPUTER ENGINEER 31.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.916 MM CF MUSIC MUE 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.721 BSEL EN ELECTRONICS ENGINE 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.263 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.790 BSC CF COMMUNICATION ST 17.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.502 BA AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 17.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.889 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.944 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.408 BGS CA OPTION ONRLS 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.711 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 17.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.640 BS AS BIOLOGY 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.117 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.141 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SMG 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.293 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.916 MS ED SECONDAR  STEM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.581 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 25.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MFA CF WRITING 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.450 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.450 BA AS SOCIOLOG ANT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.796 PHD IS INFORMATION TECHN 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.540 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINBS;INEN 24.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MFA CF WRITING 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.922 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 31.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.149 BA AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 14.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.567 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 18.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.795 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.978 MBA BA BUSINESS AHCM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.814 BS AS SOCIOLOG NOCONC 17.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.371 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINBS;MGM 18.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.301 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  17.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.979 MS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED EDUCATIO  SCAD 0.00
UGRD 12-Aug-17 2.828 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.300 BSC CF JOURNALIS    JRNL 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.191 BA AS FOREIGN L   SPA 21.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.192 BS AS NEUROSCIENCE 23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.485 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 17.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.916 MPA CA PUBLIC AD AVI 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.688 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 20.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.867 MS IS BIOMEDICAL INFORM 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.900 MS IS BIOMEDICAL INFORM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.657 BGS CA OPTION ONPSYC 23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.654 BGS CA OPTION ONGERO 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.330 CER IS IT ADMINISTRATION 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.462 BGS CA OPTION ONENVN 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.027 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 22.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.138 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 16.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.755 BSBA BA BUSINESS ASCMT 31.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.803 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 20.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.952 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.700 BA AS BIOLOGY 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.850 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.873 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.750 MFA CF WRITING 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.883 MS ED COUNSELINCMHC 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.861 MS ED ELEMENTA  STEM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.579 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.201 BGS CA OPTION ONPSYC 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.635 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.443 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 21.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  IMI 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.964 MSW CA SOCIAL WOADVG 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.410 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.980 BGS CA OPTION ONPSYC 23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.749 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 21.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.794 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.093 BSCS IS COMPUTER SCIENCE 30.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.909 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.980 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.886 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 21.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.601 MACC BA ACCOUNTING 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.974 MPA CA PUBLIC AD HTH 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.833 MBA BA BUSINESS AHRM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.286 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
UGRD 12-Aug-17 3.228 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.737 BGS CA OPTION ONGERO 18.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.965 MS ED EDUCATIO  TCHL 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MA AS PSYCHOLOPBI 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.900 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.916 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.651 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 28.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.668 BGS CA OPTION ONNAMS 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.897 MSW CA SOCIAL WOCSW 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.811 BGS CA OPTION ONRELI 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.622 BS AS BIOLOGY 28.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.767 MBA BA BUSINESS ANOC 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.890 MS ED SECONDAR  TLRN 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.967 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 18.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.972 MS ED SPECIAL EDBISP 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.799 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 27.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.917 MPA CA PUBLIC AD HTH 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.102 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 17.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.072 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 14.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.934 MS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 4.000 BGS CA OPTION ONPSCI 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.980 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT;2SINB 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.128 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 19.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.791 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.791 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MPA CA PUBLIC AD PMG 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.226 BA AS INTERNATI  AS;GSS 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.742 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.929 BA AS BIOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.094 BA AS PSYCHOLONOCONC 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.390 BA AS PSYCHOLOGY 22.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.215 BA AS POLITICAL GACE 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.769 MS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.971 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 30.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.493 BS AS GEOGRAPHNOCONC 30.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.770 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 CER CA GERONTOLNOC 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.316 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 22.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.883 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.450 BSPH ED PUBLIC HEALTH 25.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.805 MA ED HEALTH, P    EXS 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.577 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.912 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.828 MBA BA BUSINESS AHCM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.463 BSED ED LIBRARY SCIENCE 22.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.018 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 21.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.430 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.794 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.958 MA CF COMMUNICATION 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.889 MS ED SECONDAR  TLRN 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.333 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.509 BGS CA OPTION ONSPAN 32.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.760 MS ED EDUCATIO  SCAD 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.972 MS ED ELEMENTA  LIT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.415 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.861 MA AS GEOGRAPHHGE 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.666 MTM AS MATHEMATICS 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  IMI 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.832 BSGE CA GERONTOLADMN 14.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.948 MS CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.921 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  15.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.914 BSC CF JOURNALISPRA 21.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.332 BA AS INTERNATI  AS 21.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.381 BSCS IS COMPUTE  NOCONC 25.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.806 MPA CA PUBLIC AD HTH 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.958 EDS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 EDD ED EDUCATIONAL ADMIN 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.043 BS AS PSYCHOLOGY 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.833 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  16.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.564 BS AS POLITICAL SCIENCE 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.942 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  22.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.891 BGS CA OPTION ONFSMT 18.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.750 MS BA ECONMICSECP 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MPA CA PUBLIC AD EMTG 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.007 BCE EN CIVIL ENGINEERING 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.035 BA AS PSYCHOLODEVP 27.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.489 BSED ED RECREATIO  RAD 19.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED COUNSELINSAHE 0.00
UGRD 12-Aug-17 2.917 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.162 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.126 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 21.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.944 MS ED SECONDAR  LMD 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.863 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 18.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.521 BGS CA OPTION ONGSCI 25.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.828 BSBA BA BUSINESS AINEN;MGM 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.615 MS ED SPECIAL EDTMD 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.885 EDS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.631 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABSFI;ISPM 20.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.666 CER VC HUMAN RE   TAD 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.851 MS IS COMPUTE  NOC 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.630 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.956 MS ED SPEECH-LANGUAGE P 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.854 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMKT 21.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED ELEMENTA  ESL 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.853 BTH CF THEATRE NOCONC 31.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.688 BGS CA GENERAL STUDIES 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.634 BS AS ENVIRONM  EAR 22.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.166 MS IS MANAGEM   ANLY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.571 BSBA BA BUSINESS ARELU 30.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.666 MS AS SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.695 BGS CA OPTION ONHCAD 21.00
UGRD 12-Aug-17 3.261 BCCJ CA CRIMINOLOGY&CRIM  19.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.231 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 21.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.302 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 17.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED SECONDAR  STEM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.707 BIS IS MANAGEMENT INFO 27.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.306 MBA BA BUSINESS ADMINISTR 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 4.000 MS ED EDUCATIO  SCAD 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.921 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 24.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.865 BSED ED PHYSICAL EPYES 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.940 MPA CA PUBLIC AD LGU 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.828 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT;2SBS 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.749 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT 28.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.742 BA AS PSYCHOLODEVP 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.188 BGS CA OPTION ONBHLT 20.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.517 BSGE CA GERONTOLHAGE 18.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.013 BGS CA OPTION ONGADM 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 2.599 BS AS HISTORY 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.302 BSBA BA BUSINESS ABANK;BSFI 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.242 BGS CA OPTION ONCRCJ 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.522 MS IS COMPUTE  DKE 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.290 BARE EN ARCHITECTURAL ENG 27.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.339 BSBA BA BUSINESS AACCT 23.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.575 BA AS PSYCHOLOMHTH 0.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.840 BS AS GEOLOGY GEOLGRD 26.00
UGRD 11-Aug-17 3.105 BSBA BA BUSINESS AMGMT;MK 23.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.885 MPA CA PUBLIC ADMINISTRAT 0.00
GRAD 11-Aug-17 3.207 MS IS COMPUTE  AIN 0.00
PS_GrpSpoPS_GrpFrstPS_PrePro PS_PrePro PS_IPEDS_ PS_Sex q2a q2b q2c q2d
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion/Not Appli
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very DissatNeutral Satisfied Dissatisfied
1 White M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  M
American IF Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Asian F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
PPMD Pre-Medic White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Race and E  F Satisfied Very Satisf No Opinion  Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPMD Pre-Medic White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied No Opinion  Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf No Opinion  Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Race and E  F Satisfied Neutral Neutral Satisfied
White M
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F DissatisfiedSatisfied DissatisfiedDissatisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPLW Pre-Law White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F No Opinion  Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F DissatisfiedVery Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Neutral
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Two or mo  M Very Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Asian F Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Nonreside  F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Dissatisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F DissatisfiedSatisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPNR Pre-Nursin White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
1 Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPLW Pre-Law White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Asian M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
Asian F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Neutral Satisfied Dissatisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPPH Pre-Pharm White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Hispanics o   M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
White F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   M
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very DissatNeutral Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPPA Pre-Physic  White F Satisfied Neutral DissatisfiedSatisfied
1 White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F
White F
1 Asian M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Neutral Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPPA Pre-Physic  White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Neutral
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPDN Pre-DentalWhite M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F
PPPT Pre-Physic  White M
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 Two or mo  M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M
1 Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
White M
1 PPPA Pre-Physic  White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPPA Pre-Physic  White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F DissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Dissatisfied Neutral Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied DissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Satisfied Neutral
1 Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Neutral Neutral Satisfied
Race and E  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPCH Pre-ChiropWhite M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  Neutral
White F
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Dissatisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Race and E  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion  Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 PPNR Pre-Nursin White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPVM Pre-Veterin  White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M DissatisfiedDissatisfiedNeutral Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F DissatisfiedVery Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 Nonreside  F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  F Dissatisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
1 Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
PPLW Pre-Law Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPMD Pre-Medic Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedVery Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Neutral Satisfied Neutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPLW Pre-Law Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 PPPH Pre-Pharm Two or mo  F Satisfied Neutral Neutral Dissatisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  F Neutral Neutral Neutral Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Race and E  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied No Opinion  Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
1 Hispanics o   M Neutral Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Race and E  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Neutral DissatisfiedSatisfied Neutral
White M
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M DissatisfiedVery Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F No Opinion  Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F DissatisfiedVery Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied DissatisfiedVery Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedDissatisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedDissatisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
1 1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion  
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White M
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPMD Pre-Medic Hispanics o   M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Asian F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Nonreside  M Satisfied Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  F DissatisfiedSatisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Race and E  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F DissatisfiedVery Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Asian F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisfied
White F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Neutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Neutral Very DissatVery DissatDissatisfied
1 1 White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Very Satisf
White F DissatisfiedNeutral Neutral Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral
White M Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
PPPA Pre-Physic  White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Race and E  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPMD Pre-Medic White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M DissatisfiedDissatisfiedNeutral Dissatisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M DissatisfiedSatisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F DissatisfiedSatisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Neutral DissatisfiedNeutral
Black or Af  M DissatisfiedSatisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
American IF Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion  Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPDN Pre-DentalHispanics o   M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPOT Pre-Occup  White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPVM Pre-Veterin  Two or mo  M Very Satisf DissatisfiedNeutral Neutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Asian F
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
PPPA Pre-Physic  White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Hispanics o   M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 1 PPPH Pre-Pharm Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisfied Very Satisf
Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M DissatisfiedSatisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPMD Pre-Medic White M
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Nonreside  F Neutral Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Neutral Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Asian F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Neutral Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
White F Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Dissatisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf DissatisfiedSatisfied
1 1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPRT Pre-Radiat   White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf DissatisfiedDissatisfiedSatisfied
1 1 Race and E  F Very Satisf Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Race and E  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Hispanics o   F Very Satisf DissatisfiedSatisfied Neutral
White M Neutral DissatisfiedNeutral Dissatisfied
PPPT Pre-Physic  White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPPA Pre-Physic  Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral
1 Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Nonreside  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
PPLW Pre-Law White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Race and E  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPLW Pre-Law White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  F
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
White M
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F DissatisfiedSatisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPVM Pre-Veterin  White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf No Opinion  Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Neutral Neutral Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M DissatisfiedSatisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M DissatisfiedSatisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Asian M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 PPVM Pre-Veterin  White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied Neutral
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White M Neutral Neutral Very DissatVery Dissat
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPPT Pre-Physic  Two or mo  F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPVM Pre-Veterin  White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very DissatVery DissatVery DissatDissatisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
White M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf
Asian F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F
1 White F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
1 White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Very Satisf Neutral DissatisfiedSatisfied
1 Nonreside  M
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Neutral Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   M Neutral Neutral Neutral Dissatisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Race and E  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Two or mo  M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
White F Neutral Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Race and E  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 Asian F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 PPNR Pre-Nursin Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisfied Neutral
Race and E  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPCP Pre-Clinica  Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Dissatisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion  Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  F
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied DissatisfiedVery Satisf
White F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Neutral
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion  
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
1 PPCL Pre-Medic   Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
Race and E  M
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  M
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPVM Pre-Veterin  White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
PPCP Pre-Clinica  White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M DissatisfiedDissatisfiedNo Opinion  Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Two or mo  F DissatisfiedSatisfied DissatisfiedDissatisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White M Neutral Very Satisf DissatisfiedVery Satisf
Nonreside  M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied
PPMD Pre-Medic Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very DissatVery DissatVery DissatVery Dissat
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
White F
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedVery Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
Nonreside  F Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPCL Pre-Medic   White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
1 White M Satisfied DissatisfiedNeutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  M
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion/Not Appli
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
PPVM Pre-Veterin  White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPVM Pre-Veterin  White F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White F
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
PPLW Pre-Law White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPOT Pre-Occup  Asian F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPRT Pre-Radiat   White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPMD Pre-Medic Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPMD Pre-Medic White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
PPNR Pre-Nursin Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  F
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F
Two or mo  F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
PPMD Pre-Medic White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
American IF Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Race and E  M Very Satisf Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
White M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very DissatDissatisfiedVery DissatSatisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  F Satisfied DissatisfiedNeutral Satisfied
Race and E  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Neutral DissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White M
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M DissatisfiedSatisfied Neutral Very Dissat
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
White M
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Race and E  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPNR Pre-Nursin White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Asian M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Neutral Very DissatDissatisfied
1 Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very DissatSatisfied Very DissatNeutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPCL Pre-Medic   White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very DissatVery DissatVery DissatVery Dissat
Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Race and E  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F DissatisfiedSatisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Dissatisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F DissatisfiedVery Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPPH Pre-Pharm White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Neutral DissatisfiedVery Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Asian M
White M
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied Dissatisfied
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPPA Pre-Physic  White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 1 Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Asian F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf No Opinion  Satisfied
1 Race and E  F Neutral DissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Black or Af  M
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Race and E  M
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Race and E  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Neutral Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
1 White M DissatisfiedSatisfied Neutral Neutral
White M
White M Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf No Opinion  Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F
Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Asian M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M DissatisfiedNeutral DissatisfiedNeutral
1 PPMD Pre-Medic White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
PPVM Pre-Veterin  White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Neutral Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  M DissatisfiedVery Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White M
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Dissat
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPMD Pre-Medic Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  F Neutral Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F Satisfied DissatisfiedDissatisfiedVery Dissat
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPLW Pre-Law Hispanics o   M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
PPPT Pre-Physic  Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Asian M
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Very Satisf DissatisfiedSatisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPCL Pre-Medic   White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPNR Pre-Nursin Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Neutral Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
Black or Af  F Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Asian F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPLW Pre-Law White M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPPH Pre-Pharm White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied DissatisfiedDissatisfied
1 PPPH Pre-Pharm Asian F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Nonreside  M
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPMD Pre-Medic White M Very Satisf Very DissatVery DissatVery Dissat
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPLW Pre-Law White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F No Opinion  DissatisfiedNeutral Dissatisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral
PPMD Pre-Medic White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Neutral Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied DissatisfiedDissatisfiedNeutral
White M
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion  Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPNR Pre-Nursin Asian F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPMD Pre-Medic Two or mo  M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
PPRT Pre-Radiat   Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Neutral DissatisfiedNeutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 PPPA Pre-Physic  White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
Hispanics o   F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPPA Pre-Physic  Two or mo  F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
PPMD Pre-Medic White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Race and E  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Two or mo  M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion/Not Appli
Asian M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Very Dissat
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied No Opinion  Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPPT Pre-Physic  White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very DissatDissatisfiedNeutral Neutral
White M
Race and E  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Asian F No Opinion  Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPCL Pre-Medic   White F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPMD Pre-Medic White M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPMD Pre-Medic Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Race and E  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Asian M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Neutral Neutral Satisfied Neutral
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPMD Pre-Medic Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M DissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfiedNeutral
1 White M Satisfied Neutral Neutral Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Asian M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPNR Pre-Nursin White F
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Very DissatSatisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Race and E  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
PPMD Pre-Medic White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M DissatisfiedSatisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F
Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M Neutral Satisfied Neutral Neutral
PPLW Pre-Law White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M DissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfiedNeutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPPH Pre-Pharm Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Asian M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied Very Satisf
Nonreside  M
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf No Opinion  Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M DissatisfiedSatisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 PPLW Pre-Law Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Neutral Satisfied DissatisfiedDissatisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Race and E  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPPA Pre-Physic  White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 PPLW Pre-Law White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
PPMD Pre-Medic Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPPA Pre-Physic  Hispanics o   F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion  Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M No Opinion  Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Hispanics o   F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M DissatisfiedVery DissatDissatisfiedVery Dissat
White M No Opinion  Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Very Satisf DissatisfiedVery Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
PPNR Pre-Nursin Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Neutral
1 Black or Af  M
1 Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  F Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion  Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F DissatisfiedSatisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F
Nonreside  M Very Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very DissatVery DissatVery DissatVery Dissat
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
1 White F
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
1 PPLW Pre-Law Asian F Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Race and E  M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
PPLW Pre-Law White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPCL Pre-Medic   Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
White M
1 White F DissatisfiedNeutral DissatisfiedNeutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion  Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Neutral Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
White M
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Neutral Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
PPPH Pre-Pharm White M Very Satisf Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
White M Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
Nonreside  M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPPT Pre-Physic  Two or mo  M
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPMD Pre-Medic White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
PPLW Pre-Law Race and E  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPMD Pre-Medic Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  M
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Race and E  M Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedNeutral
1 White F
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
PPMD Pre-Medic White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied No Opinion  Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPPH Pre-Pharm White F Satisfied Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Asian M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPMD Pre-Medic Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 PPLW Pre-Law Black or Af  F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F DissatisfiedNeutral DissatisfiedVery Dissat
1 Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Hispanics o   M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral
White F DissatisfiedSatisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Neutral Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Race and E  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
Asian M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf DissatisfiedDissatisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Neutral Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
1 Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPRT Pre-Radiat   White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Neutral No Opinion  Neutral
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very DissatVery DissatVery DissatVery Dissat
PPDH Pre-Dental Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Nonreside  M Neutral Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Nonreside  M DissatisfiedNeutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  M
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
PPPA Pre-Physic  White M Satisfied Neutral Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPNR Pre-Nursin Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M DissatisfiedVery Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Hispanics o   M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Asian M Very Satisf No Opinion  No Opinion  Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Nonreside  M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPLW Pre-Law Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F
White F Neutral Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
PPMD Pre-Medic Two or mo  M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPMD Pre-Medic White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 PPMD Pre-Medic White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf DissatisfiedVery Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
1 PPOT Pre-Occup  Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F DissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfied
1 White F Satisfied Neutral Neutral Dissatisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
1 Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 PPNR Pre-Nursin White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Neutral Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M Very Satisf Satisfied No Opinion  Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Neutral Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied DissatisfiedNo Opinion  Very Satisf
1 PPMD Pre-Medic Race and E  M Neutral Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Asian F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very DissatVery DissatVery DissatVery Dissat
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White F Neutral DissatisfiedDissatisfiedNeutral
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Neutral Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
1 PPLW Pre-Law Hispanics o   M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
PPVM Pre-Veterin  White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedNeutral
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Neutral DissatisfiedDissatisfied
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F
1 1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  M DissatisfiedSatisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Hispanics o   F
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Hispanics o   F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPMD Pre-Medic White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPOT Pre-Occup  White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
PPPA Pre-Physic  Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Asian F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Dissatisfied
Two or mo  F Neutral Neutral Neutral Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M DissatisfiedSatisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F
1 PPNR Pre-Nursin White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Dissatisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F
Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied No Opinion  Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very DissatNeutral Very DissatVery Dissat
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
White F
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very DissatVery DissatVery DissatVery Dissat
Nonreside  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPPA Pre-Physic  Hispanics o   M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPLW Pre-Law White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
PPMD Pre-Medic White F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPPH Pre-Pharm White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPLW Pre-Law White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 White F Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied Dissatisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Asian M Neutral Satisfied Neutral Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Race and E  M
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
American IM Very Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M DissatisfiedSatisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
Hispanics o   F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Race and E  M Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Asian F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Neutral Neutral Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Neutral
1 Race and E  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very DissatVery Satisf DissatisfiedNeutral
1 White M
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Race and E  M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Hispanics o   M Satisfied Very Satisf No Opinion  Satisfied
Black or Af  F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
1 White M
Asian M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion  
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
1 White M Very DissatDissatisfiedVery DissatVery Dissat
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPDN Pre-DentalWhite F Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPMD Pre-Medic White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F
Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisfied
1 White M
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F
White F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPMD Pre-Medic White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
PPPH Pre-Pharm White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  M Very Satisfied DissatisfiedNeutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  F Neutral Neutral Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Black or Af  M Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 PPPA Pre-Physic  Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very DissatNeutral Neutral Dissatisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Asian M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F DissatisfiedVery Satisf Very Satisf Dissatisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPPT Pre-Physic  White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Race and E  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 PPNR Pre-Nursin White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
PPPA Pre-Physic  Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Race and E  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied DissatisfiedDissatisfiedNeutral
Nonreside  M Neutral Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F DissatisfiedNeutral DissatisfiedNeutral
1 Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
1 Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 Asian M DissatisfiedSatisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M DissatisfiedSatisfied No Opinion  Dissatisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Nonreside  M DissatisfiedNeutral Very DissatDissatisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 Black or Af  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Nonreside  F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPPA Pre-Physic  Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPLW Pre-Law Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPMD Pre-Medic Black or Af  F DissatisfiedNeutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M Neutral Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Very DissatNeutral Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very DissatVery DissatVery DissatVery Dissat
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPOP Pre-OptomWhite F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F DissatisfiedVery Satisf No Opinion  Satisfied
White F DissatisfiedVery Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 PPPH Pre-Pharm White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Neutral Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf No Opinion  Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPOT Pre-Occup  White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPMD Pre-Medic White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPLW Pre-Law White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Race and E  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPOT Pre-Occup  Black or Af  F Satisfied Very Satisf No Opinion  No Opinion  
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M Satisfied Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Race and E  F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M
1 White M Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPDN Pre-DentalWhite F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 PPVM Pre-Veterin  White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPOT Pre-Occup  White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Race and E  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
PPCH Pre-ChiropWhite M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied DissatisfiedNeutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisfied
White F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf DissatisfiedSatisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 PPLW Pre-Law White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied No Opinion  Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
1 White M Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 1 PPDN Pre-DentalWhite F Neutral Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPLW Pre-Law Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPNR Pre-Nursin Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Nonreside  M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
Race and E  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPPT Pre-Physic  White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPMD Pre-Medic White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPNR Pre-Nursin White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F DissatisfiedNeutral Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Asian M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Neutral Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPLW Pre-Law White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPMD Pre-Medic Black or Af  F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion  Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral DissatisfiedNeutral Satisfied
1 Asian M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPPT Pre-Physic  Two or mo  F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very DissatVery DissatVery DissatVery Dissat
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPMD Pre-Medic White F Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
PPPT Pre-Physic  White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPNR Pre-Nursin White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Hispanics o   M No Opinion  Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Race and E  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F DissatisfiedVery Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F DissatisfiedSatisfied DissatisfiedNeutral
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M
PPNR Pre-Nursin Asian M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Hispanics o   F Neutral Neutral DissatisfiedSatisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPLW Pre-Law Two or mo  F Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   M Very Satisf No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Very Satisf Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
PPCH Pre-ChiropWhite F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Dissatisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Race and E  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Asian F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
1 White F DissatisfiedNeutral Neutral Dissatisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedDissatisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M DissatisfiedSatisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Neutral Neutral Dissatisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPPT Pre-Physic  White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Asian F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  F Neutral Satisfied Neutral Neutral
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPMD Pre-Medic White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPMD Pre-Medic White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 PPDH Pre-Dental White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPLW Pre-Law White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M
1 Hispanics o   M Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedVery Satisf
PPRT Pre-Radiat   Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPNR Pre-Nursin White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPVM Pre-Veterin  White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied No Opinion  Neutral Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Hispanics o   M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPLW Pre-Law Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Nonreside  F DissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfied
Race and E  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPPT Pre-Physic  Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Two or mo  F No Opinion  Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf DissatisfiedSatisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 PPLW Pre-Law Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPNR Pre-Nursin Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M
Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Neutral Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Race and E  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 Asian M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
PPPA Pre-Physic  White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  M Very DissatVery DissatVery DissatVery Dissat
1 PPPT Pre-Physic  Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very DissatVery DissatVery DissatVery Dissat
White F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F DissatisfiedSatisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Very Satisf No Opinion  Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  F Neutral Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPNR Pre-Nursin White M DissatisfiedNeutral DissatisfiedDissatisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied
Race and E  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Satisfied Neutral Neutral Dissatisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Dissatisfied
1 Nonreside  M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPMD Pre-Medic Nonreside  M
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 Black or Af  M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Asian F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
PPLW Pre-Law White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPPA Pre-Physic  Hispanics o   M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Very DissatVery DissatVery DissatVery Dissat
White F DissatisfiedSatisfied Satisfied Neutral
1 Black or Af  F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
Asian M Satisfied Satisfied DissatisfiedSatisfied
1 White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 Black or Af  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPMD Pre-Medic Asian F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral DissatisfiedSatisfied
White M
1 Hispanics o   F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Race and E  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White M
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
PPLW Pre-Law Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Satisfied No Opinion  Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Very DissatVery DissatVery DissatVery Dissat
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  M DissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfied
1 White F
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPVM Pre-Veterin  White F
White M DissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfiedDissatisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied No Opinion  
White F
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
PPLW Pre-Law White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPLW Pre-Law White M Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M
1 PPPA Pre-Physic  White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
American IM Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf DissatisfiedVery Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Asian F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPLW Pre-Law White F Neutral Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
PPNR Pre-Nursin Two or mo  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 PPMD Pre-Medic White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 PPNR Pre-Nursin Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral
White F
1 Nonreside  M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Asian F Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 Asian M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Neutral Neutral Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White M No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  
White F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
PPOT Pre-Occup  White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
PPLW Pre-Law White F
1 Two or mo  M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Asian M Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf
Two or mo  F
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  M Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Satisfied
Nonreside  F
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Neutral Neutral Neutral
1 PPVM Pre-Veterin  White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  M Very Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Two or mo  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Race and E  F Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 1 Hispanics o   M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F No Opinion  Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Asian M Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf Satisfied
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Black or Af  M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White M Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 Hispanics o   F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White M Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
1 White F Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Very Satisf
White M Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
Nonreside  F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White M Neutral Satisfied DissatisfiedNeutral
1 White F Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
White F Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied
White M Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf
1 Two or mo  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
Nonreside  F Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied
q2e q2f q2g q2h q2i q2j q3a q3b q3c q3d
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Neutral Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Satisfied Agree Agree Agree Agree
Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Agree Agree Agree Agree
No Opinion  Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Ag
Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Neutral Very Satisf DissatisfiedStrongly D Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Ag
Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Very Satisf Agree Agree Neutral Strongly Ag
No Opinion  Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Ag
Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Ag
Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Ag
Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Neutral Agree Disagree Agree
Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Ag
Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Agree Agree Agree Agree
Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Ag
Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Agree Agree Agree Agree
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
No Opinion  Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Strongly AgAgree Neutral Strongly Ag
Very Satisf No Opinion  Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf No Opinion  Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree
Neutral Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Neutral Satisfied Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Ag
Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Very Satisf Satisfied Neutral Agree Agree Agree
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral
Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Disagree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Ag
Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Agree Agree Agree Agree
Very DissatVery Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Very Satisf Disagree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree
Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Very Satisf Satisfied Satisfied Disagree Agree Agree Agree
Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Satisfied Agree Agree Agree Agree
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Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgAgree No Opinion  Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly D Neutral Neutral Agree Some Very Little Very Little Some Very Little Very Little
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Disagree Quite a bit Very MuchSome Some Very MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  Disagree Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Disagree Strongly AgDisagree Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgDisagree Very Little Quite a bit Some No Opioion  Quite a bit No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Some Some
Agree Neutral Neutral Agree Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Some No Opioion  Quite a bit Quite a bit Some No Opioion  
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgQuite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
Agree Neutral Strongly AgDisagree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Strongly D Some Very Little Some Very Little Very Little Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Agree Strongly AgAgree Disagree Some Very Little Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Neutral Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Very Little Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral No Opinion  Neutral Strongly D Very Little Some Quite a bit Some Some No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree No Opinion  Strongly AgAgree Very MuchSome Quite a bit Some Some Some
Agree Strongly AgAgree Disagree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Agree No Opinion  Neutral Strongly D Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some No Opioion  
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Some Very Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree No Opinion  Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Disagree Strongly AgNeutral Agree Very Little Some Some Very Little Some Very Little
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Some No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Some Some Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Very MuchVery MuchSome Some
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  Disagree No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree No Opinion  Agree Strongly AgVery MuchVery Little Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Very Little
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Very Little Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Very Little Some Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgNeutral Agree Neutral Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Neutral Neutral Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very Little Some Some No Opioion  Some Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly D Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Agree Strongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Little Very MuchQuite a bit
Disagree Neutral Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Little Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgNeutral Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Some Some
Agree Strongly AgNo Opinion  Disagree Some Some Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Disagree Agree Strongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery Much Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some Very MuchNo Opioion  
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery Little Very MuchQuite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very Little Very Little Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Some Some Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Agree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Disagree Agree Strongly AgNo Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  Quite a bit No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Disagree Agree Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Little Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very Little Quite a bit Very Little Very Little Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very Much Quite a bit Very Little
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome No Opioion  
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree No Opinion  Strongly AgNeutral Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Neutral Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgSome Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree No Opinion  Agree No Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Neutral Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Some Quite a bit
Disagree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Some Some Some Some Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Disagree Very Little Very Little Some Very Little Very Little Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Neutral Agree Some Some Some No Opioion  Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Some Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Very Little Some Very Little Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Disagree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Very MuchVery Much
 gree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Very MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Some Very Little Some Very Little Very Little Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly D Some Some Some Some Some Some
Neutral Agree Strongly AgAgree Some Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly D Strongly D Strongly D Strongly D Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Very Little Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Very Little Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some No Opioion  Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Strongly AgDisagree Some Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Disagree Neutral Agree Disagree Some Some Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree No Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchNo Opioion  No Opioion  Some Quite a bit No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very Much Some Some Some No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some
Neutral Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Little Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Some Some Some Some Quite a bit Some
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Some Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Neutral Agree Neutral Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Little Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchSome Very MuchVery MuchSome Some
Neutral Agree Agree Neutral Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery Much Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Strongly D Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit Very Much
Agree No Opinion  Agree Agree No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Little Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Neutral Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Disagree Disagree Agree Neutral Some Some Some Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Disagree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Some Some Some Some Very Little
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Some Some Some Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Some Some Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree No Opinion  Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Very MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Neutral Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Neutral Neutral Very Little Some Very Little Very Little Quite a bit Very Little
Agree Disagree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Little Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Very Little Some
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Disagree No Opinion  Neutral Strongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Some Some Very Little Very Little
Neutral Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchSome Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Agree Very Little Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Strongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very Much Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Some Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Some Some Some Quite a bit
Agree Strongly D Agree Disagree Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Some Quite a bit
Neutral Agree Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Very Little Very Little Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Very MuchQuite a bit Very Little Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Little Quite a bit Very Little
Agree Neutral Strongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgNo Opinion  No Opioion  Some Very Little No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Disagree Strongly AgDisagree Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchSome Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very Little
Agree Neutral Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchSome Very MuchVery Little Quite a bit No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Very Little Some Very Little Very Little Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Some
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgNeutral Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery Much Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Disagree Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly D Very Little Some Very MuchVery Little Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Strongly D Some Some Some Very MuchQuite a bit Some
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgDisagree Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Neutral Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgNeutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly D Strongly D Strongly D Strongly D Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchSome Very Little Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Agree Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery Little Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree No Opinion  No Opioion  Very MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Some Very Little Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some Some Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Strongly AgDisagree Some Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree No Opinion  Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgVery MuchSome Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Neutral Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Some Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Quite a bit Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Very Little Quite a bit Very Little Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Neutral Neutral Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery MuchSome Some
Neutral Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgNo Opinion  Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Very Little Some Very Little Very Little Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly D Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Some Very MuchQuite a bit Some Very Little
Agree Neutral Neutral Strongly D Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgVery Little Some Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Disagree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Very Little Very MuchSome Very Little
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgAgree Some Some Quite a bit No Opioion  Some No Opioion  
Strongly AgNeutral Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Some Very Little Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchSome Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNo Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  No Opioion  Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Some Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Some Very MuchSome Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Disagree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Strongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Neutral Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Disagree Agree Strongly AgVery Little Very Little Some Very Little Quite a bit No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Very MuchVery MuchSome Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgNo Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Strongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit Some Some Very Little Some Some
Agree Strongly Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very Little Very Little Very MuchQuite a bit Some Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Some Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Very Little Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree No Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgSome Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Very Little
Neutral Agree Neutral Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Very Little Some Some
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Disagree No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  Quite a bit No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Some Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Very Little Some Some Quite a bit Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Little Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Some Quite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Very MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Neutral Strongly AgAgree Some Very Little Some Very Little Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgNo Opinion  Neutral Very MuchVery Much Some No Opioion  Very Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchSome Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Disagree Strongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Some Some Some Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgDisagree Strongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit Some Very Little
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgNeutral Some Very Little Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Some Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Some Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Disagree Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Disagree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Very Little Some Quite a bit Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Very MuchQuite a bit
No Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgNo Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Disagree Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little
Neutral Neutral Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery Much Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Disagree Strongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Disagree Neutral Strongly D Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree No Opinion  Agree Strongly AgVery MuchSome Quite a bit Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Disagree Neutral Neutral Neutral Very MuchNo Opioion  Some Quite a bit Some No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Some Some Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Very Little Some Some Very Little Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Some Very Little Very Little
Strongly AgNeutral Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Some Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Little Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Some Some Some
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgQuite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Some Some
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Some Some Very Little Some Some Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly D Some Some Very MuchVery Little Some Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Neutral Strongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly D Strongly D Neutral Disagree Very Little Very Little Very Little Quite a bit Very Little Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Neutral Strongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Neutral Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Disagree Agree Agree Strongly D Some Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Agree Agree Some Some Very Little Some Some Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome
No Opinion  Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchNo Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral No Opinion  Neutral Neutral No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Neutral Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some Very Much
Neutral Strongly D Neutral Strongly D Quite a bit Very Little Some Some Very Little Some
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Some Very MuchSome Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Disagree Agree Strongly D Disagree Very Little Very Little Some Very Little Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgNo Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchNo Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little
Strongly AgNeutral Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
Agree Agree Neutral Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Some Some
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some No Opioion  
Agree Disagree Strongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Some Very MuchSome Very Little
Strongly D Strongly D Strongly D Strongly D Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgNo Opinion  No Opinion  Some Very Little Quite a bit Some Very MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Disagree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgVery Little Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
 gree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly D Some Very Little Very Little Quite a bit Some Very Little
Agree Strongly AgAgree Disagree Very Little Quite a bit Some Very Little Very MuchSome
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Very Little
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly D Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Much
Neutral Agree Agree Neutral Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgNeutral Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNo Opinion  Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Very Little
Disagree Neutral Disagree Disagree Very Little Very Little Some Some Very Little Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Some Some Some No Opioion  Some Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNo Opinion  Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Little
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Some Some Quite a bit Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Quite a bit Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Very MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Agree Agree Neutral Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very Much
Disagree No Opinion  Disagree Agree Some Very Little Some Very Little Some Very Little
Neutral No Opinion  Agree Disagree Very Little Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some No Opioion  
Disagree Agree Agree Disagree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgVery MuchSome Very MuchVery MuchVery Little Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Disagree Neutral Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Little Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgNo Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  Very Little Very MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchNo Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Neutral Strongly AgSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Very Little Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery Much Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgNeutral Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgNeutral Strongly AgNo Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very Much
Neutral Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchSome Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Some
Agree No Opinion  Agree Strongly D Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Some No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
 gree Strongly D Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Neutral Agree Strongly Agree
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Strongly D Very MuchSome Some Some Some Very Little
Disagree Agree Agree Strongly D Very Little Some Some Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Disagree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some
Agree Neutral Agree Neutral Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Very Little Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Little
Strongly AgNeutral Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Some Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Neutral Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  Agree Strongly AgAgree Some Some Quite a bit No Opioion  Some No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Some Some Some Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Neutral Agree Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very Little
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Neutral Neutral Agree Disagree Very MuchVery Much Very Little Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree No Opinion  No Opioion  Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Some Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Neutral Neutral Very Little Some Very Little Very Little Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Some Very MuchVery Little Very MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very Little Very Little Quite a bit Very Little Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Some Some Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
No Opinion  Disagree Agree Strongly D Some Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly D No Opinion  Strongly D Strongly D Very Little Very Little Very Little Very MuchVery Little Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Neutral Agree Some Some Some Some Some No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree No Opinion  Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Some Very Little
Disagree No Opinion  Neutral Strongly AgSome Very Little Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgNo Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Very Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Very Little
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very Much Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Neutral Agree Very Little Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchNo Opioion  Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Some
Agree No Opinion  Strongly AgNo Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Very MuchSome
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very Little Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very Little Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Some Some Some Some
Agree No Opinion  Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgDisagree Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
Disagree Agree Neutral Strongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Very Little Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Very Little Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgNo Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Disagree Strongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgAgree Some Very Little Some Very MuchSome Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Some Some
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Agree Disagree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Neutral Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree No Opinion  No Opioion  Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree No Opinion  Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Neutral Agree Agree Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Neutral Agree Strongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgNeutral Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgDisagree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Disagree Agree Strongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Little Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree No Opinion  Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit Some Some Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very Little Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree No Opinion  Agree Disagree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Very Little Very Little
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Some Some Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Neutral Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchSome Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgNo Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchNo Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Disagree Strongly AgNeutral Disagree Some Some Some Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery Much Very MuchVery Much
Neutral No Opinion  Agree Disagree Some Some Some No Opioion  No Opioion  Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Strongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery Much Quite a bit Very Much
Neutral Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very Little Very Little Very MuchQuite a bit Very Little Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNo Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion/Not AppliVery Little No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree No Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Some Very Little Very Much Quite a bit No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Neutral Agree Some Some Some Very Much Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Some Very Much Some Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Some
Neutral Neutral Neutral Agree Some Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  Strongly AgAgree Some Some Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Disagree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgAgree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Agree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Some Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
 gree Neutral Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral No Opinion  Agree Strongly D Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Some Very Little
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Disagree Disagree Neutral Disagree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Neutral Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree No Opinion  Agree Agree Very Little Very Little Very MuchVery Little Some No Opioion  
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Disagree Strongly AgDisagree Some Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery Little Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery Little Very MuchSome Some Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchQuite a bit Some Some Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Some Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Very MuchQuite a bit Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchSome No Opioion  Some
Agree No Opinion  Neutral Disagree Some Very Little Some Very Little Some Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Some
Disagree Neutral Agree Strongly D Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Agree Disagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Disagree Strongly AgNeutral Disagree Some Some Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Neutral Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNo Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree No Opinion  No Opioion  Quite a bit Some Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchSome Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral No Opinion  No Opioion  Some No Opioion  No Opioion  Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly D Neutral Strongly D Agree Some Some Very Little Some Very Little Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNo Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Some Some No Opioion  
Agree Neutral Strongly AgAgree Some Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly Agree Agree No Opinion  Very MuchVery Much No Opioion  No Opioion  Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Some Very MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Some
Neutral Neutral Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Very Little Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Very MuchSome Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly Agree Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome No Opioion  
Agree Disagree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Disagree Agree Neutral Agree Some Some Some Some Quite a bit Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Some Some Some Very Much
Agree Disagree Agree Agree Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree No Opinion  No Opioion  Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Agree Neutral Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Agree Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Agree Neutral Strongly D Very Little Very Little Very Little Very MuchVery Little Very Little
Neutral Neutral Neutral Strongly D No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchNo Opioion  
Neutral Agree Neutral Agree Very Little Very Little Some Some Very Little Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Neutral Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Disagree Strongly AgAgree Strongly D Some Very Little Some Some Very Little Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Some
Agree No Opinion  Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Little Quite a bit Very Little
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgQuite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Very MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very Little Some Some Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral No Opinion  Neutral Neutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
 gree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Agree Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Some Some Very Little Very Little Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Very Little Some Very Little Some Very Little
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery Much Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Disagree Neutral Agree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgNeutral Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Strongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some No Opioion  Some Some Some No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Disagree Agree Disagree No Opinion  No Opioion  Some No Opioion  Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Neutral Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Some Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgNeutral Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly D Agree Neutral Strongly D Some Some Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit
Neutral Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Some Very Little Some Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Very Little Some Very Little Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Some Some Some Some Some No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Strongly D Very Little Very Little Very Little Some Some Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Disagree Some Some Some Some Some Very Little
Agree Neutral Agree Neutral Some Some Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchSome Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Strongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Very MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly D Strongly D Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Disagree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very Little Some Some Very MuchVery Little Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Some Some Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Neutral Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Some Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Very MuchSome
Agree Agree Strongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly D Strongly D Strongly D Strongly D Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Quite a bit Very Little Very Little
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Neutral Agree Disagree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Some Very Little Very Little Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Strongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Very Little Some Some Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNo Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Strongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery Little Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgSome Very MuchVery Little Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Very Much Some Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Very Little Some Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Very MuchVery MuchSome Some
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Agree Agree Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
No Opinion  Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchNo Opioion  Quite a bit No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Neutral Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome
Agree Strongly AgNo Opinion  Strongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Some Some Very Little
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgSome Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Very Little Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Neutral Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very Much
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
No Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Strongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much Very Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly D Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little
Neutral Neutral Disagree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Some Very Little Very Little Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly Agree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Little Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very Little Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral No Opinion  Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit Some Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgNeutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgDisagree Some Some Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Very Little Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly D Neutral Neutral Neutral Very MuchSome Very MuchSome Some Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Some
Neutral Agree Agree Neutral No Opinion  Very MuchSome Some Some Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Some Some Some Some Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very Little Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little
Disagree Strongly AgNeutral Strongly D Some Some Some Very Little Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Agree Disagree Agree Disagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Very Much
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Very Little Some Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Little
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Neutral Strongly D Very Little Very Little Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Disagree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit
Neutral Disagree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Some Very Little Some Some Very Little Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchSome Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very Little Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit No Opioion  Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchSome Some Very Little Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly D Quite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit Very Little Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery Little Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Little
Neutral Agree Neutral Strongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Some Very Little Very Much
Agree No Opinion  Agree Disagree Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Strongly D Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Very Little Quite a bit Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Very MuchSome Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree No Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery Little Very Little
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome
Neutral Neutral Neutral Disagree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly D Strongly D Strongly D Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Disagree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Disagree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Little Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit No Opioion  Some No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very Little Very Little Some Some Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Some
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
Neutral Neutral Agree Neutral Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery MuchSome Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Little Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Disagree Agree Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Quite a bit Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Very Little Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Disagree Strongly AgVery MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchSome Very MuchVery Little Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Disagree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Very Little Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNo Opinion  Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly D Some Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Agree Agree Disagree Some Very Little Some Very MuchQuite a bit Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgDisagree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit
Neutral Strongly AgAgree Disagree No Opinion  No Opioion  Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Neutral Agree Strongly AgSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Agree Strongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Neutral Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgNeutral Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Some Some Some
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Disagree Agree Disagree Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Neutral Agree Some Very Little Some Very Little Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgDisagree Some Some Quite a bit Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Some
Agree Neutral Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit
Disagree Agree Neutral No Opinion  Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Little No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Neutral Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Neutral Agree Disagree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly D Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very Little Very Little Some Very Little Some Very Little
Strongly AgNeutral Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Disagree Agree Neutral Agree Some Very Little Some Very MuchVery Little Very Little
Strongly D No Opinion  Strongly D Strongly D Very Little Some Very Little Very Little Some Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Strongly AgNeutral Disagree Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Agree Agree Some Some Some Very Little Some Very Little
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Some Very MuchVery MuchVery Little Some
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Some Some Very MuchSome Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly D Strongly D Strongly D Strongly D Some Some Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little
 gree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Neutral Agree Agree No Opinion  No Opioion  Very MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Neutral Some Some Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit
Agree Neutral Strongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Some Very MuchSome Quite a bit Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  Disagree No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree No Opinion  Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Some Very Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Strongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Some
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Very Little
Neutral Neutral Neutral Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly AgSome Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Disagree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Little Quite a bit No Opioion  
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly Agree Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree No Opinion  Strongly AgStrongly D Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery Little Very Little
Agree Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Disagree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Some Some Quite a bit Some
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgSome Quite a bit Very MuchVery Little Some Some
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Very Little Very Little Quite a bit Very Little Very Little Very Little
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Some Some Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Very Little Very Little Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Disagree No Opinion  Neutral Agree Very MuchSome Some Some Some Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Some Some Very MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Some Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Agree Neutral Neutral Strongly D Some Very Little Some Very Little Some Very Little
Strongly AgAgree Agree Agree Some Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Some Very MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit
Neutral Strongly AgNeutral Disagree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Neutral Agree Strongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgNo Opinion  Very MuchSome Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Very Little Some Some
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchQuite a bit Very Much Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Disagree Agree Disagree Strongly D Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little Very Little
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Quite a bit Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery Little Quite a bit Some Very Little Some
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgAgree Some Some Quite a bit Very Little Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly D Agree Strongly D Agree Some Some Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchNo Opioion  Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very MuchSome Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Quite a bit Some Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit Some Very Little
Agree Neutral Strongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgNeutral Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgSome Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Little Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchSome Very MuchVery Much
Agree No Opinion  Agree No Opinion  Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Strongly D Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgNeutral Agree Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
No Opinion  No Opinion  Strongly AgNo Opinion  Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchSome No Opioion  Some
Strongly D Strongly D Strongly D Strongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Some Very MuchSome Some Very Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgAgree Quite a bit Some Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgAgree No Opinion  Strongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Neutral Neutral Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Agree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery Little
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral No Opinion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very Much
Agree Neutral Agree Strongly D Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Neutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Strongly AgAgree Neutral Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Neutral Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgDisagree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNeutral Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit No Opioion  Quite a bit No Opioion  
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Strongly AgAgree Agree Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgAgree Strongly AgDisagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Some Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some
Strongly AgAgree Agree Strongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Quite a bit Some Some
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Agree Agree Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Agree Agree Strongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Agree Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgNo Opinion  Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery Much
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchSome
Agree Strongly AgAgree Disagree Some Some Some Quite a bit Some Some
Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Little
Agree Agree Agree Disagree Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit
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Strongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgStrongly AgVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Much
Neutral Neutral Neutral Neutral Some Some Some Some Some Some
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Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Good 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchGood 0 Currently w     Starting a j     Continuing  0
Some Very Little Very Little Very Little Fair 0 0 0 0 0
Some Very MuchSome Some Good 0 0 0 0 0
No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion/Not AppliVery Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Very Good 0 0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchFair 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Very Little Some Very Little Very Little Very Good 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Quite a bit Some Some Some Very Good Currently w          Currently w    0 0 0
Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Good 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Good 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Good 0 0 0 0 Doing a ye        
Quite a bit Some Some Some Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very Good 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good 0 0 Starting a j     0 0
Some Some Some Some Fair Currently w          0 0 0 0
Some Some Very Little Very Little Fair Currently w          0 0 0 0
Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Good 0 0 0 0 0
Some Some Some Some Very Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood Currently w          0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Very Little No Opioion  Some Fair 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Fair Currently w          0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Good 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood 0 0 Starting a j     0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Good 0 0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Good 0 0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good 0 0 Starting a j     0 0
Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very Good 0 0 0 0 0
No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  No Opioion  Fair 0 0 Starting a j     0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood Currently w          0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Good 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Some Some Some Fair 0 0 0 0 Doing a ye        
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Some Some Some Some Fair
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Fair Currently w          0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Very Good 0 0 0 0 0
Some Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchGood 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Very Good 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood 0 0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good 0 0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Good Currently w          Currently w    0 Continuing  0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Good 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Quite a bit Some Some Quite a bit Fair 0 0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Fair 0 0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good 0 Currently w     0 Continuing  0
Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Some Fair Currently w          Currently w    0 Continuing  0
Very MuchQuite a bit Some Some Very Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Good 0 0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood 0 0 Starting a j     0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Some Some Some Some Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Good 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Quite a bit Some Some Some Very Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Some Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Good 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchGood 0 0 Starting a j     0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Good Currently w          Currently w    0 0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Good 0 0 Starting a j     0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Good 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Quite a bit Very MuchQuite a bit Some Good Currently w          Currently w    Starting a j     0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Good 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Some Some Good 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood 0 0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Good 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Good 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Very MuchQuite a bit Quite a bit Quite a bit Very Good 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Very MuchQuite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery Good 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Some Quite a bit Some Quite a bit Good 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Some Very MuchVery MuchSome Very Good 0 0 Starting a j     0 0
Very Little Some Quite a bit Very Little Good 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood 0 0 Starting a j     0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood 0 Currently w     Starting a j     0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchQuite a bit Very Good 0 0 0 0 0
Quite a bit Very Little Very Little Very Little Fair Currently w          Currently w    0 0 0
No Opioion  Quite a bit No Opioion  No Opioion  Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood 0 0 0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good Currently w          0 0 0 0
Very Little Very Little Some Very Little Good Currently w          0 0 Continuing  0
Quite a bit Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good 0 Currently w     0 Continuing  0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Some Some Some Some Very Good 0 0 0 Continuing  0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery Good 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood 0 Currently w     0 0 0
Very MuchVery MuchVery MuchVery MuchGood 0 0 0 0 0
q6_6 q6_7 q7 q8 q9 q10 q11 q12 q12a q13
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 40 48,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Turner ConNot made  40-50 61000 Dissatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Black Squir  Tattoo Art 40 30,000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Securities ARep Relatio  40 $35,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to caree  Freelance Editor Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Heartland  Communit  Currently:    Currently:        Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     current em     student wo20 My annual     Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    victorias semanager 40 24000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    City of Om Recreation 20 12,500 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Not Applica
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    Twin PeaksTwin Peaks 50+ $35,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Evershore Financial A35-45 commissio  Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Unknown a   Mechanica  45-50 Unknown a   Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    American TLegal Vesti   40+ 21k Neutral
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     NEI Global Global Mo   40+ 41350 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    unknown Elementary 40 over 40, 00Very Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Shenandoa   Circulation  9 $9.00 per hVery Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Palm beac  Ell teacher 50 45000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Titan MediSales Recru40+ 69,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    NA NA 50 40K Neutral
0 0 NOT relate    Addys Server 40 25,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Northwest  Financial A40 100,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha Po Police offic40 52,000 Neutral
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska F  Customer S  Full-time $14 an houVery Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    N/A Athletic Tr 40 hours $30,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Natural res   Soil conser40 33959 Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Placzek StuStudio Ass 40 40,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY related to caree  Speech-language pathologist Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Caffeine D Barista 30+ 12,500 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    City of Om Lieutenant40+ 110,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska MLaboratory  20-40 $25,000 Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    University   Manager, P  40-45 65,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related t   Teacher 40 41,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of   Underwriti  45 69,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Djs Dugoutserver 35 tips Neutral
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Completely Lead Progr   20 $8,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNO Student Se  40 $45,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY related to caree  Elementary  40 39,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  2nd Grade 50+ 52000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     First nation  Fraud prev  40 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Bi Berk Web Desig  40 NA Dissatisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Alternate R  Laborer 50 None Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHAT related t   Social Wor    40 ~$45,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0 SOMEWHA     Self-emploOwner 40+ unknown Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Learfield S Property A40 hourly Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Fidelity InvSecurity Re40 $32,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 45+ 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska A   Informatio   20 20000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Petsmart Dog Bathe 20 n/a Very Dissatisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Special Edu  40+ 41,000+ Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     ESS, OmahQA Analyst40 40000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    OPS teacher all 42,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    Farm Bure   Office Man30 20,160 Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0
0 0 VERY relat    Rather not Business T Over 40 Under 40,0DissatisfiedProfessors are out of t         
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    TD AMerit Corporate 40-45 50K Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Pinnacle BaPersonal B 40+ 24,500.00 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Gretna Pub  Teacher 40-50 $55,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNO Office Man40 38,000 Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Mosaic Sal  Sales Cons 40 $43,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska F  Family Per  40 36,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Creighton Head Perso  15-25 $20/hr Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    TD AmeritrData Scien 40 67000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     CSG Intern Software D  40 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    Lincoln Fin  Claims Inta  40 33,100 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Exira-EHK C  Preschool 40 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    N/A N/A 40 N/A Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really          SOMEWHA     Omaha Pu  Clerk curre       20 current      n/a Very Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    eX2 Techn Marketing   20/40 $40,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    California R  Field Engin40 None of yo  Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Council Blu    Elementary  60 47,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    frito lay css 40 n/a Neutral
0 0 NOT relate    Current - K  Assistant M36-40 hourPaid hourly   Neutral Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Current: Hy     Current: So      Current: 5-     Unknown Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     State of NeChild and F   40 38,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    National InSoftware D26 $55,000/yeSatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Business A 40 80000/yeaSatisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Kobe SteakAssistant M40+ 30000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Textron AvAvionics an    40 62000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Granite Citwaitress 20-30 30,000 Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    SAC Federa   Accounting 40 60000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNO Adjunct Fa 10 12000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Apple Manager 40 50000 Satisfied
0 0 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Walmart Customer S  40 hours 25,00" Neutral
0 0 SOMEWHA     Wicks Psyc  Administra  10 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Horseshoe Valet Atten32 36,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0 NOT relate    Nebraska F  Lead Cashi 15-20 16,000 Neutral
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  Media Spe 40+ 53,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska A  Case Mana40 $36,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    First Natio  Senior Pers  40 58000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Corporate  20 $15,600 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Union Pacific Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     TD AmeritrFinancial A40 45,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Mercedes   Receptions40 Not disclos   Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    I do not kn  Teacher 40 I do not knVery Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Human Re    Assistant 12 None Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Ste   Senior Acc 50 55000 Very Satisfied Other
0 0 Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Press GaneRegional D   50+ $200,000+ Neutral
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 Not really          NOT relate    Oskies for Bartender 30 15,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Federal Bu   Operationa40 Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Neutral
0 0 NOT relate    Broadmoo  Maintenac40 $25,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Catholic He  Security Of40 $30,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Educationa  Manager 20 I'm unsure               Very Satisfied Master's D     
0 0 NOT relate    Current em         High Speed   40+ N/A DissatisfiedUNO doesn't offer TEF                
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Bachelor's    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Blair Comm  First Grade 45 $56,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     City of Om   Recreation 28 18,000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Private Na SLP 40 Who know     Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Bouda Life Principal, L    40+ $60,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    NRG MediaBoard Ope 20 not sure, y Very Dissatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Frankel ZacAccountan 40+ 55,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Deloitte Audit Assis40+ 51,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     PayPal Social Med  40 40K Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNO NYB NYB NYB Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    DREAM Site Direct 32-35 $41,750 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Payflex SysCustomer s  40 30,000 Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Bellevue P  Police Offic45 46,000 DissatisfiedCJ courses are mo tau             
Not curren     0
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    BuildertrenIT Support  40+ 20,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 45 $37,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    University   Graduate A   40+ Very Dissatisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Best Buy Supervisor 40 $40,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    City of Libe  Assistant D    50 70,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Army Corp  Structural 40 $80,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Neutral
Not curren     0
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    D3 BankingSoftware E40 70,000 Neutral
0 0 Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    UNO Academic A40 40000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Northrop GIntern 40 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska F  Delivery Pr          40 Not Sure Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Express Em  Recruiter 40 Dont know Satisfied
Not curren     0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha ArcTeacher 45 $41000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    US Air ForcCommunit   40+ $70,200 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Prairie Life    Courtesy S   34 9$, 11$ Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    TBD Social Wor40+ 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci  Year-round   25/40 57k Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     TD AmeritrInvestor Se  40 - Full Tim36000+ Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Methodist Data Analy40 60000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Midlands B  Editorial In  17/more Not sure Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    QuikTrip Part time c25 10000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lutz & Com  Tax & Cons  50+ 60000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Werner Student Dr  50 not answe Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    OPS First Grade All waking 48,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Country Ho  Program C 40 20,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNL Research T40 $29,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     First Data Informatio   40 45,000 Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Peerless En  Light Indus   40 $45,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    Gentle Doc   Dog Groom50 45,000 Neutral
0 0 SOMEWHA     MHEG intern 20 $10/hr Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    IVM GMBHConsultant40-55 45000 Euro   Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Papillion La   Teacher 40 55,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 50 $48,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Current - V      TBD Current - 3      Current - N      Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Menards reciever 35 17,000 Neutral
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    OPS Teacher 40+ ? Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha po Police offic40 49,500 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Valmont InE-Learning     Full Time between $ Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Tony D. Bu  Bookkeepe25 now 40  will be $35   Very Satisfied
0 0
0 0 VERY related to caree  teacher 40 35,000 + Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska MEMT 40 $18,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    Law Office Garnishme  40 24,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    douglas co  accounting  40 39,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Thiele GeoTechnician 30-35 hour25,000-30,Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     N/A Graphic De40 62,000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 NOT relate    First Data Senior Trai40-60 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Menards Departmen  47 32,000 Dissatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    USSTRATCOWorkforce  40 50000 Satisfied
0 0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Ask again i See above See above See above Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Midstates Credit Adm40+ enough Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals
0 0 SOMEWHA     Hairloom a        Receptioni       8 Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Current- G   Recruiter Full Time Not a clue Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Not Applica
0 0 SOMEWHA     Mutual of Analyst 40 40,000.00 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Standard H    Commercia  40+ 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lincoln Pub  French Inst40+ 45,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    The Schem  Civil Engine50 58,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Torrid Part Time A  32 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Heartland  Office Man37.5 27,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Access BanPersonal B 45 40000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of Senior Com   40-45 60,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Academic ATeacher 40 $35,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Advanced Pilot 60 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Deprtment   Analyst 40 55000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Unknown Elementary 40+ Unknown Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    First Natio  IT Auditor 40 55000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska F  Family Per  45 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     N/A N/A N/A N/A Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha Pu  Enrollment 40 to 50 36,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Papillion La   Speech-Lan  45 75,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Univeristy    Behavioral 40 35,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Griffin DewProject Eng  40 50,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Northrop G  Software E49 $70,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    QLI RT 30 idk Satisfied Not Applica
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Alpha SchoEducationa  40+ 55,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Kids Can Co  Group Lead25 20,000 Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Metropolit    GIS Techni 40 42,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Best Buy Sales Assoc40 24,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Silicon Pra   Big Omaha 29 10/hr Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska F  Family Per   45 48500 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
0 0
0 0 NOT relate    Victoria Se Generalist 20 10,000 Neutral
0 0 SOMEWHA     Children's  Program A 20 10,000 Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 Not really          NOT relate    hallmark key holder 16 8320 Dissatisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    QuikTrip Clerk 25 17000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Cerner Consulting 40 - 50 49,500 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    District 66   Teacher 50-60 $50K Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Warren DisEngineerin  14 11,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to caree  Software A40 NA Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Theatrical   Lighting Te  28hrs curre26,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Kiewit Buil  Entry Leve  40-50 53,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    Bozell PR Intern 20 Unknown Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Country Bi  Creative A  15/30 10,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Guthrie Ce   K-12 Media 60 43,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Myself Writer 80 $100,00 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    First Natio    Associate,  40 60,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Spellman C   Teacher 40 Unknown Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Hy-Vee Assistant M30 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT related to career Marketing 40 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     Not really          VERY relat   myself Graphic Den/a n/a Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    MOEC Graduate A20 12,000 Very Satisfied Other
0 0 SOMEWHA     Gallup System ap  40 65000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 Not really          VERY relat    Boys Town   Behavioral  40+ $12.03 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Current: W   Current: Ph    Current:7,  Current: <$    Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Focus Missionary60 FundraisedVery Dissatisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    select medathletic tra70 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Nebraska H  Store Man 40 23,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Siouxland H   Functional  40 $40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    N/A N/A N/A N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Endless Jou  Social Serv  40 50000 Neutral
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Sojern Sales Oper  40 41000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Beneficial    Visitation S  50 35,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Clearview  Assistant M40 26,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0 VERY related to career goals 40 70,000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    City of Om       Intern 40 25,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Heartland  Case Mana40 48,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    UNO Depa    Campus Se    40 30,000/43,Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNMC Research S40 + $66,000 Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 K&S HealthAdministra  25 12000 Neutral Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    HDR Inc ERP Intern 40 24000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     University  Field Super40+ 34,000 Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 NOT relate    Donohue'sbartender 28 26000 Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     AmeriCorp  High Schoo  40-70 Approx. $1Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Fairway M Loan Office40 n/a Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    ElementaryTeacher 50 34,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    University of Nebrask   40 54,538 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    First Natio  Corporate  40 50,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Crossroads   Direct Sup  32 27 Neutral
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career go40 Neutral
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really          VERY relat    Metropolit   Career Nav20 20,000 Neutral
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT related to career goals Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Apple Inc Pro 40 $40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    OPS teacher 50 40000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Ezenics IncEngineerin  20 9000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Mahgonay Server 40 0 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Current: Pa      Courier 30 N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    brickway bbartender 30-40 25000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Red Oak Scteacher 40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Blue Sushi  Assistant M50 45,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Wellmark Intern Vide35-40 $15/hr Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Papillion La   Teacher 50 35,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Tanners Sp  Bartender 30 tips Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     na na na na Satisfied
Not curren     0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Boystown AFT 45 hours 28,000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Mutual of Process An28 14,400 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Petsmart Petcare as 30 $17,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNMC Administra  50-60 $93,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Blackman &  Accounting  30 current $15 an hou  Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Natural Gr    Cashier 30 $15,000 Neutral
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Nebraska F  Store Merc40 N/A Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    The Weitz Project Eng40 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    sam's club pharmacy 28 17,000 Dissatisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Self Manager 60 uncertain Very Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    current em  Current tit   20 hours 5000 ish Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Target Assets Prot  40 30,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    unknown unknown Full time N/A Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Plattsmout   Headstart 40+ 50000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    UNO Psych  Teaching A20 1100 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Patter Client Man40+ 50000 Satisfied Not Applica
0 0 Professiona      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    US Army Officer 50 60000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Applebee'sServer I work 30 h25,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Campana &Project Ma  45 50000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    OPS teacher 50+ $45,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     up enggineer 40 na Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Big Top Pe   Aerial Coac25 30,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Westside C  Classroom 40+ 42,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    First Natio    Corporate  40 $16.00/hr      Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  ESL Teache40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    PJ Morgan  Sales & Laa  20 $36,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Art Jetter &Senior Hea   40 36,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     River City H   Marketing 50 39000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Oxbow Dat   Software D  29 around %2Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Peak PerfoManager 45-50 hour$33,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    FYRA EnginCivil Engine40 60000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska MLab Suppo  12 5k Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Physicians Policy Own   40 30,000/80,Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Legends of  Club mana 40 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Buildertren  Application   40 75000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Bachelor's    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    TD AmeritrSoftware D  40 $70k DissatisfiedThe CS curriculum nee             
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Neutral Professiona      
Not curren     Not really          SOMEWHA     Nanny/Do     Do not hav     I work curr     13,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Country Bi  Creative A  40 36,000 Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY related to caree  Elementary Teacher Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Silver Man Software D40 69,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     USPS Mail Carrie59+ $32,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Peacekeep  Cook 18 Dissatisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Creative Be   Childcare p33 unknown Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Mutual of Mortgage  45 75000 Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Sullivan's server 30-35 n/a Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Archdioces   Controller 40 n/a Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     PayPLUS Bookkeepe21 15.000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    National In  Data Progr40 20000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    PlanitomahEvent Assis40+ 30,000+ DissatisfiedA lot of my professors   
0 Not really          NOT relate    24/2 childc  Instructor 40 15000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    OPS Language A  40 55000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    Abercromb   Assistant M40 32,000 Neutral
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Supervisor         40+ $100,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    I currently       Graduate A20 1,300 (befo    Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Kendall Law Legal Assis 40 45,000 -50Very Satisfied Professiona      
0 Not really          NOT related to career goals Neutral
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     n/a High schoo   50 $38,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha AmEMT 20 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     ESU #3 Special Edu  40+ 50K Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    CHI Health Social Wor40 46000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Douglass c   Intern 8 0 Satisfied
Not curren     0 VERY relat   Papillion La    Special Edu40 plus $36,365 Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Corbion CHemical A40 40000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    Cox CommTechnical S  40 30000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    The 402 Ar  Director of   20 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Von Maur Sales Assoc20 roughly 12 Neutral
0 0 NOT relate    Hy Vee Courtesy C19 Unknown Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    AOI Project Ma40 55000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Target Cor Sales Floor  25 Hourly Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Buffalo WI Server 25 not enoughNeutral Master's D      
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Honey Bak  Crew Mem20 hours about $13,Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Great Wes  Vice Presid    40+ 90000 Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Physician's Claims Aud40 $33,000 Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  School Libr40 55000 Satisfied Other
0 0 VERY relat    CSG Intern Business A 40 63000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Scott Resid  Resident M40+ 42,000+ Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Hy-Vee, IncLogistics Sp40 33,000 Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    UCOMM a  Graphic De  20 Not sure Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Poudre Sch  Special Edu  40 (a lot m           41,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Metropolit   Academic A20-25 Unknown Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Slope ReseDirector of   40 80000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    TD AmeritrNew Client 40 42,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Reading Te40+ 52,000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nelnet Intern 40 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Radical Mi Registered  30-40 <10,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Blair Comm  K-2 School 40 70,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     1) Senior B       1) Agent /   60+ 1) Commis   Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Council Blu   Spanish Te 70 43,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    University    Telecounse13-16 3,000 Neutral
0 0 NOT relate    Currently e       Fusion Ana40 Approxima  Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Werner EnOptimizati   40 70000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    USACE Engineer 32/40 45,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Contractor       Trainer 45 45,000 Neutral
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    MCL ConstProject Eng40-50 $50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to caree  Financial P 40-50 30,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    half price bshift leade 40 20,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Charleston   Server/Tra 25 $12,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals 40 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Waypoint CYouth Dire 40 30,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    TD ameritrLicensed B 40 43,000 Dissatisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Union Paci Senior Ana40 65000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Midwest C  Developme  40 $21/hour Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     na na na na Satisfied
0 0 Other
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Instructor 40 48,000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Metro Cred  financial se  40 34,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Iowa West   VP, Institut  40+ 90,000+ Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT related to career goals Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Tiny Town Care giver 40 15,000 Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Gregg You  Business D  40 $35,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    DeBoer & AAccountan 40 51000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UPS, Amer na 15, 40 10k, 12k Dissatisfied
Not curren     0
0 Not really          VERY relat    Girls IncorpProgram S 40 NegotiableSatisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Express Freight han35-40 $25,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Koski profe  Tax intern 25 15 per houVery Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  School Cou43 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Avantas Software D25/40 66k Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Makovicka  Billing Spec40 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Yahoo Accounting 24hrs Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Mosaic Complianc  40 65,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    TD AmeritrInvestor Se  20-40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Union Paci Operations 50 100,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Mamas PizBartender 35 10,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Coneflowe  Food Prep 40 21,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Exercise Ph  Graduate A20 tuition waiVery Satisfied Professiona      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  K-12 Art Te50 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Brodkeys,       Clerk 45 Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    uncertain therapist o    40 unknown Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Doctoral D    
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    CompletelyBefore/ Af        35-40 $16,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    HMS OmahHandyman  20/50 20k/65k Satisfied
0 0 NOT related to career goals Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci  Analyst 40 $57,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Pizza Ranc Guest Serv  45 Unknown Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska F  Family Per  40 24, 000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     ALS in the     Patient Ser  10 hours p  $15/hour Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Lueder ConProject Eng40 53,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Current Ta Clothing seright now 2I don't kno    Neutral
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Special Edu  40+ 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Kiewit Office Engi50+ 57,500 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    TSL Intern/Inte  24/40 33,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Claas Assembly T40 31,000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Red Oak Co   Teacher 40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Werner Software E40 50000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Behavior S  50 $60,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    The Waldin  Intern / Pr  18 / 40 $16/hr / $5Very Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     UNO Outd  Rental Cen   15-20 hour  N/A Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    St Luke Un   preschool 40 25000 Neutral
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Cedar BluffTeacher 80 34,800 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Petsmart/   keeper 40 Neutral
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0
0 0 Other
0 0 VERY relat    OPS Teacher 40 41,000 Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Tennessee  Service Co  37.5 $36,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Resource T40 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Siena/Fran    Communit   40 33000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  English Tea40 48,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Dissatisfied Professiona      
0 0 NOT relate    Jimmy Joh Delivery D 25 N/A Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of Credit Risk  20 25,000 Very Dissatisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Danielson  Laborer 45 52000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    JSAV Audio Tech25 ~$50,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     Not really          NOT related to career goals Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    STRATCOMAnalyst 40 95K Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Metro TranTransit Pla 40 65,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Earthenjoy Intern 9-20 hours  n/a Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Virgo Nails  accountan 40 30000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Private pra  Provisiona     30-40 Unknown Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    First WatchServer 30 20,000 DissatisfiedThe educat         Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Council Blu  Reading In 40+ 60,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    American S     Instructor 15 12.50/hou Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Special Edu      45 Supervisor Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    NE Childre   Clinical Soc  40 34000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNO Office Assi 40 27040 Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Main StreeHuman Re 35-40 32k Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     First Natio  Teller 25 16000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    CENTRIS FE   LOAN PRO 40 27000 Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    Delta Glob Ramp Agen40-60 Not sure Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Kiewit CorpCreative Se  12 5000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Alorica Device Unl  40 20,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    OPS Teacher 40+ 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Staybridge Front Desk20+ 15,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Burton A/CMarketing 20 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Kroger Florist about 15 12000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    porsche sales 100,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Mutual of Financial A40 40000 Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     n/a n/a n/a na Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    FedEx CorpPackage Ha15 12,000 Neutral
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    UNO(curreGraduate R  20hrs 12,015 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    DHHS Neb Special nee   13 9,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Methodist Certified N  36 hours 28,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of  IS Security 45 80000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska MHR Service   40-45 43,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Current OPCurrent Pa    Now about        future I do  Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    First Natio  Client Serv 23 no idea Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Trek Service tec40 20000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  School Libr60 n/a Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Latino Cen    Student Ad40 $35,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lutz CAS Intern  20/40-50 50,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Professiona      
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    St. Monica Counselor 40 30,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     City of Om    Recreation  25 16,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Warrior M Product En  45 85,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Paramount Valet Atten10-30 N/A Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Woodmen Intern 20-25 now12 per hou  Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Hy-Vee Cashier 40 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Prairie Life Fitness Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Current: HyDeli Clerk 28 Hours $8,000 Neutral
0 0 NOT relate    Hy-Vee Employee 10-20 11.25 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Cap Cana H  Teacher 40 20000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     OPS Teacher 40 40,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Best Care E  Secretary I 16-20 hrs/ 15, 000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Saudi Arab    Nurse Spec45 32000 Neutral
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Fremont- M   Teacher 40 42,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Winthrop P  Library Dir 39.5 40,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Farm Bure   Insurance AN/A N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    TD Ameritr      Currently S       40+ hours/ $110,000 c     Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Nebraska F  Sales Assoc35 35000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    State of Ne       Current job   40 42,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci  Application 40 70000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    undetermi Elementary undetermi undetermi Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Ameriprise Financial A40 52,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Bellevue P  Teacher 50 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Rockbrook  Radiologic 40 32000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    UNMC/OP Public Safe   40/55 33000/700Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Roja Mexic   Manager/S40 42,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Millard Pub  Boiler Engi  40 $45,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Old Chicag Host 10-15 $10.00 per Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNMC- 4.5 Residency/     40+ UndiscloseSatisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 NOT relate    Target Electronics  35 18000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 50 42,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Dundee Di Digital med  40 ? Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    C&A IndustAccount M40 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Blue Cross  Data Analy40+ 75,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Omni HoteResort Act  40 23,691.00 Very Dissatisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Fremont P  Instrument   60 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Champions   Dining Roo  30 30,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     WILLIAM-M   ADMINISTR  23 NOW, 4   20K NOW,      DissatisfiedTAUGHT ME TO BE AW         
0 0 NOT relate    Carmax, La     Reconditio  25 current     $20,000 cuVery Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    InterAct MNo Title Variable Unknown Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Sandhills P Software D40 hours 67,700 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Millard pub  Math teach40 to 60 56,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Silver Man Software D40+ 63k Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Whole Foo  Team Mem30 13,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of Senior Bus  40 60,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Embrace Ioyouth wor 40 40,0000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  School Cou40 51,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0 Bachelor's    
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Missouri St   Trooper 40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    The FDIC Financial In  40 $53,500 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Playhouse Performer 35 28,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Peacekeep  Airfield Op   40+ $36,000 be  Very Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Raridon & Sales Cons      40 57,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Neutral
0 Not really          VERY relat    Olsson Ass Environme  40 Satisfied Not Applica
0 0 VERY relat    Hayneedle Desktop Su  50 49000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Japanese W  Athletic Tr 40 hours $40,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of Technical S    40 ~50,000 - 7Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Pacific Life Customer S  40 $50,000.00Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Midland Ar    Geriatric C  40 34,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNO Coordinato    40+ Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Council Blu    Teacher 40 63,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Lindsay Co Software T  45 90,000 Satisfied
0 0
0 0 VERY relat    West PA 40 60000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT related to career goals Neutral
Not curren     0
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     unknown unknown unknown unknown Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha Pu  Teacher 50 49200 Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 45 $40,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Midwest E GI Tech 40 30,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Goodwill Work Expe  40 hours 32,000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY related to career goals 60 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Black&VeaConstructio  40+ 65000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNMC Educationa   40 53,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT related to career goals Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 NOT relate    Na na 40 ? Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    UNO Coun  Counselor 40 unsure Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Military Inspection 50 50000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    GNC Staff 30 12,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  Regular Ed  60+ $50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     i don't no yi don't no yi don't no yi don't no ySatisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Capgemini Consultant40 85000 Neutral
0 0 VERY related to caree  Elementary   Full time Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    US Air ForcPilot/ Assis    50 90,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Swanson RUX Design 24 $15,000 DissatisfiedCourses seem out of d    
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career go26 18,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    The bridge Recovery a32 15000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to caree  Software E40 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Bilingual Li 40 $37,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Dual Langu  40 40 0000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Northern N  Engineerin  55 100,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    NP Dodge Commercia  40 $32,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Family Housing Advisory Services, Inc. Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNO Stude     Student Gr       20/40 UNKNOWNSatisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Atlas MedSAccounting40+ Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Math Lab graduate t  20 15000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    E & A Cons  Marketing 40 46,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Blue Cross     IS Intern II 20 60 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 capstone b     drug testin      30 na Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Core Bank Associate T40 12000.00 Satisfied Bachelor's    
Not curren     0
0 Not really          NOT relate    Aldi Shift manaAbout 40 $20- $25,0Satisfied Other
0 0 SOMEWHA     Subway DeAdministra           currently w         currently e      Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Nebraska MPatient Car  36 28000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Inclusive C Communit   20 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     US Army Field Artille  50-60 37,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    KPIT Accounts R20 25,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska AFuel system 5 52,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    JAVLIN CAPDIRECTOR  40 110000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    School DistTeacher 40 35,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Nebraska D   Case Mana40 36000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of Complianc  50 75000 Satisfied
Not curren     0 VERY relat   TBD Art Teache40 TBD Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Target Early morn   20 13,00 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  First Grade 40+ 34,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Credit UnioFinancial S  40-45 35k Dissatisfied
Not curren     0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    West Corp IS Intern 40 $30,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    CompletelyProgram C 42 $36,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Lamp, Ryn   Current: Pr      Current: 28    approxima  Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    CompletelyChild & Fam  40 $45,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Candlewoo  Front Desk40+ 24,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska D   Revenue A40 41,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    OPS Teacher 40 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Securities ARegional Sa   40 75,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Bank of the Accounting 40 $35,000 no   Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Children's    Pathology  40+ now 20,00    Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Primrose S   Asst. Teach38 Unknown. Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Blue Cross     Intern II 20 $14/Hour Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Current: St      Current: m   Current: 8 prefer not  Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    The Colleg   Assistant P40 107K Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Dave Janke Plumbing 33 hours while taking  Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Pinnacle BaManageme  40 n/a Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    current- AT   current- re  current- 30-35 Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    Black hawk  Teaching p  20 25,000 Neutral
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Office of M         Senior Call  25 current    That's goin        Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Target Cashier 20 N/A Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
Not curren     0 VERY relat   unsure, ho      teacher 40/ full tim$30,000 + Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Resource T45 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Public Scho  Teacher about 40 about $35,Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Marian Hig  STEM Depa  40+ $50,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 Not really          NOT relate    Millard Pub    Part-Time  35/40 52,000/ 12Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Metz Cons Project Ma  40-50 $55,000 Dissatisfied
0 0 NOT relate    current US administra  40 no idea Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Derek McM    Farm hand     40+ Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Boys Town   Residentia     40 $35,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Self Emplo Owner 30 8,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  7th Grade 50 hours $44,155.00Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Current: of      current: ca     unknown unknown Dissatisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    TD AmeritrPrivate Clie  40 46000 Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 45 54,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    West Corp Systems Ad40 51,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Fairbury Pu  Academic S   40 60,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Morrissey  Engineer In40 $55000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Mutual of   Investmen  40-45 54000 DissatisfiedI could not obtain my              
0 0 VERY relat    My future            My job titl      I will be wo     $30,720 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Green Plai   Junior trad    40+ 40000-700Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Peter KiewSenior Syst  40 100000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Fontenelle Educator 30-40 Not sure yeVery Satisfied
0 0
0 0 NOT relate    n/a n/a Assuming a  n/s Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT related to career goals Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     University  AV/Operat  40 40000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    The Univer     Java I Teac  18 2000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Deloitte To   Consultant40+ Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     University  Director, F   40 95,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    N/A Teacher 60 37,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Metro Cred  Financial S  26-36 20,000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Dr. John WUI Designe   20 to 40 37000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     N/A N/A 40 N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Werner EnBreakdown 40 NA Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     USACE Student Tr 20 for nowsalary? hahSatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Blair Comm  Teacher 40 $50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     ACR Corpo Repair Tec 20-25 16000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    N/A Athletic Tr 50 33,000 dep      Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    BMW IT Design-t   35 85000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha Pu  Teacher 50 $50,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Veriato, In UI Web De  40 78000 USDVery Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Union Paci HR Service  40 45000 Very Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 SOMEWHA     TOG Business D  38 31,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Metro Com  Instructor 40 65,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to caree  Educator 50 45,000 Neutral Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Saint-GobaSales Repr 60 67000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Camp Rive Kitchen Sta20 10,000 Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     NP Dodge Admin Ass 30 $14/hour Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Moody's A Product An40 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Shadow Ri   Golf Depar  35 Not applicaSatisfied
0 0 NOT relate    N/A N/A 45 80,000 Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     IPG Accounts P40 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Kiewit CorpAccounts P   40 70000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Capital Pla    40 N/A Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Wombat S DevOps En40+ $115,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska F  Family Per  40 n/a Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Cor ClearinOption & E      50 65k Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Home Inste   Strategic P  40+ 63,000 Very Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 NOT relate    Beardmore Parts Advis44 24600 plus Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Public SchoTeacher 40+ hours 35,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Grief's Jou Program C 25 Private Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 Not really          VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Clerk II 20-27 Prefer not  Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     United Sta     IT Specialis40 $40,960 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Express Store Man 40 40000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Boys Town   Cochlear Im   40 Do not wis   Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    PJ Morgan  Financial A40 25000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    Sun Tan CitAssistant S  Currently 2Not sure Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Gordmans  Recruiting 20-25 TBA Dissatisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    N/A N/A N/A N/A Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Spezia Omaha Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    State of NeResearche 40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    City of Om GIS Intern 25 $15 per hoSatisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Jet Linx Flight coor   40 - Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Americorp City Year C  50 n/a Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    PHI Lab N/A Currently 2N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Marquis Pl   Activities D  5 10 Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Oriental Tr  Software Q  40 50000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Technical I Software D40 30000 Very Dissatisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Papillion La   5th Grade 40 48,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY related to caree  Dental Hyg32 65000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha Pu  Teacher 40 41,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    N/A N/A N/A N/A Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Ezenics IncEnergy Inte20 now 40    I don't kno Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 40 18000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    City of La VIntern 28 22k Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNO GTA 20 $13K Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0 VERY relat   n/a high schoo  40+ approxima  Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     bhmi intern 29 40000 Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Self CEO 45+ variable Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Disc Store Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     XO Group Account St40 $52000 Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Subway Assistant M40 16,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Scheels Sales Assoc20 5000 Dissatisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Burton Plu Accounting36-40 35,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Travel and  Travel Cou 40 35000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    TD AmeritrInvestor Se40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Charter Oa   Second Gra  40 42,500 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related t   Network A 40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Université  Lecteur (Te  16 $36,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     ACI WorldwBacklog An40 48200 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Lowes Representa15-40 13,000 DissatisfiedNeed more workplace  
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Embassy S Restaurant 30 28,000 Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Creighton   Member R 30 Hours Unsure. Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to caree  Elementary 40+ Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    Nebraska MPatient Att20 12,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Primrose S   Assistant T40 25,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  Library Ser   45 $70,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    Nebraska F  Family Per  40 Not Sure. Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  Special Edu   40 $50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Second Ch   No 8 10000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Daybreak BChild Beha  40 plus 26,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Interpublic Currently a  Working 20     unknown Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Buildertren    Intern 40 Unsure Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Apostle Nu     CEO 69 65,000/40,Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Northrop GSoftware E40 $77,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Booz Allen Consultant45 85,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    US MilitaryArmy Offic 60 1,000.00 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Thompson  Undergrad  20 $15 per hoVery Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Oracle AviaCertified F  35-45 approx. $2 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    University    Technical C  40 35,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Current - S     Project De   40 $56,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    OPS School Cou40 50,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Teacher Teacher 40 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Iowa Depa   Transporta   40 Over 4000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     1% Produc Crew Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Apple Specialist 40 33,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lozier CorpOperations  40+ Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Godfather'   Digital Med  30 Dissatisfied Bachelor's    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    City of Om Police Offic40-50 49,500 Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    JCPenney departmen  40 30,000 Satisfied Other
0 0 VERY relat    KETV Operations 25 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Hear NebraMarketing 15 N/A Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Methodist Patient Esc24 Unknowm Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     LovleySkin Customer 35 30,000 Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Greater Om       Family Adv40 38,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career go35 Dissatisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     John DeereEngineerin      40 69,300 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     WEX Healt Operations 30 13/hr Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    OrthoNebrManager 40 N/A Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Old Mill re PTA 40 45,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Military / L   Specialist /  40 55,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 VERY relat   N/A Accountan 40 40-50k Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Columbus  School Cou60+ no commeVery Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Medica Senior Hea   40 98000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Wireless A   Wireless ex   30-40 20,000 Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  7-8 Readin  40+ $42,600 Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Waterloo C   High Schoo  40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Schwarz & Currently T  Currently 2      Don't knowVery Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Mula Server 10/20 I am not suVery Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Business A 45 80000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Vocal Mus   7hrs 50min$45,100 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Core Bank Teller 25-30 10000-150Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Neutral
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Farm Cred   Insurance A40 50,000 Dissatisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Costco Night Merc40 25,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Crane Coff barista/ m   15 11,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     DMSI Software s  40 N/A Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska A   Senior Sup  Forty hour $76,873.08Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    CBCSD Teacher 50 53,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Costco WhFront End S40 35000 Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Securities o  Finance As 20 30000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Hayes & AsCPA Intern 35 current 12.50 per hVery Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  English Tea60 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Hill Counse   Family sup  20-30 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Current: Co           Current:As         Current: 8h       not sure yeVery Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    NRG MediaSales execu40 n/a Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Target Executive t  40 54,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    N/A Elementary 50-60 $30,000+ Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Micheal Fo   School Psy 40 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHAT related t   Software E40 $60,000 Very Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really          NOT relate    Cotton EyePresident K   hopefully e5 kabillion Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Performan  Certified F  30 21000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNO Public    Security of   40 27000 / 45Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lutz Staff Accou   40+ 50,000+ Neutral
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    Baker's Front End S20/40 $9000 Neutral Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really          VERY relat    U.S. Army   GIS Intern 16 at prese~30,000 Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Method In   Underwriti     30/50 25000/100Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Comfort KeCNA 40 11.5/hour Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Orion Advi  Accounting 40 37,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY related to caree  Nanny 50-55 45,000-50,Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Self-Emplo  Realtor 60 Unlimited      Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    JEO Consu  Project Eng50 n/a Satisfied
Not curren     0 Professiona      
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     XYZ Eleme  Teacher 40+ 30000-400Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 NOT relate    IDK yet IDK Full-time h>$40,000/ySatisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Yahoo! Inc Procureme  40 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Current em     Manager/MPart time $20,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to caree  Nursing Home Administrator Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
Not curren     0 NOT relate    BCBSNE IS_INTERN 40 35K DissatisfiedMIS program is not sp             
Not curren     0 Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Brother Se Bartender 25 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     NOPE NOPE NOPE NOPE Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Unknown a   First Office40 36000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Ralston Ve Vet Assista40 $20,000 Very Dissatisfied Professiona      
0 0 SOMEWHA     creative ha  manager 40 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    West Corp Technical W40 47500 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Music Teac50 43000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Bellevue p  dog boardi  35 $12,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    Nebraska MLab Assista36 20,000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 NOT relate    Costco cashier/ga  32 hours 13,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    I currently     Currently a         Currently w      Currently m           Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     The Marketing Allianc20 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    union pacifconductor Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     The Amazi          Ride Opera  At least 20    Under 10,0  Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Physicians Agent 10-30 CommisionNeutral
0 0 SOMEWHA     1st class seLoss preve 30 14,000 Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 Not really          NOT relate    Dj's DugouWaitress 20 hours $26,000 Neutral
0 Not really          NOT relate    Kelloggs Machine O30 30,000 Neutral Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     FBG Servic Human Re  Currently-2                My current    Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of Business In  40 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Super TargDeli Team 20 N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really          VERY relat    lululemon educator 25-35 unknown Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Douglas CoClassificati  40+ 60,000 Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 Dissatisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska F  Sales Cons 35 $35,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Software E  Software D40 60000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska F  Family Per  40 40,000 Neutral
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    United Sta   Accountan 40 45,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Werner EnIntermoda   45 40000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Boys Town   Behavioral    25-60/40-620K/60K Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    First Natio    Director 40 93000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Girls Incorp   Facilitator 35 20,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Physicians   CNA/Home  20 10,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 Not really          NOT relate    Union Pizz Server 20 12,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska B   Graduate A20 25000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Project Ha Forensic In40 40, 000.00 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    CHI Health Now, spec      Now, 30. W   Not sure. Very Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Westlake A  Sales Assoc18-20 10-15 thouSatisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    UNMC Communic  20-40 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Bellevue P  Special Edu  40+ 45,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Transform  Project Ma40-50 50K Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    United Sta   Second Lie   60-80 $40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    P.F. Chang Server/Bar30 hrs/weetip - $20,00Satisfied Bachelor's    
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Self emplo Co-owner 50 minimal Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     United Sta   Emergency 40 hours 75,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Lawn Care  Lawn Tech During sem     N/A Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Lambda Ch  Educationa   40 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    Union Paci  Manager o   40 100,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    La Buvette Cook 25-35 20,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Conductix Full Stack D40 78500 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    departmen    Medical Bi 40 33000 Neutral
0 Not really          NOT relate    Lion's Gate  Executive A8 ... Neutral Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Capgemini  Consultant40 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Maran Insu  Independe   I'm workin                N/A Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Garmin IntSoftware E40 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Oriental Tr  Programm    40 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Sonoran TeInstructor 40 90000 Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    Westside C  Teacher Le60 $63,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     self emplo contractor over 40 $40k Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Communit  Family Sup40 $34,320 Neutral
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    The Lund CSenior Acc 50 55,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Grand Islan   Library Ass  40 35,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Neutral
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Metropolit   Academic A40 52,000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     The Daily NPage Desig  40 $24,000 Very Dissatisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omni hote Hotel deta  40 $22,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals DissatisfiedMost of th             Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     First Natio  Teller 38 22,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  teacher 50+ 52,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    UNO Criss Student W 16 $8,300 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 NOT related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Wells Farg Teller 29 18,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     24/2 Childc  Head Teac I am worki              9,600 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Selkirk Hig English Tea40 35,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Northrop GSoftware D40 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Academic AAssistant P  40+ 15,000 Neutral
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska F  Merchandi40 hours $37,440 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    public schoteacher 40+ 36000+ Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska A   Production 40 65,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    I have alre           I have alre          I have alre          I have alre         Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     PLF personal tr30-40 Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Pennie Z. D    Unknown Unknown Unknown Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Aseracare Social Wor20 24,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Union Paci Train dispa40 65k Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Alvine Eng   Acoustic D 15-20 hour        Currently $    Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Quantum WWorkplace  40 57500 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Assistant M40 75,000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Pittsburg S  Assistant P40+ $60,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    District 66 Teacher 50+ Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    NA NA 40 NA Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    HyVee 2nd Assista  30 unsure Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Five Points teller 20-25 N/A Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    n/a n/a n/a n/a Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Millard We   Math Teac 40 40,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    CBCSD; Cit       Substitute         50 $50,000 Very Satisfied Bachelor's   
0 0 SOMEWHA     Godfather'Shift Super40 25,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Kathol PC Accountan 40 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Bank Branch Ma40 63000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Mokpo Na   Professor 40 $80000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Valmont InMechanica   50 Is $113,000Very Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Brookeston  Medication 24 hours $2300 Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Council Blu    Youth Dev    20 12,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNMC Grant Adm45 61,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     CHI ImmanMental He  36 30000 Neutral Other
Not curren     0
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Hammer InBulk Storag  40+ $53,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    E.W. Scripp    Promotion  40 $25,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 NOT related to career goals DissatisfiedAs a transfer student                
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    The Projec    HIV Progra   40 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    visionary hframer 40 40k Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     DoD Deputy Re  45 Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0
0 0 SOMEWHA     VT-SGI Protective  40 $65,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Archbishop  Spanish Te 50 31,000 Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Olsson Ass Special Ins  45 40000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Safe Harbon/a n/a n/a Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Austin Pub  Teacher 40 62000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Best Buy Inventory S30 none of yo  Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Us governmContract sp40 52000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Current – U       Current – S       Current – 2         Current – $    Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    n/a n/a n/a n/a Satisfied
Not curren     0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  School Libr40-60 51,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Dept of DeIT Specialis40 95000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Gordmans Business A 25/40 unknown a   Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Gretna Kid  Assistant D40 30000 Satisfied
0 0 Other
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Summitsto   Kinship Na 40 $35,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Gavilon Accounting 40 0 Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Region 6 B  Manager o   40 - 50 $42,000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska F  Warehouse 45 $34,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Oriental Tr   Data Analy40 50000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Neutral
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     MERC Not Sure a   40 I'm not surNeutral
0 0 VERY relat    Port of SeaAirport Op  55 120,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lunch Box Office Man35 $50,000.00Very Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    402 Arts CoArtist Instr Ideally, app     ? Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  will be Sch  40 approx. $5 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNMC Programm  20 26000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    The Legacy Administra  40 30,000/yr Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Program M25/40 45000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    O'Donnell,     Staff Accou40-70 50,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    American TClient Seriv  40-60 25,000 Neutral
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Treehouse Private Bra40 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    University  Associate D40 81,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  teacher 60 $52,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    University  Assistant P40 $60,000 9  Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Current- H Bakery Em 15 $10.50/hr Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Hayneedle Communic  32 30000 Neutral
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Zionsville C  Spanish Te 40 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Sunrise Sen  Associate D   30+ Unknown Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Westside H  Educationa  30 12,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Building He  CEO 50 $128,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Sweet Mag   I am a bake         Fifteen cur   Ten dollars  Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Blue Cross    Informatio   40 30,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Riekes Equ  Marketing 24 n/a Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Cedar Hill ITesting Co 40 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Hayneedle  Category S 40 50K Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     New York LFinancial A40 40000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  teacher 40+ $50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska MNow, Prod         Now, 20. L  Now, 12,00   Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 Not really          NOT relate    Quality De  Dental Lab 20 13520 Neutral
0 0 SOMEWHA     Little Siste   Volunteer 40 33000 Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Mutual of Sales agen 40 350000 Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     American N  Teller 20 16,800 Satisfied Professiona      
Not curren     0
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    NTT Securi Cyber Secu  40 500000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    CHI Health Project Co 32 $51,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Munroe M  Behavioral 50 38,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Papillion La   Science Te 60 $35,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Unknown unknown 40+ unkown Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    West Mon  Teacher/In50 42,000 Very Satisfied Other
0 0 VERY relat    Tenaska Software D40 ?? Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     EducationaEducationa  40 Unknown Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Abide Volunteer 40-60 24,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska MPatient Car  20 30,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    USAF NCOIC, Mo  60 48,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska MPatient Att24 13000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNMC Surgery Re80 $65,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska F  Family Per  40 35,000 Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     current= H        Gardian Ad 40 yes Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Hy-Vee Assistant M    50 $40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Enterprise Marketing 40 Hours Not Sure Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    All Care He  Eligibility C  30 20,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    OPS Teacher 40 41,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual Developer 20 70000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Old chicago  server, bar   40 or more25-30k Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Clarinda Co  Teacher 50 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  Teacher Full Time 46,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY related to caree  Elementary 40+ ? Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    QuikTrip Clerk 40 20000 Neutral
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    NRG MediaProducer 20 10k Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     TD AmeritrCustomer S  40 40000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     US Air ForcAirborne M  50 ~$60,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    State FarmInsurance A  30 n/a Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Ezenics, IncEngineerin  20 $20,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    iHeart MedMarketing/  40 None of yo  Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Independe  Activities D32 20,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Summer KiWaitress 15 $8000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    JZW Intern   Project Ma40 50000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Ryan Comp   Project Eng40+ $74,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Whiting-Tun/a n/a n/a Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Hayneedle Product Da  40 Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     YMCA of LiEnvironme  15 6,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    power eng comm osp   40 52000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lockwood Property M  40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    University    Intern athl  40/week $12,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Dundee AdContent W  40 30,000 Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Dual Langu     40+ $49,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lincoln Cou   Sergeant/D  40 $55,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really          NOT relate    N/A N/A Unknown Unknown Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  World Lang  40 44 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     H&M Sales Advis30 13000USD Neutral Professiona      
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    FTNI Software E40 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Right Idea    Copy Write  15 hours (cN/A Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Olive Gard Server 20-25 15,000 DissatisfiedDid get into/look at in        
0 0 VERY relat    UNO Alum   Communic     20 hours N/A Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  Director of  40+ hours $100,000+ Very Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Best Bison          Food truck     35 n/a Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Yontz Hand  Owner 30 Depends o            Neutral
0 0 SOMEWHA     FINANCIAL    SOFTWARE 40 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Hy-Vee Cake Deco 30-40 21,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Wells Farg Personal B 40 40000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska N  Courier Su 40 28000 Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Dignity MeFuneral As varies Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Sanford W  Child Care 30 3,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Gallup Systems Ap  40 64000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Para Educa40 30,000.00 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Neutral Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     PCSB Bank Relationsh  24 $12,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     The Blacks  Manager 30 $0 Satisfied Bachelor's    
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    UNMC IT intern 20 13000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Beneficial   Visitation S10 Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Metabolic    Partner 30 70,000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    Attitude on Server 20 Varies Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    The Home Appliance 28 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Northrup GSoftware E40 60000 Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Burns & M Assistant C   20-60 30,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher Le50+ NA Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 50 55,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    unsure Teacher unsure unsure Satisfied
0 0 Other
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    UNO Colleg     Student wo18 hours Around $7   Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     BCBSNE Customer S  40 plus 32,500 Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 40+ 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Southwest    Correction 8-30 $14.00/ho Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    DoubleTre   Bartender 32 40000 ann Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Va    Industrial T  40ish 46,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     University    Peer Advis 16 N/A Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT related to career goals Full Time Neutral
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Tenaska Administra  32-40 Unknown Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to caree  Mental He  40 50,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Schmitt M Print Speci 20+ 22000 Dissatisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    CompletelySupport St 4 12.48 per hVery Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 50 42000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Chicago Lu  Commercia  40 35,000 + Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     n/a marketing 45 42,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0 Bachelor's    
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Children's    Medical La  40 $54,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
Not curren     0 VERY relat   unknown Social Wor40 hopefully 4Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNO Facility ope40 42,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Champions Groundske25/Unknow20,000/UnNeutral Master's D      
0 Not really          NOT relate    Alamo Dra    Lead Serve  35-40 / N/ N/a / 23k Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Behaven K Child Beha  40 15,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY related to career goals 40 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    NP Dodge  Realtor 40 commissio Very Satisfied
0 0 Omaha Sch  Kids Club A10 10 per houVery Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I       N/A Recruiter h40 40 grand h Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Cohrs Beha  BCBA 20-40 N/A Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY related to career goals
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  K-1 Instruc  40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    US Army C   Emergency  40+ 50,600 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska MPatient Car  24 17000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    United Sta   Remotely P   40+ $35,000/yrSatisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Lynn's Nail   manicurist 30 10000-130Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    DHHS Administra40 60,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  ESL teache40+ will not disVery Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    PayPal Analyst 40 47,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     The Marsh   Vice Presid   40 70000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci OMT Bridg   50 80,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    First Natio  Hopefully,  40 $47-$50k Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Methodist    Medical So  40 $55,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Union Paci Finance Int20 15,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     National St   Intern 5-10 15K Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Ehrhart, Gr   Constructio  20 24000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     The United  Military Int  60 56,000 Dissatisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    Unknown Mental He  40 $35,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of Application 40 $61,250 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    US Army Intelligenc  45 $90,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    La Vista Po  Police Offic80 56,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT related to career goals Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Milliman Financial A40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Chief Build  Project Eng40+ $56,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    HDR Inc. Human Re   40 - 45 $38,900 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 NOT relate    PayPal Executive E   40 50,000 Dissatisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 VERY related to caree  Software D40 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    pepsi account m 50 65000.0 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     University           Discrete M        20 28000 - 30 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Five Spice/      Hostess/Ru20/Not surNot sure. Very Satisfied Professiona      
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska W  Library Ass   40 not comfo    Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Hy-Vee Dairy Clerk30 12,000 DissatisfiedDifficulty finding inter
0 0 SOMEWHA     Don't have  none currently w     does not a Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska fWarehouse 6 hours 14.25 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Radical Mi Behavioral 30+ 30,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Best buy Customer s20 N/a Dissatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Nucor Deta  Structural    40-50 70000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    University    Behavior A   40 36,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Woodhous   Current - S        55+ Current - $   Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Boys TownResource T40 45,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Lincoln Fin  Service Pro  40 $30,000.00Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    IWCC math profe30-40 $40000-$5Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Currently a      18 NO COMMNeutral Master's D      
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     UNO Tech Student W 15-20 10/hr Neutral Not Applica
0 0 SOMEWHA     McDonald Manager 40 hours $25,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    University    Graduate R  20 25000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Sonburst CEvent Coor40 36000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Aviture Junior Soft  40 Unknown Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    OPS Teacher 40+ $40,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0 Master's D      
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    First Data Application 40 $45,000 - $Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    CATCH InteConsultant50 70000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska MMedical As40 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  teacher 40+ 48-56 Very Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 Professiona      
Not curren     0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Bennington  Principal 55 hours $100,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Open to poOpen to po40+ Open Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Aquatic Clu   Assistant H  35-40 N/A Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Allied Univ   Security of 32 1200 DissatisfiedThere wasn't very ma      
0 0 VERY relat    Bank of theRelationsh  40 50000.00 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Raytheon Software E  40 65000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT related to career goals Neutral Other
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     C&A IndustRecruiting 30 30,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    First Data Project Ma40 NA Very Satisfied
0 0 Other
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Assistant P50 $95,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Current = F        Visitor Serv      I am worki            Currently i Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Brookdale Medication             33 Right now         Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    University    Research A20 15000 Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Wisconsin   Program a   44 $62,400 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Fareway G bakers ass 24 less than $ Neutral
0 Not really          NOT relate    Gallup phone inte35 20000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     WSL Supply Cha  40+ $45k+ Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    NA SPEECH LA  NA NA Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Departmen    NC2 Engine45 $112,000 Neutral Other
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Doctoral D    
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Westside H  Educationa  30 Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Doctoral D    
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    UNO GTA 20 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Dissatisfied Bachelor's    
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Professiona      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Unknown Therapist 40 Unknown Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNMC Programm  40 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    NA NA NA NA Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    UNMC Manager 50 70,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Charles Dre   Breast and   40 N/A Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Girls Inc Program fa20 $14,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    St. Ambros  Assistant P40 65K Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNO Office Asso40 31,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Early Child    45 $42,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    USAF Linguist 40+ 50k Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    Nebraska MMedical Re20.00 Dissatisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Co  Director of  40 Over $100 Satisfied
0 0
0 0 VERY relat    Kerns Exca   Superinten45+ 45,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Ollie Webb Speech Lan  A lot 50-70 thouSatisfied Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Union Paci Operations 40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Evereve Store man 40 50 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    First Natio    Right Now  40+ Not Sure Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci  Sr. Manage   60 $100,000/ySatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Student Tr   Accounting 40+ 45000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     NorthStar    Accounting 30 40000 Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Merrill LynClient Asso40 55,000 Very Dissatisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Active Bran  Inside Acco  45 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    PS Techno    Junior Proj  40 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     None Manageme  45 40000 Neutral
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Ralston Pu  Resource T60 43750 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Lincoln Fin  Sr. Field Su  40 48,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     securitas guard 40 25,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Omaha Po  Crime Scen  40-60 60,000 Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     The Hair M  Cosmetolo    50 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Gavilon Grain Acco40-50 40000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Charter Oa   K-5 special  40+ $36,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Pittsburgh Professional Hockey P30 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    oxbow dat   software d  29 20000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNO Events Ass 40 36,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    CHI Health Transition   40 44K DissatisfiedAvailability and QUAL            
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Associate A20, will wo    $54,500 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha Pu  current: cu    40 38,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Mcc Photo lab t    20 20,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    BHJ USA InBusiness A 40+ 60,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Olsson Ass Student Int20-30 $13.50/hr Dissatisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Elementary 50 40,000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha Pu   Call Center 25-30 $16,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Sacred Hea  Second Gra  40+ 34,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    hyvee meat clerk 30 22000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 Not really          NOT relate    24th Stree   Receptioni 13 10,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Unknown Mental He  40 Unknown Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
0 Not really          NOT relate    Roja Mexic  Server 25 20,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Frito Lay Full Time M40 32000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Heroes Law  Crew mem40+ 25,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    BoysTown SPED teach40+ 45k Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Neutral
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     UNO Associate 40 32,000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Quality Clin  Clinical Res  40 60000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 38-40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Texas Depa    Texas High    50 73,000 Very Dissatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lincoln Fin  Senior Inte   40 43,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    CBCSD Elementary 40 at schoo     65,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    City of GenLibrary Dir 30 $14,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     N/A N/A How could  How could  Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  School Cou40 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     SKAR Adve  Social Med  40 Hours 35,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Hayneedle Business Sa40 30K Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     To be deteTeacher 40+ hours Approxima    Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Pinnacle BaHelp Desk 40 ? Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     National In  Underwriti  32-40 As Intern 1   Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    West Software A40 Neutral
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    National In  Programm  40 20000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    McFarlin &  Staff Accou40-60 56,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    HDR Transporta   20/40 50000/320Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Math teach40+ 41,000 Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Mutual of Application  40 Neutral Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 Not really          NOT relate    Ressources   Sub contra40 $53280 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Texas RoadServer 30 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    CHI Health Radiologic 40 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     First Data Project Ma  24 current TBD Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Mutual of Distributio   40 34,000
0 0 SOMEWHA     Flywheel Happiness 40 $1 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     ENCOR Residentia  48 24000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Boys and G     Education 16 8,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY related to caree  College pro40 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    n/a n/a n/a m/a Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    University    Instructor 40 - 60 $46,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Ralston Pu  Teacher 50 $43,783 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    CSG Intern Software D  40 105K Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Jones Bros Manager 40+ 25000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals 45 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Cargill Inc. Customer S    38-40 30K Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Voices of HAdvocate 35 unknown Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    TBD TBD TBD TBD Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    National In  Annuities/    20 Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     State of NeSocial Serv  40 35,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    U.S. Army   Administra  40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    CURRENT -     RECEPTION35 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Boys Town  Crisis Coun40 20,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Senior Bus  55 Satisfied
Not curren     0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Ralston Pu  School Cou40 59,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    BL BuildersOwner 50-60 Good quesSatisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher full time 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Garmin Software E40 100 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    University   Graduate A20 $17000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    TSYS Merc  Sales 40 100,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    AIM InstituData Analy40 75000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    University   Teaching A16 Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    CATCH InteData Scien 40 50000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    I nanny an     Nanny and  40 Not sure Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha Be Marketing    20 N/A Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Avionics In  Application 40 70,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Current: Sa             Current: sw          Current: 20   Current: 6,      Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Dario's BraBartender As many as N/A Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     USFWS Student tra  40 28,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY related to career goals Neutral
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    OPD Police Offic40 53k Very Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Software D24 20k Dissatisfied
0 0 NOT relate    The Auto C  Dispatcher40 30K Dissatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Northrop GSoftware E20/40 hou 67,000 Very Dissatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Conagra BrAssociate F  40-45 55,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Special Edu  40 60,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Nebraska MPatient Car  40 . Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    HDR Inc. Recruiter -   40+ 55,000.00 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska SArtistic Dir 40+ 30K Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Slosburg Underwriti  20 15,000 Dissatisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Neutral
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Holland Ba  Not sure Not sure Not sure Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Quiktrip/Opart-time c   20/40+ $17,000/$ Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of Financial S  50 hours Commissio  Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    The Player  Bartender/30 N/A Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Costco WhMajor Sale32 2000
0 Not really          VERY relat    Eat Fit Go Sales Rep 25 12,000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
Not curren     0 VERY relat   GA as of noQA lead 40 65k Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    N/A N/A N/A N/A Neutral
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher A lot 45,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    AHSTW Co  Special Edu  40 $48,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    N/A N/A N/A N/A Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Midwest M   Wheelchai   40+ $24,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 VERY related to caree  Teacher 40 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Ray's Apple Checker/N   It depends Less than $Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lozier CorpHR Genera40 34000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Hy-Vee Accounting 40 29,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     West Systems An40 No idea Neutral
0 0 Professiona      
Not curren     0 SOMEWHA     Unknown Unknown Unknown Unknown Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 TD AmeritrInvestmen  40 40,000 Neutral
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Dr.Hall N/A 40 N/A Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Father Flan   Donor Stew  40 32000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    TD AmeritrFinancial S  40 $35,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really          SOMEWHAT related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNO Video Prod40+ 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     The Strawh  Metrics An20 $14/hour Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Harlan Com   Teacher Part time t     28,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska MCurrent job              35 now, w    25,000 now   Satisfied Professiona     
0 Not really          VERY relat    Current- Ce   Not Sure Continue t   Not Sure Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    OPS teacher 40+ 42,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    BI Incorpor     Program M40 59000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska F  Sales 40 60,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Skutt Cath   Advancem       30ish no commeSatisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska MCNA 36 30,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Not somet     Director 60 six figure Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     FedEx GrouPackage Ha20 Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Moody's A Software E40 $75000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Cabelas Developer 40 $60,000 Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHAT related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Graham CoProject Co Currently=            $56,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    In home naInfant Nan 20 hours $30,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Local Law ePolice Offic40 50,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    OPS Hearing Im   35 50,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of Senior Acc  40 $100,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    C-Plus EnteSales/Proje  50-60 70,000-80,Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Target Softlines T  25-30 hour10,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha Pu  Paraprofes38 hours 15,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     KMTV Master Co 40 NA Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    KPMG Audit Asso 55 50,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Whole Foo  Specialty T  40 ~$30,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    mosaic Care giver 32 21,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Dundee AdAnalyst/ M  Full-Time $50,000+ Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     HDR, Inc Marketing 40 35,000 Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    Ralston Pu  Children's Part-time 2  Varies. Wa   Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of Marketing  40-45 55,000 Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    City of Linc   Investigato40+ $60,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    University   Senior Com   40 59000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  Teacher 40 56,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Applied UnAdministra  40 $28,000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Parson's H    CNA/CMA 40 20,000 Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Embassy S  HR Assista 40 $31,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 50 45,000 Neutral
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Arlington P  School Cou40 59000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraskan   Policy and  50+ 34,000 Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Howard S. Project Eng40 60000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    BlueCross   Claims Pro 45 45,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really          VERY relat    Pete AndreFire Fighte 50hrs 40k-70k Neutral
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Northrop GSoftware e40 66000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Oracle Avia  Commercia   40 60,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Children's    Psych Tech36 30,000+ Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Veterans AAdvanced   40 Unknown Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Valley Drug Pharmacy 35hrs N/A Neutral Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Stockwell ECivil Engine40 56,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    ENOA Options Co40 30000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 40 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNO OVC mOutdoor re           5/40? hopefully m                 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Physicians Intern 32 20.00 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Council Blu       Firefighter  60 85k total Very Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Pets Earth Assistant M40 N/A Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     DJs DugoutBartender 20-25 $13,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    LensCrafte Eyewear C 30 17000 Neutral Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu      1st Grade    40+ 44,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     City of BellCity Counc 40-50 11,000 Neutral Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha Pu  science tea50 49,000.00 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Kiewit Buil  Engineer I 40-50 55,120 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Cisco Analytics In20 24000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Roloff Con Project Ma50 $51,500.00Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Douglas Co    Reentry Se  40+ 72-74 Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Irish Tiger Secrurity G32 15,000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    TD AmeritrDeveloper 40 63,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNO Graduate A      30 $17,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Don't knkwEngineerin 2 Q Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Methodist  Business S  40 Hours 15,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Air Force Combat Sy  60 45000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Sprint Sales Cons 40 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    LinkedIn CoSenior Billi  45 62,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Boys TownBehavioral  24 20,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  School Cou40 44,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY related to career goals
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Dissatisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Intercultur   In-Home V  40 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    Not sure Not sure Not sure Not sure Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     RHD-NebraDirect supp  40 24000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Aldi INC. Store Assco20 N/A Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    BoysTown Shift Mana40 $40,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Securitas -  Security Co45 30,000 DissatisfiedOnly two classes relat            
0 Not really          NOT relate    Haven't be   Unsure Full time Unsure Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska MNon-Invasi   36 39000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    City of Om fireifhter 60 60,000 Dissatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Region 6 B  Housing Co40 34,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Gavilon Merchandi50 70,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    TBD Elementary 40+ About $36 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Target Target Pro  25-40 23,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Boys Town  Athletic As    Now 10-20    Now, roug          Satisfied Master's D    
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Four Sister         Currently a        Currently a    Currently a      Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     LUSH CosmSales Amba   20-25 13,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  Administra40 $60,000+ Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Going VertSport Coac10 N/A Very Dissatisfied
0 0 VERY related to caree  elementary   >41 approx. 35 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    State of Ne  Probation 40+ 0 Neutral
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    VBC Project eng40-50 50,000 Neutral
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    BlueCross   IS Intern 20-40 30,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     N/A N/A N/A N/A Neutral
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    UNMC Beh      Outreach P  40 $67,000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    David's Bri Stylist 20 $9/ hour + Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Self Emplo Owner Too many!Dependent  Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nikon 40 $2400 monVery Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    B Street Co  Accountan 40+ 60,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Martini na   Manager 30 $15,000/yrNeutral
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    TD AmeritrSenior Fina  50 50000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Metro Cred  Teller 26 will wor  $14/hr Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    US CellularAgent 35 12000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska MPatient Car  36 23,000 Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Currently,   Currently,   20 hours 42000 Satisfied Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Northrop GData Analy40 60000 Dissatisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Joslyn MusArtworks A40 N/A Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Lawlor's Cu  Sales Repr 40 No Idea Dissatisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Signal 88 S Assistant M32 30,000.00 Neutral
0 0 SOMEWHA     Panera BreAssistant  M45 36000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    First Natio  Retail Bran  40-50 85+ Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    TreeHouseSenior Syst  45 $100,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNMC Mu  Provisiona     35-40 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    U.S. Army Batallion S   70 110,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Ralston Pu  Educator 40 48,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    United Sta   Combat Sy   as many as 36,420 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Delta Glob  Training/C  40 34,000 Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     BackwoodsMerchandi  30 20,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Flemings Server 25 30000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Orion Accounting  40 N/a Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Pinnacle BaPersonal B 40 25000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    ACI WorldwManager C  60 90000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Ameristar           I am a slot           I currently  I currently Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Nishna ProSCLC 50 25,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Blick Art MSales Assocfull time Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Associate A  40 55,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    LinkedIn LTS Suppor  40 42500 DissatisfiedI do not feel like I am                 
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  Teacher lots $45000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Current Em    Activities D40 35,000 - 42Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Holmes MuSocial Med    26
0 0 SOMEWHA     NRG MediaPart-time b     15 12 hour Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Durham MCustomer  40 23,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Current: Av   Current: So        approxima  Current: $1             Satisfied Master's D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Owen Indu                My current    40 $33,800 Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Ezenics IncIntern 20 N/A Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    NA NA 40 NA Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Genesis He  Operationa  40 41,600 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Yahoo, Inc Accounting 40 45,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Mutual of Medicare S  40+ $30,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Account Re40 56,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Country Bi  Assistant C   25 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Martin JewManager 35-40 30,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Family FareCustomer S  25 N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha Pu  Teacher 50 55000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Best Buy Merchandi32 24000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    University    Strength a  40 Neutral
0 0 NOT relate    United Sta   Personnel 60 42,000 Neutral
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Finance/Ac  15-20 15000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     CSGI Systems En40 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Immanuel  Behavioral   40+ N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Bellevue P  Elementary  40+ Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Von Maur Buyer 40-55 $48,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Freedom C   Pastor/Fam       40+ don' t know   Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Deloitte Audit Asso 40-70 52,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0 VERY related to caree  Teacher Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    lovelyskin customer c  30 30k Satisfied
Not curren     0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Sam Houst   Assistant PFull Time 70,020 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Hy-Vee IncBakery Cle 45 $29,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Other
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Lincoln Pub  I am curren              40+ $54,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    NAI NP Do Commercia    50 CommissioVery Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Kiewit Buil  Engineer 1 30-40 55000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Infogroup Lead softw  50 100,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Farm Bure   Agent 50 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  Teacher 40 40,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 Not really          VERY relat    Ralston Pu  Parasub, sa40 16,000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Pinnacle BaBranch Ma40 39500 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Baily LauerPublic Rela40-45 50,000 Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNMC Administra   40 48000 Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 SOMEWHA     UPS Frontline S30 25,000 Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Internal Au50 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    Currently c        Associate T   25-35 15-18k Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    National Park Service Neutral
0 0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Self-emploCaregiver 30 Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 VERY related to caree  Launch Ma50 75,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Dr. Myoun  Graduate R  20 14400 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 50 plus 60,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     BHMI Intern 29 Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    National M  Account M25 18000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     not disclos Runner 20/40 15k/30k Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 NOT relate    US CellularRetail Sale 24 23000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Co   Artist-Facu20 37,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Mainelli MOffice Adm25 hours a    N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 NOT relate    Jeff BabcocParadise B   30 Hours Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Glenwood  teacher 60 $60000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    UNMC Operations 40 74000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Target Deli Associ30 hrs $12,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Auction ReAccount Ex40 35360 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Children's Medical So  40 $48,000 Dissatisfied
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    AIM InstituSoftware E20 24 per houVery Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Scheels sales 40 50,000 Neutral
0 0 SOMEWHA     Red Credit Legal Assis 30 16,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNO Teaching A20 hours $ 13,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Advanced A  Certified F  30 $30,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    OPS Teacher 40 41,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Air Force Second Lie 40 36000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Surry Com  English Ins    Full-time $52,000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    Nebraska MSterile Pro  40 26,728 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Federal go Supervisor 45 120,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Boys TownMedia and  20 10/hr Very Dissatisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Developme     Direct Sup   64 hours $26000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT related to career goals Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Midlands B   Editorial In   15, current30,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Millard Pub  Substitute 30-40 $150 a daySatisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Bank of theUniversal B40 45000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really          VERY relat    GWD Servi  Executive D40+ 0 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    First Natio  Director As      50 125000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Hopefully MTeacher 40 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related t   Owner/Dir 65 74000 Dissatisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Baker's Ph Pharmacy 40 $35,000 Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Bachelor's    
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Current job             Bartender    40 N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Union Paci  Associate S  50 106000.00 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Hillcrest Elder Assis 36 Not sure yeVery Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0 NOT relate    Saunders M  Nursing as 20 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska M  Pharmacist50 $110,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Orion Advi  Accounting 40 40,000/yr Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Koski profe  Staff accou45 54000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Aetan Senior Dire     50 225,000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Current em       Current job    Working 20   1290$ mon  Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Midwest P  Medical As40 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    N/A N/A N/A N/A Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Leo A Daly Mechanica  40 62000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     That Potte  Assistant M20 10,000 Neutral Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Apex Foste  Parenting T  40+ Hourly wit   Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Lutz Staff Accou40 50000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 50 $42,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Hamlow El  School Cou40+ $50,193 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Richland P  Leasing age18-35 11,664 - 22Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     The Orthod  Orthodont  36 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    Current Gr      Current Gr      20 hrs. Ful      Unsure Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Olsson Ass Assistant E40 prefer not  Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Shucks Fish Server 20 10,000.00 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Waldinger Project Eng50-60 55,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Target Human Re 35 19,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  General Ed  40+ N/A Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    OBI CreativController 40 100,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     OMNI Beh  Foster Care 40+ 34,000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     PTI(PHARM    INTERPRET20 16800 Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Biagio ArroProject Co 25+ N/E Neutral
0 0 SOMEWHA     Sarpy Coun  Child Supp  40 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Science Te 40-60 Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    York Public teacher 40 75,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Sorich Con Foreman` 40+ $40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Securities A  Senior Proj  40 52500 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha pu  Paraprofes35 22000 Dissatisfiedinstead of assisting m           
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Southeast  Teacher 50 $51,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Underwoo  Special Edu   40+ 39K + Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Neutral Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Physicians Claims Spe40 Satisfied
Not curren     0 NOT related to career goals Dissatisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Palm Beac  Elementary 40 $41,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Valmont E-Learning  40 Unkown Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     eX2 Techn Sales Acco  40 36000 Plus Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of Application  40 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Boys TownEducationa  45 $50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Inflection Training Sp40 52000 Neutral
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nick and K  Nanny 40 $28,000 Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    Nebraska Dgraphic de 15 n/a Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Valmont Social Med   40 $38,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Global Indu  Software D40 55000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    VUB PhD Resea 80 30k Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Getzschma   Customer S40 $30,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Barb Graev    Swim Instr   4/ 40 $17 per ho  Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Mutual Of Command  40 40000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     National In  Accountan  20-30 Curr    Undetermi     Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Na  Sales & Ma  40 $50,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Bakers Customer S10 10,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Munroe-M  Behavior te30 20,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    Scooters Barista 15 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Air Evac Lifpilot 41 75,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    TD AmeritrInvestors s  35 40000 Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    United Sta     Hydrualic E40 45000-600Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Core Bank-      Current- So         Current- 20        N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Huhot Mon  Sever / Sup20-25 >20,000 a Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Iowa West   Conduct As25 $20.000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNMC Administra40 78000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    NA Mental He  40 NA Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    West Harri   Elementary 40 45,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    KPMG Audit Asso 40 $51,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  Teacher 40+ 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci  Jr. Project 40 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    DHHS Agent/Prov30-40 17,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Menards Social Wor40 Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Idk Elementary  40 40,000 Very Dissatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    HDR Accountan 40+ 44-65k Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Teacher Elementary 50 40,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    MN Vetera  Life Enrich  40 50000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Bank of the Online Ban  40 25ish Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Papillion La   Principal 50-60 109,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     St. Thomas Extended C15 2,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     OPS/MCC Teacher/In40-50 46,000-$51Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Cox CommCustomer 40 $30,000 Satisfied Bachelor's    
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Self-Emplo    Owner/Co 30-40 $60,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Current ep     Child famil  45+ 35k Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska F  Family Per  40 37,000 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska MClinical Soc  40 Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY related to career goals 40 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Spezia Server 20-25 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    VODEC RESIDENTI   28 $20000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Classroom 7 hours $40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Kohll's PhaPharmacy 40 20,000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really          SOMEWHAT related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
Not curren     0 VERY related to career goals 40 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    PetSmart Senior Pet  20 20,000 Dissatisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  tEACHER 50+ Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Horseshoe Security Of  40+ N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    currently 3This should          40 hrs Unknown f  Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    N/A Speech Lan  40 N/A Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Olsson Ass Mechanica  40-50 $50-60k Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     NMC Administra   40+ 45k Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    P.F. Chang Server 30 based on t Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNO/OLLACOMMUN   40+ DON'T KNO  Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Specialized  Mechanica   12 N/A Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Harlan Com  Early Child    50+ 63000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    self emplo Owner 40+ 80000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Boys Town  Teacher 45 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Diabetes E     Interim Exe  40+ 60,000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Hensel Phe   Field Engin60 60,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT related to career goals Neutral Master's D      
Not curren     0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Elementary 60 hours ? Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     First Natio  Teller 25 22000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Physicians   Test Engine  18 40000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Petsmart Pet stylist  40 40000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     First Natio  Senior Spe       40-55 32,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0 VERY relat   N/A Speech-Lan  40 About $45 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    omaha pub  teacher 50 55000 Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Hyvee/UCIKitchen/Im  30/45 Neutral
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Valmont InProject Int       25/40 offer pend Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    United Sta   Medical Se   40 60,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Westside C  2nd Grade 40+ 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Sodexo Assistant C40 30,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Cavanaugh  Actuary An40 50,000 Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Air Force O    Special Age40-60 55000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Farris Engi Mechanica  14 Non-salaryVery Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    TD AmeritrManager, T  45 $120,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    U.S. Army   Project Ma40 undisclose Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Kiewit CorpAnalyst/So   40 70,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNMC Grants Adm30 $45,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Current: Fo     Social med     40 24,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    American N  Bookkeepi   45 49,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    NA NA 45 NA Neutral
0 0 SOMEWHA     NA NA 40 60000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    undecided undecided 40 unknown Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    HGM Asso  Design Eng40 52,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    N/a Flight Instr 40+ n/a Neutral
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Current: M       Current: As     36 hours n     Currently 3     Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Millard Pub  Elementary 50 40,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Lincoln Pub  Elementary  40 $45,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Junior or A  16/40 50k+/19 pe  Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Librarian 40 $52,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Amazon Area Mana40 $55k USD Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 SOMEWHA     The Corky Assitant m  20/40 28,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Garbos in M  Receptioni 5 4,000 Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    AAA Buildi Bookkeepe35 14,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Boys TownYouth Care 45-50 Neutral Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Douglas Co    Correction  40+ $49,000 + Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Associate S  40 100,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Bachelor's    
0 0 NOT relate    na na na na Dissatisfiedi am a non                  Other
0 0 VERY relat    Blair Comm    5th grade t    40 $50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 NOT relate    Langdons Bartender 30 N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Scantron d   Operations 40 38000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Nebraska F  Delivery O  20 About $13 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     TRGET LEAD ENGI45 115000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Buffalo Wi  Bartender 45 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Gordmans Recruiter 25 12/hr Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Mutual of Communit   40 $75,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     ENTERPRIS  MANAGEM  48 40,000.00 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     TD AmeritrSenior Man   40 - 50 tbd Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Walgreens Assistant S  40 38,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    UPS/FBI Agent 40+ 55+ Very Satisfied
0 0 Other
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Professiona      
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Performan  Aircraft Sa 40 40000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     YMCA of G  Front Desk 25 $12,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Ralston pu  Teacher 40 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    O'Donnell,     Staff Accou40-60 40000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  School Psy 40 48,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Current- N         Current- C          Current- 40   Current- $3    Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Region V S Skill Builde30 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    Marcus Ma    Shift Lead 40 10,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    UNMC Admin. Ass40 33K Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Campus fo Residentia   20 $13000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    The Nature Field Super40 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Union Paci Business A 40 80000/yeaSatisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Tavern 180Shift Mana   25 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     OPPD Manager B    45 120K Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Fort Calho   Elementary 50 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Mount Mic   Teacher 40 40000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Smith Coun  Co-Owner 40 $10,000.00Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Hyvee Personal S 30 $17000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    ME Group Architectu     20 - 40 50000-700Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     unknown unknown unknown unknown Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska D   Child Care   40 42,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  Kindergart  50-60 hour44,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    FIRST DATA  Helpdesk a40 26000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Capstone B      Family Sup    40 N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Cox CommEvent Man   40 35,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Papillion La  Teacher 40 42,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNO Graduate A20 14,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska MPharmacy  40+ $36000-$4Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to caree  Teacher Very Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 NOT related to career goals Neutral
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Home Dep Manager 40 30,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Kearney Pu  School Soc  40 35,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Scooters C Manager 40 hours p  28,776 Neutral
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Mutual of  Mortgage  40 60,0000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Baxter Are Zamboni D20-30 n/a Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Longfellow  4th Grade 40 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Athletes' T  Strength C 4 15,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Interpublic ESD Intern 20-40 20,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT relate    Departmen    Driver's Ex 40 32,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Olive gardeManager 40 $40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Kiewit Kiewit Field  40 40,248.00 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNL Senior Con  40 100K Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Professiona      
0 0 NOT relate    CHI Health Nutritiona  40 32000 Dissatisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     First Data Machine O  40 hours $29,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     YoungWilli Child Supp  40 n/a Very Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Alamo Dra Lead Runn 30-35 10,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    CenturyLinTech Suppo40 33,500 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  Librarian/T       50 $59,600 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Unknown Speech-Lan  Unknown Unknown Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Tomato ToCSA Manag30 hours in 9.50 an ho           Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Moodys AnSoftware E40 80000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNO Adjunct Pr 40 20000 Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lincoln Pub  School Libr35 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Olsson Ass Office Assi 30 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Fremont P  Special Edu  40+ 55000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Good Sama  Job Coach 30 10,000 Neutral
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    BCBS Biological R40 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    University    Graduate T  20 $13,000. Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Delta AirlinManageme20 15,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    University      Researche 20 20000.00 Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     DSW Sales Assoc30 ? Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Brookeston  cna 40 20,000 Neutral
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Dr. SandhyReceptioni 25 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Bell Pool &marketing 45 75,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Metro Com  math tutor20 13,000 Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Elkhorn Pu  Teacher 50 50,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    N/a N/A N/A N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  Elementary  45 48,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha's H     Interpretiv  30 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Union Paci Senior Acc  40 63000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  First Grade 50 hours $40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     na na na na Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    CHI Health Education 40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Tom Manager 40 60,000 Dissatisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Athleta LLCAssociate S  50 35000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Marriott N/A 40+ 40-70k Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Plazmo IndSales Rep 30 30k Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Pacific Life Internal W 45 60k Very Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    McKay Lan  Marketing 40+ Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    ENOA HDM Prog    40 40,000.00 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    scooter's c i have no id45 gotta find a  DissatisfiedI have no preparation              
0 0 VERY relat    HDR Structural 40 55k Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     N/A N/A 40-45 N/A Neutral
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     NA NA 40 32000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Cherry Hill   Teacher 40 12,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Rosewood    Preschool   37.5 25,000 Neutral
0 0 NOT relate    Current- R  Current- A  40 $32,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Papillion La   Teacher 40 hours $45,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    decline decline decline decline Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Caterpillar Data Scien 40 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Part time B    Probation Part time/  40k to 60k Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    University    Accountan  45 73,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Other
0 0 NOT relate    Dominos Delivery D 40 Various Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Lockheed MSoftware E40 $66,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Borsheims eCommerc  40 25,000 Neutral
0 Not really          VERY relat    Millard Pub  ACP Teach 40+ 42,000 Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Autism Car    Behavior T 20 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Iowa West   Student Ad40 $32,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Campus ReAssistant D45 38,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    ProgressiveClaims Adj   40 45,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Lutheran F  AmeriCorp   40+ 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Houses of Mental hea  40 $25,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Turning Po  Director of  50 $42,600 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Northrop G  College Ad  20/40 $34,000/UVery Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    The Pet Cli Client Serv  35*-40 20,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  Secondary  50 48000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Red BranchSocial Med  I am worki             I am not suSatisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Sherwin Wintern 28 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Bank of the Universal B40 not sure Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Green Hills   School Psy 40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Prefer not  Prefer not  45-55 Prefer not  Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Family Con  BHIS Provid40 40000 Neutral
0 Not really          NOT related to career goals Neutral Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Lowe's Delivery D 40+ 25000 Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     QLI Rehabilitat  40 $25000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  Classroom 45 44,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT related to career Operations 40 65,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  Special Edu  40-45 46,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Metro StarXcel direct 40 NA Satisfied Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNO GTA 40 $12000 Neutral Doctoral D    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    NEO Globa  Relocation 40 $25,000 Neutral
0 0 SOMEWHA     Vyral MarkProjext Ma40 N/A Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Centris Fed   Teller 25-30 N/A Neutral Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Departmen      Child and F  40+ 32000.00 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Trans State  Pilot 40 50,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Steadfast S      President/ 50-60 40000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Frosty Bliss  Cashier approx 18 Not sure Very Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    First Choic  Courier 50 Varies Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Td AmeritrNew accou  40 35000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Brickway B   Bartender 30 hours Different e      Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    KPMG Associate 40-60 ... Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Old Domin  Assistant P60 61,000 Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Pharmaceu   Clinical Pro  40 50,000.00  Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Parsons Document  40 70,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Sage Capit    Broker Ass 40 Comission Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Project Co 50 $65,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY related to caree  therapist 40 50,000 Dissatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 40 45,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     USAF Airborne C   50 $32,000 Very Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 VERY relat    Eastern Ne    Home Deli   30 25,000+ Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 70 50000 Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Abrahams,   Runner 20 12,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Americorp Registered  25 12,000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     St. Gerald  Teacher 50 45,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Vocal Mus  45 48,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska F   IT Business 40 95,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Children H    Manager 40+ 40,000.00 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    TD AmeritrInvestor Se  8 15,600 Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    currently L    Licenced C   40+ unsure Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    City of Om GIS Intern 25 $15 per hoSatisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 40 45,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Primrose Lead Teach40 $20,000 Neutral
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Hesperia U   Teacher 70 $58,900 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Petsmart Cashier 15 - Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    University    Instructor 40 - 50 45,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Outback StManager 30 20,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Anytime Fi Club Mana40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     United Wa  Volunteer 40 1250 stipe      Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Do not hav     Claims Pro 40-50 45,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    UNO Student W 10 $5,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Valmont In     Human Re   40 plus 53,000.00 Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Pinnacle BaBank Telle 40 Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 Doctoral D    
Not curren     0 VERY relat   Omaha Pu  Speech Lan  40+ $45,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals 20-30 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Walgreens Pharmacy 40 26000 Neutral
0 Not really          NOT relate    Dial Ameri Customer S30-40 24000 Neutral Master's D      
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    PayPal Software E40 90000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Massage E Licensed M  25 now an          $20K now           Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Client Reso  Technical R40 hours $35,000+ c  Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Mount Mic    Teacher 40-50 $38,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    TD AmeritrSoftware D40 62,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska MAccess Ser   40 40-50,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Grand Islan      Provisiona    32 50, 000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Bank of the Senior Risk  45 87,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Citylight ChCitylight U 40 Not yet kn Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     ---- ---- ---- ---- Neutral
0 0 SOMEWHA     My future      Assisting a      40 hrs/ now   $19-$25 an     Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    Nebraska C   Bi-lingual s40 35k+ Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     United Par  Busines Ow25 NA Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    CIty of KeaDirector of 45+ $95,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  Mathemat  40 52,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Metropolit        Battalion F     40 $87,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNO Graduate A20 $25,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    St. Thomas  Teacher 40+ Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Bellevue P  Librarian 40 45,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Boys TownBehavioral  40 35000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Papillion La   Teacher 40 46,200 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Gateway E Electrical A50+ N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Bennington  Teacher 50 38,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    Union Paci  Manager o   40 100,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Delasco IT intern 35 24,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Beneficial   Family Sup  30+ 22,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Public SchoSchool Psy 40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Midwest P  Receptioni 15 10,000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Methodist Certified N  36 20,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    University   YSEALI Stu  20 12.50 /hr Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska O  Patient Ad 24 $30,000 Neutral Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Financial T   Software E40 To be availSatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Generation    Admissions 40 $41000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Beaverton  BIlingual Im  40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Huber AutoN/A 40 N/A Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    University     Graduate R  24 ? Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Petsmart Customer S15-20 7,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Gordmans Recruitme  25 12 an HourVery Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    B.E.T. Child  Executive D40 60,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Verizon W Sales 20 30,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Von maur Assistant 40 24000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Ashland-Gr   School Psy 45 52,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Markel Ins Insurance S45-50 $60-65,000Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  Elementary 35 hours 40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Blue Cross    claims proc40 30,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    Owens and Drug Testin  40 25,000.00 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    La Vista Po  Law Enforc  40+ $50,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    University    Technical C20 10,000 Dissatisfied.
0 0 Not Applica
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Doctoral D    
0 Not really          NOT relate    Unknown Social Wor36-40 Unknown Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
Not curren     0
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Days Inn & Front Desk+/- 24 10,000 + Very Satisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Fastenal Sales 40 22,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  Elementary  50 $45,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    University   Director 40 Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 NOT relate    NE Departm      Social Serv   40-50 55,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Hunger FreIntern 35 N/A Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Bryan east Health Adm40 36,000 Dissatisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Pasta Amo Server 20 $20,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Children's    Child Care   40 now an  Currently 3    Satisfied Other
0 0 SOMEWHA     Boyer Valle   teacher 40+ 52000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Elliott Co GTransactio     20-25 in sc       25,000 now    Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Report In PBartender 20 Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Nebraska M  Maintenan8-40 depen    7,000 Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    NA NA NA NA Satisfied Not Applica
0 0 VERY relat    UNMC IT intern 20 13000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    DeVetter FFitness Pro40 hours a                  40k curren        DissatisfiedThe ability to think cri          
0 0 VERY relat    City of Om Clerk typis Currently 3Unknown Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHAT related to career goals Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     TBD TBD TBD TBD Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Aksarben S   Front Desk30 18,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    HDR Inc Subcontrac   40 63,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lockheed MSoftware E40 70000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Ralston Pu  Teacher 50 $43,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Edge Body   Manager/T40 Not sure Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Warren DisMarketing    60 63,000.00 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     NHS Intern 40 40k Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHAT related t   Elementary 40+ 35,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Council Blu   Teacher 45 $48,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     N/A N/A N/A N/A Dissatisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lozier Rep 40 55000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     The Marke  Call Center 30 30000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    OPS Teacher 60+ N/A Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Bennington   Public Wor  40 $20,000 Satisfied Other
0 0 VERY relat    Christ Chur   Theatre Ins50 45,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     First Data Senior App  40 105,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    St. Ambros  Assistant P40 65K Satisfied
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Click Targe   Analysis Re   30 15,000 Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    La Casa PIzBartender 20 9/hr DissatisfiedI hate my j         Doctoral D   
0 0 NOT relate    University    Teaching A12 11000 Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     unmc medical sc 25 n/a Satisfied Professiona      
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 NOT relate    CHI Health  Patient Tra  24-30 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Juvenile PrAssistant P  40 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     University   Graduate A20 $10,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  Teacher 50 $40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    UNMC Social Med  40 N/A Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Scooter's CStore Man 40 $40,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     - not really     not really c     not really c     not really c     Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    FAA Manageme  40 Very Satisfied
0 0 Metro cred    Assistant m40 18.02/ houSatisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha He     Bioinforma40 28,000 Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Select Reh Therapy Pr  40 $40,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Verizon TC Assistant S  40 $30000+ Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    NFM Buyer 45 58000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Lozier CorpProduction    40 33,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    UndecidedSpeech-Lan  40+ 45,000 - 50Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    State of NeProcess Im  40 55,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Hastings P  English Tea40 + 44,000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Kindergart  40+ hours  52,000 a yeVery Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really          SOMEWHA     Great Wes  teller/curre20/current11,000/curVery Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 QAT GlobaMarketing 25 -- Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Mockingbi  Teacher 48 42,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT relate    U.S. Bank/ Bank Telle  20/40 10,000/40,Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    TD Ameritrmanager 40 40000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     unknown Social Serv 40 unknown Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Raytheon Software D40 $60,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    City of Allia    Detective 40-60 $55,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  5th grade t40+ Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 Not really          VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Deloitte Audit Assis40+ $51,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Charles Dre    School Bas     45-50 63,4000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Conagra HR Special  40 50,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    IPG Staff Audit 45 48000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Bunge Mill Maintenan  40 40,000$ Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Education Professor Full time Unknown Very Satisfied
0 0 Doctoral D    
0 0 Mental He   40 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Millard pub  teacher 40 45,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Indian hea  Health pro  40 60100 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     CHI Health Medical So  40 42,557 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    wholefood  associate t  40 30000 Neutral Master's D      
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Conagra BrSenior Syst  40-50 $100,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Standard N  Assistant C40-50 52500 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Bennington  French Tea40 hours $45,000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 Other
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  Special Edu   65 41,000 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Hudl Product M 45 60,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    University    Recreation  40 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    NOAH AppCommunit   About 20-3  Unsure Very Dissatisfied Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     TFL Inc. Bookkeepi 40 n/a Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    US Navy Officer 50+ 65,000 Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Target Logistics Fl   20-25 hour$11.61 per Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     Contract St  Human Re  40 $30,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    N/A N/A N/A N/A Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 NOT related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     United Sta   Staff Serge40 50k/yr Very Satisfied
0 0 Professiona      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Art therapyArt therap 40 50000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Werner EnSoftware d40 100000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     TerrametriProject Ma50 70K Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  First Grade 40 $46,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Centris Fed   Teller I make my  - Neutral
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Securities A  Accounts P  25/ 40 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 Other
0 0 VERY relat    Biomechanics Research Building Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     UNMC Communic  40 42,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Koley JesseDocument 25-30 7,320 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Stil intervieMarketing 40-50 TBD Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Octapharm  Phelbotom  40 36,000 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Nebraska O  Client Serv  50 90,000 Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Des Moine   Art Educat 40+ 42,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Chesterma  Merchandi  40 43000 Satisfied
Not curren     0 Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha Pu  Technology 50 $42,500/a Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  Elementary 40 40,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     National InClaims Exa 40 43,500 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    High SchooTeacher Full Time NA Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Millard Pub  5th Grade 40 33,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 SOMEWHA     AneriServe Client Serv  40 N/a Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     First Natio   Associate,     40 n/a Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    na na na na Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    Florence N  Administra40-50 65,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    ESU #2 School Psy 40-50 $52,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals
0 0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Fir Firefighter 56 80,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    NDOR Constructio  40 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    current QL   currently a             24-40 wou   about $38,   Very Satisfied
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Fareway Ec        Meat Clerk    35-40/40+ Hopefully $   Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Nebraska F  Wireless Sa  23 $25,000 Neutral Professiona      
0 0 VERY relat    Grand Islan    Integration  40 36~k Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT related to career goals Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 VERY relat    Boys TownTeacher 40 43000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Lincoln Pub  School Psy 40-50 $42,800 Very Satisfied Doctoral D    
0 0 NOT relate    Applied Un  New Busin  40 30000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Choice Ma Admin assi40 28,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Elkhorn Pu  Speech-Lan  40 46,500 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Romero's PSub-Contra30 35,000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Omaha Pu  Teacher 40 45,000 Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    City of Ope  GIS Analyst40 60,000 Satisfied
0 0 Master's D      
0 0 NOT related to career goals Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Cornerston   Developme  40 40000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY related to career goals Very Satisfied
0 Not really          VERY relat    Select Spec  Is: Certified  Am workin     current: 15Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Neraska BeOperations 40 40,000 Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 VERY relat    Central Hig  Math Teac 40 hours 42000 Very Satisfied
0 Not really          NOT relate    Current: W  Current job   Currently w     Current sa      Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 SOMEWHA     Omaha Pu  Assistant P     40 80K Very Satisfied
0 0 Bachelor's    
0 0 SOMEWHA     Total WellnWellness C40 50-60k Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     Higher EduDirector 40 60,000 Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    First Data Pricing Ana40 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Holland Ba  Administra  40 15/hour Very Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Menards Cashier 25 15,000 Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Immanuel- Mental He  40 dont knowVery Satisfied
0 0 NOT relate    Current-M   Activites D    40-50 $40,000 Very Satisfied
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options
0 0 NOT relate    Walmart Sales Assoc30 $6,700 Neutral
0 0 VERY relat    CHI Health Financial A45 Very Satisfied
Not curren     0
0 0 VERY relat    Physicians   Data Engin40 60000 Very Satisfied
0 0 VERY relat    Farris Engi Mechanica  40 30000 Satisfied Master's D      
0 0 VERY relat    Baas & AssAccounting 20-25 hour20,000 Very Satisfied Master's D      
Not curren     Not really sure what I will do, I am looking at options Master's D      
Not curren     0 Master's D      
0 0 SOMEWHA     Greenberg  Sales Assoc28 12000 Very Satisfied
0 0 SOMEWHA     SLA graduate a20 12,000 Satisfied
Not curren     0
q13a q14 q14a q15 q16 q17_1 q17_2 q17_3 q17_4 q17_5
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University  I would lov               No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 able Other UNO UNO Not applica 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   I want to b        Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other TU BraunscHomeuniveNo 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Colorado S    Degree not Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other No master     Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other I Am Not S  I Haven't C     Not applica 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other University    UNO does     Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Bellevue University Class avalibYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University  UNO does         No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   They do no              Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University    Staff seem             No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Not 100%  I am not 10                Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
    touch with what is actually occurring in high Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other I am not su        I enjoyed t            No 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Pennsylvan   Does not o              No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applica 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Not applica 0 0 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other I'm still looUNO does             Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other University        I am also a            Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other College of  UNO does not have th        Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
May contin    University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Unsure at t        UNO is cer                   No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   My Master       Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   Other UNMC Pursuing m  Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Missouri St  The tuition        Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
   FL classes; what I learned in the TESOL classe        No 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other not yet City change  Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other University      I am consid                No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
    ught by career academics. Very few practitio       No 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University    Not offere  Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer 0 Summer joUnpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other SUNY-Alba There is no   No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other Not decide  No specific        Not applica 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other University  I'm an inte  Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    Other Not sure I have not     Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other Palmer Col   They don't  No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Bellevue University UNO doesn       Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other University    UNO doesn       Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Arizona StaUno does n     No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   You don't o   Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other University    I live in Tex      No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Possibly th      It doesn't h       No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    Creighton University Does not h    Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 able Other Kanakuk InFaith-base  Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University  For a well r           No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   Try to get i      Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    Other Univeristy  UNO does     No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 able Other clarkson program n  Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at Omaha Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other I haven't m    Because I f               No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebrask   More cour             Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
Ed.S University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Naropa UnAm still co         No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Not sure UNO doesn           Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other University     I applied at             No Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebrask   I am intere            Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNo 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    Other CU-Boulde No Law Sch  No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other King Saud I want to g   No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other I've applied     I'm conside        No Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Havent decI "slipped t                No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebrask   Doesn't ha    Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   Cost, Kearn   Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other unknown a   I would like         No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 able Other N/A Certificatio   Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   UNO does        Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other The Univer     UNO does        Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebrask   Uno does n     Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
   eds to offer more web development classes      No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    Other No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other Doane Uni I did consid            Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
    s did not support Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
al Degree (    Other Washburn    No law sch   Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other Other Teachers Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other I am apply             I do not pla          No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Marquette Program n    No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   Looking to          Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Not applica 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNo 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   UNO does     Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other Nebraska MThey don't    Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
endorsemeUniversity of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other University   Too expen        No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   A professo    Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Associates Other Metropolit   UNO did no           Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebrask   No PhD for      Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other Methodist Radiation p   Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other No clue I am over i No Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    Other Colleges in Want to go    No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other not sure no reason No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other University    Didn't have    Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Creighton University No DPT proYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Creighton University No Law ProYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other I'm conside     UNO does              No 0 0 Summer joUnpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other Iowa State      UNO doesn       Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Bentley UnUNO doesn           No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Creighton University PT not ava     Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
BSN Other Clarkson n/a Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebrask   UNO does      Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other Boston University No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other St. Louis U Because I d         No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Not sure yeNot sure if      No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   My classes            Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   There is no    Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   I absolutely              Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other UNMC No Gradua   Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other NA NA Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University  Program ra    No Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other no There is no    No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
    WARE, THINK CRITICALLY, AND BE OPEN TO A  No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other No program   Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Creighton University Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University   No option   No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   Other Palmer ChiNot offere No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
 able Other Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other UNMC Does not o   Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   Other University  Doctorate    No 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   Other Iowa State No vet pro No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University     You do not     Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other Luther Rice UNO is not  No 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other McGill Univ     UNO Does       No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
    date and variety limiting Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   Other College of  It does not           Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Other Don't have       Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University    because th                 Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
al Degree (    Creighton University I'm interes       Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   Other Either UNM   Don't offer        Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other UNO does     No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   I am consid       Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other KCU or UN Don't offer    Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other University  did not hav      No Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   My fiance   Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other unsure would con        No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Not Sure, S  UNO does             Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   JD No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
     desired degree due to poor class availability        Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Creighton University Finance fie         Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   Other University    UNO is not   Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other Clarkson C Because I a             Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other not sure yeUNO does       Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    Other University       No law schNot applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Unsure of plans right 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other I'm not sur  It's not out      Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Don't know I don't live   No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other Methodist   UNO does     Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Creighton University I am consid  No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Southern N   there is no        No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Creighton University You don't o   Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   UNO doesn          Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other others out  terrible ad           No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Not Sure Something No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
  e related skills Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other University  Does not o              No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at Omaha Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Bellevue University Working fu                 Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other No 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other Unsure at t  Unsure at t  Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other UNMC UNO doesn     Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   I will be at        Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at LincolnYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Veterinary University of Nebrask   UNO does              Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Bellevue University I wanted to                  Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other University  No higher            No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other UndecidedI am not fr            No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   Other unknown a   UNO does     Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Undecided         I am consid     Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   I am defini                  Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other UNMC They have          Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other Many optio     UNO doesn      No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other Colorado S  Relocating   No 0 0 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Undecided               UNO does       Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applica 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other University   Plan to mo   No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   No law sch           Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Unknown Don't have    Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    Creighton University No law schYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
    pecific to the concentration, we are thought      No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    Other Iowa State veterinary Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other University  No law schNo 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Truman Sta  I did, I am               No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Fashion Ins     Degree cho   Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   Other UNMC UNO does      Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Not for sur        I think it's b            Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other UNMC, Oth       baby steps   Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other UndecidedI did decide             Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other University    No nursing Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Nebraska Methodist CYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other UNMC Radiology     Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   UNO does        Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other N/A UNO doesn                 Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other not yet i dont like No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   UNO doesn     Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University    UNO doesn      Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
al Degree (    Other Nebraska M  UNO doesn              Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other UNKNOWNMY PROGR    No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Grand Can  Because th                 No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebrask   I am in the               Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other University    PhD progra     No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other unsure possibly UNNot applica 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other University       I am apply               Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Law Degre Creighton University N/A Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Out of stat  Quality of   No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
    I feel like a lot of my time here was used up    Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other UNK Location Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other UNMC Didn't offe   Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebrask   UNO doesn      Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   I want to m    Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Don't knowNot sure Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other No 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Medical La     Other Methodist The progra      Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other UndecidedUNO does       No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebrask   UNO does                Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other Iowa West UNO does     Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other University    They do no         Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other don't know Doesn't ha   Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Not applica 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Havent decim conside  Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   Other UNMC They have   Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other UNMC or LUNO is not   Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   Law Schoo Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebrask   UNO is not              Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Library Scie  The progra        No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University   Personal R No 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Graduate c      Other Online cou   I like online    No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebrask   I don't beli         Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   UNO does            Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other Methodist Advisors ar             Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Unknown No online o         Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Multiple PA UNO does     No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   Engineerin               Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   UNL is clos    Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   Other Metropolit   Don't offer      Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other No. No program No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
    nternships or getting involved in my desired fYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other Unknown Want to m  No 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other UNMC Don't have  Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Creighton University Don't have     Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Graduate C    University of Nebrask   Desired Ma    Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Bellevue University UNO does      Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   Other i dont knowmoving No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other UNMC, UT  UNO doesn    Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Methodist UNO does      Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other out of stat program n  No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Still looking    I feel that I                No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Marian University No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other George Ma    Too many              No 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Creighton University UNO doesn      Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other UNMC, Cla       UNO does     Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebrask   PHD in eco      Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other No 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   No law schYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
  rnship No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   Uno doesn                 Not applica 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 able Other UndecidedNo, I don't      Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
al Degree (    Other Drake, UNL    Don't have   No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Unknown a   Don't offer    No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
   ny opportunities or assistance finding internNot applica 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Other Yes
0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
MArch Other University  Looking to   No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other University    No MD pro  Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Graduate C  University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   I want to g   Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University  A portion o         No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other University  UNO does               No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other KING ABDU    I am an int             No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applica 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other University  Wrong degNo 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other I'm not sur  I need a ch   No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   UNO does        Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Washingto    They don't     No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Creighton University No Pharma  Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Kansas Me  because U       No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
  ITY of professors. Classes were scheduled du      Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   I'll be stayi               No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other College of         CSM had m     Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other I do not ye  UNO doesn     Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other Old Domin  PhD in Cou         Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Bellevue University Masters Pr     Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other No 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other UNMC You don't o      Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other Boston Un Does not o            Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other University  My better    Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Yale University No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other UndecidedLocation No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   Originally f  Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other University    There's no   Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other Methodist I'll be going     Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   Masters De     Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   I required a     No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other Nebraska M    Finishing m   Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other I would like      No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Bellevue University because U               No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Yale, Orego    No MFA or         Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other I do not re  I need to e      Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    Other I am apply    No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Not applica 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    Other Midwester  I will be ge         No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other University    Because I'm    Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Out of stat   I would like         No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebrask   There is no     Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other University   Doesn't off      Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   Other University  I did consid                 Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Carnegie M  I did consid            No Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at Omaha 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applica 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University   Want to m          No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Georgia Te  I'm movingNo Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   UNO does    Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applicaVolunteer 0 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Iowa State No graduat   No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other UNMC, KU    The progra       Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other UNMC, Un  UNO does     Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
   ted to the field, and one didn't even count as  Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other I am lookin      Although I                 Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   Other UNMC UNO doesn    Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University             I would like               No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other New Exper    No 0 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other Not applica  UNO does             Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   My advisor              Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
al Degree (    University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University      Because yo                Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
al Degree (    University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Drake UnivNothing ag                  No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
al Degree (    Other Uncertain UNO does     Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other UNMC UNO doesn     Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Oregon Sta  masters no  Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
       ready to work in my field and do not know w       Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Digipen Ins   Video gam       Not applicaVolunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   Engineerin           Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other No PhD offNo 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other University     No specific  No 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other I have app      UNO does        No Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other UNMC I was offer      Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
al Degree (    Bellevue University Maybe expYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Both a clin              Other There are s           I DID consi           Not applica 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Peru State Expense an       Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other UNMC Program n  Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other University    I am pursu            Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
al Degree (    Creighton University Would like     Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Harvard UnNo degree No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other South Dako   Wanted to           Yes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applica 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   Don't offer   Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other University    Want to ap              Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Kansas Uni    UNO does      No 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Creighton University UNO does      Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other I am undec       There is no   Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University    More class           No 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other Currently w             I wanted to              No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Texas A&M No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebrask   There is no              Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Doesnt off     Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other UNMC Accelerate   Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other UNMC No College  Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Currently AThere are n        No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other Considerin           Pursuing a         No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes
 egree (M.S     Other The depart     No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
No Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Unsure, so    I would like     No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Unknown UNO does          No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
al Degree (    University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Havent dechaven't rul   No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
   e, UNO allowed personal differences preven      Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University  I want cha            No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNo 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Mayo Clini moving No 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other UNMC Program n  Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Bellevue University GMAT Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Oklahoma distance Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other Midwester  Optometry No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   I did, I cou               Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other University    Dont offer    No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other UNMC there is no    Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Carnegie M  Because I h             No Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other UNMC Physical Th  Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   Engineerin  Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other Unknown at this time No 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Nebraska M  Did not hav         Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes
Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   UNO does     Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   I will still b          Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Creighton University Lack of on-           Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other N/A N/A No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Uncertain. I am consid    Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   doesn't off  Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Washingto   UNO has n     No 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at LincolnYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other University  I don't wan     No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Logan Univ    UNO does     No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other North Wes   Needed a cNo 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   Does not h     Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
public histo        University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other UndecidedMy husban                  No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other University    I'm pursuin  Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Educationa  University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other UNMC Does not o      Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes
0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
al Degree (    Other UNMC I am apply    Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Other University  Program TyYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other NA I want to c          Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other Nebraska M  I am pursu        Yes 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   No law schYes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other Not sure UNO does    Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other University   It is closer     Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
No Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Within the      I plan to jo   No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other University  Moving ou   No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other unknown,      If I do not e         Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other I don't kno No family i   No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other University  I am an int                No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
    for the post-collegiate world. I am not quali       No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at LincolnYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Applied He  Other Clarkson C Program not offered Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     Other Texas Chris  I found bet      No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Not sure yeAdvised by             No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 Summer jo 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Creighton University Don't offer  Yes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Have not dI was going                  Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   Other UNMC UNO doesn         Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaNo 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other University    Biochemist    Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes
Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other USUHS It is an Air  No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other Georgia Ins   Georgia Te              No Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Not sure ye      I would like    Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other College of  Did not off    Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   UNO does       Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other UNMC Not availabYes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
al Degree (    Creighton University Creighton              Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other undecided I want to m    No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
al Degree (    Other University of San Fran    No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNot applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other USD Program N  No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other University    I'm getting     Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other UNMC I am/was u        Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Arizona Sta  Program is  No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebrask   Does not h    Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 able Other Clarkson Not offere Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   Other University    Because it   Yes 0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other Currently l         In my opin              No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other Clarkson, U   I want to e   No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
BSN, then    Other UNMC Nursing co   Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 able Other NA NA Not applicaVolunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
    tically, and real life practicallity was almost    Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaNo Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 Degree (B.A   Other University    Weather Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
No 0 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other UNMC Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Associate's Other Clarkson I want to g              Yes 0 Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Other Not too su  You don't o     No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
al Degree (    Other University    UNO does     Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
al Degree (    Other UNMC No 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Not applicaVolunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other UiA Nope.. No 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Still looking   I am lookin             Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j 0 Unpaid int 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   Creighton University Received a             Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer joUnpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Bellevue University Psychology             Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Not sure w  Not sure w  No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
 egree (PhD   Other TBD UNO does    No 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Do not kno  Playing bas    Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other I am not su            I would like     No Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 0
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Not sure ye               UNO does        No Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (M.S     Other University    No master     Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
 egree (M.S., M.A., MSW, MBA, etc.) Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 Paid intern
PTA associ Other Methodist  UNO does     Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
 Degree (B.A   Other Clarkson C   I will be att   Yes Volunteer 0 0 Unpaid int 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Not applica 0 0 0 Unpaid int 0
 egree (PhD   University of Nebraska at OmahaYes 0 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j 0 Unpaid int Paid intern
Yes Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
No Volunteer Part-time j 0 0 0
Volunteer Part-time j Summer jo 0 0
No 0 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other No 0 0 0 0 0
Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
al Degree (    University of Nebrask   UNO does             Yes Volunteer 0 0 0 0
 egree (M.S     Other Im not sure   Because U       No Volunteer 0 0 0 0
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 Paid intern
0 Part-time j Summer jo 0 Paid intern
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
Yes 0 0 0 0 0
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